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History

C lif Merritt and Wilderness Wildlife: Learning how to live in paradise.

Chairperson: Dan Flores
Clifton Reeve M erritfs (1919 - ) works provide an exemplary model of effectively
accessing grassroots power, worthy of study by organizers today. M erritt began as
national field director for the W ilderness Society (TWS) in 1964, battling to protect
Scapegoat M ountain on M ontana’s Continental Divide from ill-advised development;
Congress protected that area, A m erica’s first citizen-initiated wilderness, in 1972.
Prim ary docum ents and interviews highlight extensive yet subtle contributions M erritt
and TWS field services made to assist local advocates, such as anonymously producing
brochures and coordinating networks o f popular and scientific support. M erritt
contributed to Scapegoat’s legislation by establishing boundaries with sound écologie,
economic, and legal rationales, and by initiating contacts with congressmen.
M erritt developed a passion for wildlife growing up on homesteads outside Helena,
Montana. He learned tenacity surviving, unscathed, polio at age four, and rheumatic fever
at fifteen, while helping run his fam ily’s farm and ranch, during the Dust Bowl. M erritt’s
grandfather Lawrence Merritt taught him sustainable management practices decades
before public recognition o f their importance. World War Two interrupted M erritt’s
formal education. He took work as field director for M ontana’s employment service
offices in the Mountain region, and learned to navigate mazes of agencies related to
resource law. He formed and joined networks o f active and observant outdoorsmen, who
noticed as large-scale, mono-cultural resource extraction practices increasingly injured
Northern M ontana’s fragile ecology.
By 1953 M erritt and peers mounted an eventually-successful grassroots challenge to
Forest Service development plans in the upper Flathead Valley o f Montana; Congress
designated that area “Great Bear W ilderness” in 1978. Scapegoat established M erritt’s
model for habitat-protection strategies, successful over ensuing decades as he integrated
passions for wilderness, wildlife, and grassroots action, with extensive knowledge of
public land management law—and motivated others to do likewise. During fifteen years
with TW S, M erritt and his field representatives established multiple legal precedents as
they coordinated grassroots actions enabling Congress to protect nearly thirty million
acres o f wilderness. In 1979 M erritt cofounded American Wildlands (AW L), which
continues the battle for wildlife habitat to this day. In 1992 M erritt and AWL launched
the Corridors o f Life project, which may prove M erritt’s greatest legacy.
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PREFACE

Introduction
A new social history has begun acknowledging the importance o f common
individuals to human history. Yet, many questions remain essentially un-addressed about
the dynamic period o f recent history, begimiing in the 1950s and running through the mid
1980s, when wilderness preservation efforts rose and peaked in the United States. To
what degree did abstract ideals or threats to local lifestyles motivate grassroots workers of
the era? How much did individual personalities influence the direction and thrust o f the
m odem wilderness movement? How well do the broadly-interpretive administrative
histories, which dominate the literature, describe the methods and activities o f grassroots
wilderness preservation networks that arose in the 1960s across the nation, and
particularly in the West?
My attem pt to address these questions arose in response to an unsolicited
opportunity to collaborate on an autobiography with Clifton Reeve M erritt (1919 -

).

Volunteer conservation leader in Montana through the 1950s, Director o f Field Services
for the W ilderness Society through the 1960s and 1970s, and Executive Director of
American W ildlands through the 1980s and 1990s (a group M erritt cofounded in 1978),
M erritt provides, through exam ination o f his “field” work, deep insight into the
personality and soul o f the wilderness preservation movement o f the last half o f the
tw entieth century.
When in late 2003 Rob Ament, then Executive Director of the conservation group
American W ildlands, requested through Dan Flores, Hammond Chair in the Histoiy
D epartm ent o f the University o f M ontana, a graduate student to help write a biography
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o f grassroots leader C lif M erritt, he included the imperative “/r is now or never y
Further, Am ent correctly noted that since M erritt played an integral leadership role in the
national movement for more than 25 years and “had his finger in more wilderness bills
than anyone else,” that “all o f it may be a monumental task that is bigger than a thesis.”
He may be correct; archived documents and live interviews reveal how extensively, yet
subtly, M erritt and his field cohorts contributed to other peoples’ preservation efforts
throughout the era.
I argue that M erritt wielded ubiquitous influence on both the people and
legislation o f the American wilderness preservation movement, beginning in the mid1950s and continuing through the end o f the century. “Ubiquitous” requires a coverage
beyond the scope o f a thesis; thus, here I have selected a small set o f examples that
combined suggest the depth and multiplicity of M erritt’s involvement. My argument
follows three steps.
First, an in-depth analysis o f the Scapegoat W ilderness battle, M erritt’s first
W ilderness Society project and the topic o f my first chapter, reveals how Merritt
operated. From inspecting the area for wilderness qualities and establishing boundaries
with sound écologie, economic, and legal rationales, to anonymously producing brochures
and coordinating networks o f popular and scientific support, to initiating contacts with
congressm en, M erritt ‘tightened the nuts and bolts and greased the belts’ needed to ensure
that grassroots action achieved maximal effectiveness in establishing protection for the
wildlands and wildlife. Historians o f the wilderness movement generally acknowledge
that the Scapegoat W ilderness, as the first W ilderness Congress established in response to
citizen rather than Forest Service request, represents an important legal precedent. Yet,
few have recognized M erritt’s extensive role in the process.
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Second, an examination o f his training and preparation suggests why Merritt
achieved success so readily beginning with Scapegoat in 1964. His experiences as a youth
and young adult provided him with the diverse skills and broad knowledge necessary for
getting along in both wilderness and political settings. He also discovered early in life the
deep wellsprings o f inner strength and passion that propelled him into successful
leadership with the W ilderness Society, and sustained his tireless efforts for nearly fifty
years. M erritt succeeded right from the start, not because of luck but because he arrived
well-prepared, willing to engage, and un-intimidated by the spectre o f the difficult battles
and unpredictable vicissitudes sure to follow.
Third, having established how and why M erritt rose to national leadership, a
review o f his career in conservation and preservation indicates how often he contributed,
and in how many realms. O f his many preservation projects, too numerous to list here,
those that established national precedents form the crux o f my third chapter. The trail of
prim ary docum ents and personal testim ony combine to suggest strongly that M erritt’s
methods and activities, discovered by close examination o f the Scapegoat process,
generalize to all o f his ensuing protective engagements, as well as those o f his field
representatives. With a focus on continued wildlife diversity, Merritt embraced legal
alternatives to W ilderness designations that offered proper habitat protections,
distinguishing him self from idealistic “wilderness purists.”
These three levels o f evidence taken together show clearly that M erritt involved
him self intelligently, deeply and at multiple levels in his projects, and that he coordinated
a great m ultitude o f projects in the course o f his nearly fifty-year career. M erritt touched
the ground o f nearly every wilderness in the West, whether designated, under study, or de
facto, and touched the lives o f many o f the volunteers, cooperators, foresters, and
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politicians working to protect those lands. The fact that he has remained relatively
unknown beyond that circle o f wilderness workers themselves, I will examine further in
my discussion o f the “M ethodology” underlying my investigation, a few pages hence.
M erritt’s works provide an exemplary model of effectively accessing grassroots power,
worthy of study by organizers today.

Review o f the Literature
M erritt’s career in national conservation covered nearly fifty years; he engaged a
great diversity o f activities, representing several sub fields within environmental and
conservation history. M y thesis focuses on M erritfs training and careers prior to 1980,
particularly his 15 years as director for the W ilderness Society’s national field network,
further narrowed to em phasize his efforts related to preserving unprotected wilderness
wildlife habitat. Thus, I generally focus my secondary reading to works related to: the
Wilderness Society, the national forests and U.S. Forest Service, and the American
conservation and environmental movements after World W ar Two.
In his foreword to Paul Sutter’s recent book Driven Wild : How the figh t against
automobiles launched the modern wilderness movement (2002), William Cronon wrote a
compelling argument to focus the spotlight o f recent environmental historical analysis in
the West on the W ilderness Society. As M erritt directed the W ilderness Society’s
W estern Office in D enver for 15 years, C ronon’s call implicates people like Merritt. In
his book, Sutter identified the automobile as the threat to wildlands that motivated
formation o f the W ilderness Society in the 1930s, through his examination o f the lives of
some o f its founders. James M orton Turner, in his 2004 dissertation in histor>' at
Princeton, “A Promise o f W ilderness,’' picked up the Society’s histor>^ where Sutter
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dropped it. Turner emailed me a copy in m id-2004 with the caveat that he would change
it some for its upcom ing publication by the University o f W ashington Press. Brock
Evans, M. Rupert Cutler, and Doug Scott, all longtime professional wilderness advocates
active since the 1960s, have extolled Turner’s work as the authoritative administrative
history o f the W ilderness Society from 1964 through the 1990s. Cutler and Evans note,
however, a remaining need for illumination o f the Society’s grassroots networks to
com plete the W ilderness Society story.
O f the many works on the national forests, U.S. Forest Service C hief Historian
Dennis M. R oth’s histories o f the wilderness movement and the national forests between
1960 and 1984 (1984 and 1988) provide the most significant mention o f M erritt and his
influence on Forest Service management practices. Robert Marshall (1933), Arthur
Carhart (1959), and Harold K. Steen (1976) provided contemporary descriptions o f the
national forests over the decades. William G. Robbins (1985) and Paul W. Hirt (.1994)
examined influences on Forest Service policy through the century.

Countless Forest

Service reports and brochures, available in the university library, enhance the broader
literature. Several MA theses, particularly from the University o f M ontana, illuminate
forest dynam ics in the Northern Rockies, M erritt’s stomping grounds. O f these,
M ontana’s William P. C unningham ’s “M agruder Corridor Controversy: A case history”
(1968) and Todd L. D enison’s “W ilderness in the Northern Rockies: A M issoula-Lolo
National Forest perspective” (1993) provide detailed examinations o f both grassroots and
legislative influences in M ontana’s early preservation battles.
H istories o f the conservation, preservation, and environmental movem ents var>
from scholarly to popular. According to many commentators on the historiography,
Samuel P. Hays provides the leading academic contributions, beginning with his Gospel o f

Efficiency (1959), and followed by Beauty^, Health and Permanence (1987) as well as
countless articles. He summarizes his decades o f study and observation in 2000 with A
History o f Environmental Politics Since 1945, a book that significantly influenced my
approach to this thesis. Aldo Leopold (1949), Howard Zahniser (edited 1994, concerning
the 1940s and 1950s), Doug Scott (2004), and Dave Foreman (1989, 2004) provide
contem porary descriptions o f the preservation effort over the decades. Michael Frome
offers insightful observations on the movement and its personalities through the 1970s,
and M ark Harvey has continued the tradition in the 2000s. Also, Char M iller and Hal
Rothman compiled excellent, broad coverage in collections of essays by leading
environmental and forest historians (1997).

M ethodology
M erritt’s work often took place behind closed doors and off the record; his peers,
the only witnesses to much o f his influence, are also getting up in age. Thus, I made a
priority o f confirm ing—through interviews, correspondence and archival research—the
several o f M erritt’s stories that seemed to deviate from the versions in the literature. No
thesis could address more than the tip o f the iceberg o f information I have discovered
through M erritt and his associates o f the era.
In my research, 1 encountered three issues that complicate and color the historical
examination o f M erritt’s contributions to an already confounding movement. All three
relate to sources; two 1 can best describe through W ilderness Society examples, and the
third with ancient ruins.
First, W ilderness Society Executive Director Howard Zahniser, his assistant
Stewart Brandborg, and their new field director C lif M erritt together fonnulated the
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S ociety’s field mission in response to the strictures o f the W ilderness Act o f 1964. Their
plan included a deliberate obfuscation o f TWS involvement in local and regional affairs.
TW S wanted to leave no evidence that outsiders from the big city influenced, much less
directed, local affairs across the West. No receipts, no affiliations, no shared letterhead;
TWS field services worked through an accepted local leader on each project. They
intended to exclude any mention o f TW S field representatives’ involvement from media
coverage o f local preservation engagements, especially those in which TWS agents were
integrally entangled.'
This strategy had the effect o f manipulating the official document-trail upon
which the discipline o f history rests its ultimate investigations. M erritt’s job description
included making sure he never made the official records. '‘M erritt” was a name that kept
coming up in wilderness preservation history, but upon which nothing could be pinned.
He worked “leading from behind”' the scenes, constantly covering his tracks as he went.
He seldom got caught on the stage. I will need to elbow him through some doors barely
opened in the secondary literature.
M y second research issue raises the question: Whom do you trust? After
decades as one o f A m erica’s prem ier historians on the wilderness and environmental
movem ents o f the post-W orld W ar II years, in the year 2000, Samuel E. Hays wrote his
capstone work, synthesizing trends both in the movements and in the related
historiography. He made a startling claim, essentially condemning as incomplete all extant
works on the organizations o f the era, as “they collectively miss the mark and arrive at
what are quite iU-infovmed conclusions"'^ (italics mine). He pointed to the field workers,
heretofore ignored, as the keys. Foreman agrees; now, I do too.
' Interview s with C lif Merritt and Stewart Brandborg, notes in my p ossess io n .
' From “C lif Merritt: he leads from b ehind,” in

C o u n tr y N e w s , 1 A u gu st 1975, p. 16.

' S am u el P. H a y s . / t H is to r y o f E n v ir o n m e n ta l P o litic s S ince 1945. Pittsburgh. PA.: U niversity o f
Pittsburgh Press, 2 0 0 0 . p. 9 7 .
xii

O f the recent social historians who focus on w orkers’ roles in the human story, I
have been particularly influenced by David E. Stuart and his demonstration in his classic
Anasazi America (2000) o f how thoroughly skewed the Great Man assumption can make
a story. Stuart needed to ignore the easy evidence supplied by the elite’s centers, and
ignore the academically popular conclusions based on that evidence; he needed to dig
through the masses and messes left by the field workers, in order to enlighten our
understanding o f the Anasazi great house era. Hays suggests that we need to do the same
with the wilderness movement if the academy has any hope o f generating a working
comprehension o f what happened during those incredible decades of recent American
history—by digging through the masses and messes o f documents left by the scores of
field workers and local volunteers. Thus my second issue has been to find and mine the
primary documents and be willing to draw conclusions sometimes contradicting those of
established historians.
My third issue remains a mystery. In December 1978, the new Executive
Director o f TWS term inated the field services as they existed, and instructed M erritt to
close the Denver field office immediately. Merritt took the great majority o f his records
to the Arthur Carhart Conservation Library in Denver, which the W ilderness Society had
established as its official repository some years earlier. M erritt took alarm in the mid
1980s when he could not access his records; he did not understand that financial troubles
had closed the archive. In January 2005, with generous A. B. Hammond Fund support
from the U niversity o f M ontana, I visited the new home for the archives o f the
conservation movement, reestablished in 1995 at the Denver Public Library. During my
week there conservation conservators for the W ilderness Society papers assured me that
nothing had been lost.
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Yet, in spite o f several hopeful leads in the finding guides and many forays into
the stacks, we could not locate any files from the Denver office between 1966 and 1979.
We found scattered documents from the Denver office, but only in files from the central
office. Two decades after M erritt’s “false alarm ,” we find ourselves asking again: Where
did M erritt’s papers go? And how can any historian recognize the importance o f TWS
field activities if even a determined seeker cannot find the related documents?
W hile that m ystery has not been resolved, I did find other rich fonts o f primary
sources, scattered widely as Hays predicted. I found much correspondence with and
about M erritt among the papers o f several o f his associates from his TWS years, archived
at libraries in Denver, M issoula and Bozeman, Montana, as well as in private collections.
Also, phenomenal numbers o f newsletters by local and regional organizations have
extolled his efforts, promoted his agenda, and published his articles and editorials. Many
o f these have become available on the internet over the past couple years—a google search
on “C lif M erritt” returns many times more hits than does a search in all academic sources
combined.
M eanwhile, beginning with my first visit to M erritt’s home in Hamilton,
M ontana, I knew that documents from American W ildlands and his manuscripts cluttered
his office. By the time his daughter, Sherry Essig, had finished organizing the records in
his garage, in mid-2005, she had filled and labeled nearly thirty apple-boxes with
countless correspondences, memos, reports, government and scientific documents, and
hundreds o f slides and photos, dating from yesterday back to the mid-1940s (with some
significant gaps).
Taken all together, my primary sources heavily outweigh my secondary sources,
w hether concerning the general methods o f grassroots successes, or M erritt’s
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contributions to them. This profundity o f prim ary materials will grease the path as I
slide M erritt out o f the shadows and into the light o f history.
I began this project and immediately encountered dozens o f hours of oral history,
then a plethora o f prim ary m aterials—which inevitably supported the oral histories.
Later, as I engaged related secondary sources, I encountered disparities between the
official accounts and those I had constructed based on archival evidence and M erritt’s
papers. Upon reading Hays, I understood better the underlying difficulties o f my task
and also the rich opportunity that collaborating with M erritt presented.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE SCAPEGOAT W ILDERNESS, PRIZE OF DILIGENCE AND VISION

Introduction
In one o f Gary Larson’s comic views of scientists at work in “The Far Side,” we
see on the chalkboard a trail o f abstract equations. A madcap mathematician in white lab
coat exclaims “then a miracle occurs!” to justify his conclusion. This humorous
commentary struek me as a particularly vivid analogy as I examined the literature on
A m erica's first “citizens’ wilderness” designation—M ontana’s Scapegoat W ilderness.'
This chapter will present a brief overview o f the Seapegoat story, and point out
where historians have essentially agreed that a miracle must have occurred. Then it will
argue that responsibility belongs not with a miracle, but with effective human interaction
and extraordinarily elose cooperation among a myriad o f diverse people—led by a
relatively unsung M ontana native turned national representative o f the W ilderness
Society named Clifton Reeve Merritt. Scapegoat is the initial example o f how the
Wilderness Society subtly yet significantly influenced grassroots organizations beginning
the mom ent it instituted its field program under C lif M erritt in 1964, and further
exemplifies how field workers, like Merritt, made fundamentally essential contributions
to wilderness legislation, particularly by establishing boundaries and their rationale, even
before the bills reached the halls and lobbyists o f Congress.

' “C itiz e n s’ w ild erness” is m y phrase; other authors have used “de facto” rather than “c itiz e n s.” ' Dennis
R oth 's The W ild ern ess M o v e m e n t... chapter 2 is entitled "The Lincoln-Scapegoat: The First De Facto
Bill.” In The Endiirini’ W ildern ess, Scott defined a “de facto W ilderness” as any region that had never been
administratively protected as a “ primitive area.” (p. 6 7 ) Both assu m e a setting in the W ilderness Act era for
use o f this w ell k now n phrase. U se o f “de facto” so m e h o w ob fu scates the role o f d em ocracy in this
preservation process.

Entrée the W ilderness Act, and C lif Merritt.
DEFINITION OF W ILDERNESS Sec. 2.(c) A wilderness, in contrast
with those areas where man and his own works dominate the
landscape, is hereby recognized..."
With one proverbial stroke o f President Lyndon Johnson’s pen, the Wilderness
Act o f 1964 established formal legal protection for nearly ten million acres o f American
roadless lands, in a new National W ilderness Preservation System. House Interior
Com m ittee Chairman W ayne Aspinall o f Colorado had insisted that the first paragraph,
Section 2.(a), inserted prior even to the definition o f wilderness, include the requirement
that each addition to the system after 1964 would require its own act o f Congress. Many
people at the time interpreted that first clause o f the Act, deemed “affirmative action,” as
closure for the wilderness system. They saw only that it abolished “traditional”
dependence on bureaucrats and administrative procedures. A few, however, reacted to
the mandate by reaching out to the opportunity to insert democracy into the governance
o f Ameriean public lands.
The indomitable Dr. Howard Zahniser, executive director of the Wilderness
Society (TWS ) and author o f the W ilderness Act, led the few. He recognized Congress
could be swayed by organized citizen groups. Zahniser envisioned the Wilderness
Society finding such groups, opening communications between them, and focusing their
energies into effective citizen lobbying efforts. Affirmative action, he realized, did not
close the wilderness system, it simply required that grassroots efforts drive new
wilderness additions. He also realized that the W ilderness Society, as structured and
staffed in the early 1960s, would be incapable o f addressing this new challenge to

- T h e W ild erness A ct o f 1964, Public Law 8 8 - 5 7 7 . Section 2.c D efinition o f W ilderness. Federal R esource
L aw s o f Interest to the U .S . Fish and W ild life S ervice at h ttp ://la w s.fw s.g o v /la w sd ig e st/w ild r n s.h tm l.

w ilderness preservation/
In late 1962, proofreading the W ilderness Society budget report for his governing
council, Zahniser inserted a handwritten proposal/

With the Wilderness Act nearly a

reality, and the “affirmative action” clause inevitable. Dr. Zahniser decided that the
W ilderness Society needed a ’’Field Programs Director," with a part-time secretary/ He
knew that America needed the W ilderness Society to field a national representative.
While government officials may respond to citizen concern, only a professional could
dependably focus and organize diverse citizen energies. Only a professional could guide
the citizens through the maze o f congressional hearings and committees, always prepared
with the details needed for drafting wilderness legislation.
By January 1964, Dr. Zahniser had identified the man to fill the new position; he
held no application process. Zahniser traveled to Bozeman, Montana, for the annual
meeting o f the M ontana W ilderness Association. That night, C lif M erritt gave a slide
presentation dem onstrating visually, the legal meaning o f “wilderness qualities.” After he
finished, Zahniser invited him into a back room for a moment of private discussion. They
gazed out the windows a moment and admired the picturesque snowstorm swirling
through the sublime Gallatin range.
Dr. Zahniser turned casually and asked “W ould you consider turning your
avocation into your vocation?” C lif M erritt, aged 44 years, had fantasized about how
’ The job description H ow ard Zahniser wrote in 1962 for the n ew position o f Field Programs Director
in volv ed duties not included in prior organization charts, it d w e lle d on contacting, organizing, and educating
groups and m em bers, and specified a new "permanent Western field office." (S e e next note.) I can draw no
other con clu sio n s. Howard Zahniser's biographer Mark Harvey and son Ed Zahniser have not seen these
tw o cla im s d ocu m ented anywhere. Ed Zahniser went on to say. h ow ever, he b elie ves they are both
generally true (in an em ail to m e, 16 N o v e m b e r 2 0 0 5 ) .
^ The W ilderness S o cie ty papers, D enver Public Library, Western History and G e n e a lo g y Department.
C O N S 130, B o x 3 :5 0 0 , Folder "TWS: Members: Howard Zahniser: Official M e m o s describ in g
organ ization, 1962." C opy in m y p o sse ss io n .
As w ise an administrator as wilderness advocate, Zahniser recognized that an active field worker w ould
require secretarial support, so included it even in his initial budget proposal.
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much he could accomplish if he could work at preservation full-time, rather than
squeezing it into weekends. The then impending Wilderness Act suggested a need for
leadership through grassroots interaction. M erritt’s twenty year career with the State of
Montana, and his conservation activism throughout the 1950s had both long found him
working in diverse mountain settings, working with diverse people through their
interaction with their environments. He liked that kind o f work, and he said so.^

Dr.

Zahniser asked how much time he needed to assume the position. Merritt replied with a
grin, “Well, I should give two weeks notice at work. That would only be fair.”^
Unbeknownst to the world, Howard Zahniser had passed the torch o f wilderness
advocacy to an equally indomitable force. Both men foresaw a dynamic struggle ahead, a
battle centered not in the bureaucratic centers o f the East, but in diverse local citizenarenas across the country. With the W ilderness Act, the intermountain West, home o f the
largest tracts o f federally-held roadless lands, would become the new conservation
battleground.
By late 1963, however, Z ahniser’s health had turned for the worse. Already
stretched beyond human limits advocating and defending his Wilderness Act,^ Zahniser
nonetheless detoured into rural M ontana in a snowstorm. He wanted a unique m an—one
familiar both with wild lands and the laws governing them, a man able to adapt to the
demands of a decentralized effort, a man already familiar with finessing a fickle Western
Interview with Merritt, notes in author's p o ssessio n . W hile he didn't “bat an eye" o ver the d ecisio n , his
w ife did, though she supported his efforts.
^ Interview with C lif Merritt, notes in author's p o ssessio n . N either Dr. Mark Harvey, Zahniser's
biographer, nor Merritt’s eldest daughter Sherry E s sig , nor I have been able to uncover any initial, official
agreem ent or contract between Merritt and the W ilderness S ociety. Stewart Brandborg, Zahniser's assistant
at the tim e, su ggests none exists. Essig d oes not find that unusual, as “dad alw ays lived on a handshake. "
Dr. Harvey attested via em ail to me o f a printed source, currently in a private collection and unavailable,
placing Zahniser at that m eetin g o f the Montana W ilderness A ssociation in B o z em a n . The rise o f Merritt's
nam e in L B C P A papers in January 1964, es p e cially on the cc lin e - u b iq u ito u s in folder 1-5. absent in prior
y e a r s - s u g g e s t he had taken a sudden leap in responsibility and authority am ong conservationists.
James Morton Turner, "Promise o f Wilderness," PhD dissertation in history at Princeton, 2 0 0 4 . C opy in
m y p o s s e s s io n , em a iled by Turner.
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population, while respectful o f diverse, often-fragile egos in potential local leaders. He
knew he needed, as environmental historian Samuel Hays later put it, a man experienced
with "not only the com plex o f state agencies and the politics in which they were involved
but also the intricate relationships between state and federal management agencies.
With enthusiastic support from his assistant Stewart M. Brandborg,'^ Zahniser selected
M erritt to be the leader for new kind o f age, and went personally to recruit his heir. Dr.
Zahniser prepared the W ilderness Society for the new era with a handshake on a ‘dark
and stormy night’ high in the M ontana Rockies."
Their discussions that evening had included a plan. M erritt would open a
W ilderness Society office somewhere in the West, the place o f his own choosing. He
would take two M ontana battles for his first priorities. This would enable him to lay
foundations for Society work prior to leaving for W ashington D.C. in m id-1964. Dr.
Zahniser’s death early in 1964 threw the W ilderness Society into momentary disarray.
M erritt had to spend two full years in W ashington helping the new Executive Director
Stewart Brandborg (M ontana forester Guy M. Brandborg's son) settle the dust and
reorient the W ilderness Society to accommodate the W ilderness Act. M eanwhile, M erritt
did not ignore either o f his M ontana field assignm ents."
One battle had arisen along the border with Idaho in southwestern M ontana. The
Forest Service w ithdrew protected status from a huge swath o f the Selway-Bitterroot
Primitive Area in the process o f reclassifying it as Wilderness. Merritt teamed-up with
old friend Guy “Brandy” Brandborg to reestablish protection for the so-called M agruder
’ Ibid., H ays p. 125.
In terview with Brandborg. 26 October 2 0 0 5 . N otes in author's p o ssessio n .
' ' Turner argues that the transition from Zahniser to Brandborg represented a major transition point in T W S
history, as it accom pan ied p assage o f the W ilderness Act o f 1964. A n d , I cannot deny the influence o f
Charles M . S ch u ltz allu sion s here.
'■ Interviews with Merritt and Brandborg, notes in author’s p o ssessio n . Verification o f the date o f opening
for the Western o ffic e in D enver in 1966 provided by T W S papers, and Jay Morton Turner.
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Corridor. They chose Doris M ilner o f Hamilton as local leader for that battle. She won
there (afterward heaping huge praise on C lif M erritt’s help) and has followed with four
decades o f strong and effective conservation leadership in Montana. But she is a different
story.
The other issue on the top o f M erritt’s new national to-do list lay in the Lincoln
Back Country, deep in the Rocky M ountains astride the Continental Divide, in northcentral Montana. (See LBCPA brochure, figure 1.) Cecil Garland, “without whom we
would have no Scapegoat,” '^ and the Lincoln Back Country Protective Association
(LBCPA) had by 1963 already engaged the Forest Service in a fierce battle over
developm ent plans in their local roadless area. That battle makes up the rest o f this
story. However, first, I m ust give a background to the lands under consideration,
M ontana’s northern Continental Divide.

' ' D isc u s s io n s with C lif Merritt, notes in author's p o sse ss io n . Every tim e he even m entioned the
S cap egoat, Merritt em phasized Garland as the unequivocal center o f the effort.

Figure 1: From LBCPA brochure.

LINCOLNSCAPEGOAT
WILDERNESS
PR üPltSFO .

P h o to C ré d it s ;
‘/ o n î . i n n

F ,sh & G a m r O o p fim ^.o n !

Notice the cooperative effort: on a brochure for the LBCPA, published by the
M ontana W ilderness Association, the M ontana Fish & Game Department
provided photographs. The W ilderness Society "silently" paid for printing,
courtesy o f C lif M erritt and Stewart Brandborg.

Go west, young man!
Travel across the continental United States; once you cross the M ississippi
River, all roads tend uphill toward what we now call the Continental Divide. Emulate the
most famed explorers o f early America, Lewis and Clark, and you’ll eventually be
traveling west across the endless rolling hills, and through the ceaseless wind of central
M ontana when you begin to feel the presence o f “it.” W hether on the Missouri River, or
close on U. S. Highway 2 or 12 or even Interstate 90, that strange feeling only intensifies
over the miles, when finally, dead ahead or off to the right you may catch a glimpse, or a
w hisper o f a view, o f the towering snow covered peaks o f M ontana’s Rocky M ountains

in the far distance. Or were those just clouds on the horizon?
I have never been able to describe “it” satisfactorily. In his journal, M eriwether
Lewis bem oaned his feelings o f inadequacy brought on by his inability to describe
properly the sublim ity o f the Great Falls o f the M issouri R i v e r . I wonder if that feeling
o f inadequacy had been building up through the prior week—ever since his first glimpse o f
“it.” Huge beyond experience, intimidating beyond description, inviting beyond reason or
sanity, M ontana’s northern Rocky M ountain Front reigns as one of A m erica’s
preem inently sublime ecosystems. Yet, while Lewis and Clark REALLY wanted to travel
west, they chose not to travel west through “it.” "
The wave o f Am ericans that poured west over the next 120 years, to civilize the
“open lands” Lewis and Clark described, chose to follow their lead, and avoided "it."
Trappers and settlers alike pretty much avoided the northern mountains o f M ontana’s
Continental Divide until very late in the nineteenth century, whether because of the
ruggedness o f the mountains, or the often ferocious resistance offered by the Blackfeet
Indians, whom American forces had backed up against that mountain front."

As

M ontana historian K. Ross Toole so eloquently noted, "High, wide, handsome, and
remote, this area resisted penetration longer, perhaps, than any other."" (See relief map
o f M ontana, figure 2.)
"Meriw ether L e w is V i e w s the Great Falls o f the M issou ri, 1805" in M ilner, C lyde A ., et al., ed s..
M a jo r P r o b le m s in ihe H is to r y o f the A m e ric a n West, 2 n d E d . (B o sto n , N e w York; H oughton M ifflin C o..
199 7) p . 117.
' ' O f course their w orking orders required finding the M issouri R iver head waters, yet even on the return trip
they sent scouts on ly up the Sun and Marias Rivers, and not all the w a y , and not over the d ivide. Thus,
they never found the South and M idd le Forks o f the Flathead River drainage, nor set foot in what is now
Montana's Continental D iv id e W ild erness C o m p le x .
W ash ington Irving, The A d v e n tu re s o f C a p ta in B on n eville. Inclu des m any such opinions by the trappers
o f the 1830s.
' ' Kenneth R oss T o o le , M o n ta n a : An U n c o m m o n L and. (Norman: U niversity o f O k lah om a Press, 1959
(eighth printing 1977)). p. 12. O b v io u sly he stole his description from Joseph K insey Howard's classic
M o n ta n a : hiyh, w id e a n d h a n d so m e . N e w Haven: Y ale U niversity Press, 1943 (1 9 6 8 for 2nd printing,
illustrated edition o f 1959),

Figure 2
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The Rockies M ountains in Northern M ontana long remained some o f the last land in the
country to get penetrated by settlers.

Only in 1889 did John F. Stevens discover the Marias Pass for official-America,
and realize it provided the easiest route through M ontana’s Rocky M ountains, just about
50 miles south o f the Canadian border as the eagle flies. The Great Northern knocked a
railroad through by 1895. After discovering that the area held few if any mineral reserves,
the railroad and others lobbied hard to establish a vacation destination on that new
railroad line. They had, after all, found more than a few immaculately sublime vistas
while building and scouting.
In 1910 the U.S. G overnm ent established Glacier National Park, in part to protect
all the m ountains north o f the M arias Pass road and south o f the Canadian border from
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unfettered commercial invasion, and in particular from human habitation. The park
service, however, did allow some development. On July 15, 1933, they opened and
dedicated ‘‘G oing to the Sun Road,” a scenic highway through the park that crosses the
Divide at Logan’s Pass, about 30 miles northeast o f Marias Pass. While providing
Am erica with a sublime outdoors recreation destination, those roads did not open up
M ontana’s northern mountains to much human settlement.
From M arias Pass in 1935, an eagle needed to fly nearly a hundred and twenty
miles south and east to find another functional road across the Rocky M ountain Divide—
the “old” railroad pass on M ullan’s Road, west o f Helena, Montana, Along the way, that
eagle w ould view “one o f the most completely preserved mountain ecosystems in the
world, the kind o f wilderness most people can only imagine: rugged peaks, alpine lakes,
cascading waterfalls, grassy meadows embellished with shimmering streams, a towering
coniferous forest, and big river valleys.” '^ For nearly 22 miles of flight along the Divide,
the eagle would follow a huge escarpment known as “The Chinese W all” that extends
south to terminate in Scapegoat M ountain, within a dozen miles of the old mining town
Lincoln, Montana. That wall maintains an average height o f nearly 1000 feet as it careens
along, reaching up to 9,000 feet in elevation. Imagination might get you a virtual visual
notion, but the feeling o f standing beneath a 1000 foot tall vertical wall of sheer rock
cannot be duplicated anywhere except under a 1000 foot tall wall of rock.
The area provides w atersheds for both eastern and western Montana, and habitat
for the last substantial populations o f native American “wilderness w ildlife." In spite o f
the fact that Lewis and Clark never found the South and M iddle Forks o f the Flathead
River (thus helped keep those drainages out o f the public eye), they did provide what
M erritt now considers the quintessential account o f the wildlife “natural" to the area—for
From “ B ob Marshall W ilderness C o m p le x ” at http;//\v\v\v.fs.t’ed,us/rl/tlatheadyw i!derness/W ildeniess.htm

baseline he prefers the docum ented 1805 to a theoretical 1492. Even today we can find
there the critters that noticed Lewis and Clark on their Missouri river trek, though in
sometimes decim ated populations: the grizzly bear and gray wolf, elk, whitetail and mule
deer, Canadian Lynx, bobcat, bighorn sheep, mountain goat, black bear, wolverine, and
cougar. Along the pristine waters so clear that the trout appear to be “gliding about as if
in the air,” '*^ beaver, river otters, snowshoe hares and marten ply their trades, as the
indigenous black-spotted cutthroat trout and grayling continue to buck trends pushing
their extinction. Meanwhile, bald and golden eagles, falcons, hawks, owls, grouse and
woodpeckers soar the clearest o f M ontana’s big skies, among its northern and central
Rocky M ountains.'"
By the mid-1930s, W ilderness preservation pioneer and founder o f the Wilderness
society. Bob M arshall had wandered the area extensively, and publicly extolled its virtue
as one o f A m erica’s greatest treasures. In 1941, three years after Marshall died of heart
failure at age 39, the US Forest Service set aside the three contiguous “South Fork
[Flathead], Pentagon, and Sun River Primitive Areas” west of the Continental Divide.*'
Many M ontana locals—especially from nearby Helena and Kalispell—immediately began
calling it “the Bob M arshall W ilderness” or ju st “the Bob.” ' The Forest Service adopted
the popular moniker in 1964, with the W ilderness Act. Yet, that new Forest Service
Primitive Area only em braced the center o f the sublime roadless lands overflown by our
southbound eagle.
The Continental Divide between M arias Pass and Helena remained without a
serviceable road crossing it until the late 1950s, when the state o f Montana paved a road

Ibid., Irving, p. 5 3 . A bou t streams further south, yet equally pristine.
Ibid., FS w eb site.
Ibid.
Interview with C lif Merritt, notes in author's p o ssessio n .

over Rogers Pass about forty miles north o f the Helena pass, to provide a direct link
between Great Falls and Missoula. Now called Mt. 200, that road connected Lincoln, a
sleepy rem nant o f a m ining town, not only to those M ontana metropolitan centers, but
also to the expanding American vacation economy. Still, most o f the corridor had
remained roadless; "its protection was built in by inaccessibility, lack of significant
timber, and other com m odity resources."'^

Beginning in the mid 1950s, a few years before completion o f the Lincoln road,
Clifton Reeve M erritt and his friends and associates began efforts to extend protection to
the pristine lands surrounding “the Bob.” Begun with the “Battle o f Bunker Creek” in
1954, the effort to extend the B ob’s boundaries north to Glacier Park culminated in 1978
with designation o f the Great Bear Wilderness. By 1962, M erritt and friends had
prompted the Forest Service to protect about 15,000 acres on the western border o f the
Bob, in the Swan M ountain Range, as “Jewel Basin Hiking Area ... a pristine land of
snow-painted peaks and jew el-like lakes,”’’' And, as this chapter will go on to describe,
the Scapegoat W ilderness extended the B ob’s boundary to the south in 1972.
Today, the contiguous roadless areas o f the Bob M arshall (1,009,356 acres),
Scapegoat (240,500 acres), and Great Bear (286,700 acres) Wildernesses comprise what is
known as the “Bob M arshall Com plex,” the last bastion o f many endangered species in
the continental United States. But now, in acquainting you with the lay o f the land near
Lincoln, I have gotten far ahead o f my story. Thus, I return directly to the drama in
Lincoln, M ontana, just after 1960.

M ich ael From e. B attle f o r the W ildern ess. ( N e w York: Praeger Publishers, 1974) p. 186.
'■* C lifton Merritt, title o f his article about Jew el B asin, in M W A new sletter.
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Ceci] Garland and the Lincoln Back Country: Summary o f Traditional Version
The Secretary o f A griculture is authorized and directed to
develop and administer the renewable surface resources of the national
forests for multiple use and sustained yield o f the several products and
services obtained therefrom. ... The establishment and maintenance of
areas o f wilderness are consistent with the purposes and provisions o f
this Act. ' (1960)
By 1962, after years supervising campground construction and maintenance for
the FS, Cecil Garland had established him self in remote Lincoln, Montana. Soon after the
paved road reached Lincoln in the late 1950s, his family owned and operated a general
store and small-engine repair shop. He took pride in his new home and lifestyle, and
loved horses and mountains. Earlier in life, he had watched mismanagement and abuse
destroy wildlife habitat throughout the Smoky M ountains o f North Carolina and
Tennessee, home o f his youth. He determined not to let that happen in his adopted home
in the rural Rocky M ountains o f central M ontana, where he and his family plied their
skills to make a living.
Garland first learned that his favorite hunting and hiking area just north of his
Lincoln home faced grave danger through a traditional Montana communication m ethodthe “grapevine.” Friends who had been out in the woods noticed signs o f a road survey,
and talked about it. Garland then quickly learned, again through the mountain grapevine,
that the US Forest Service had decided not only to build a road through the roadless and
pristine north h alf o f the Lincoln Ranger District o f the Helena National Forest, but to
develop and promote high-intensity recreational opportunities along that road.
In response to the "hidden" Forest Service secret, found only by a wandering
w inter outdoorsman. Garland and his friends organized to protect their local resource.
Multiple U se - Sustained Y ield A ct. Public Law 8 6 - 5 1 7 , section 2. Em phasis m ine, and possibly
industry's.
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They did not want to lose their "Poor Man's W ilderness"''’ to the planned industrial
intrusion, and fought the Regional Foresters’ development decisions. They formed the
Lincoln Back Country Protective Association and became political. To be more precise.
Garland and friends re-formed the LBCPA. It had originally formed in 1957, with three
m em bers, as a prescient response to a policy shift toward “multiple use” by the Forest
Service. They had letterhead printed, and actively recruited around Lincoln. That
incarnation dwindled and fell into inactivity, as that predicted threat did not arise as
quickly as anticipated. It came later, however, and faced with a very real plan to impose
on their lifestyle in 1963, they quickly dug out the old letterhead, reorganized, and
reactivated.'^
LBCPA documents dated 12 February 1963 stated clearly its num ber one
purpose; To save the Lincoln Back Country because “It is a natural habitat o f big game,
... and contains some o f the w orld’s best trout stream s.”' ” While many in the Wilderness
Society, including Bob M arshall, had emphasized sublimity, solitude, and soul as the
value o f wilderness, the LBCPA emphasized wildlife as their primary motivator. Yet,
they agreed on the ultimate goal; the LBCPA's policy statement resolved to be “firm
advocates o f wilderness legislation” related to drainages of the North Fork o f the
Blackfoot River.'^
Only a month later, on 27 M arch 1963, did the USFS publicly unveil its longrange development plan for North H alf Lincoln Ranger District at a Lion’s Club luncheon

Ibid. Roth, FS 3 9 1 , p. 2 5. S o called because o f easy acc ess to day hikers and cam pers, without outfitter
support.
L B C P A papers, folder 1-1.
Ibid. Page i o f L B C P A organization paper.
Ibid., page 2.
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in Lincoln

Garland and others felt deceived; in the past the local foresters had always

com m unicated openly about plans before implementing them, suddenly they did not even
offer an invitation.
Garland worried most about the intensity and scale o f the proposed logging and
recreational developments. The prized animals of the area, such as grizzly bears, elk,
bighorn sheep, mountain goats and west-slope cutthroat trout, had well demonstrated
their intolerance to automobiles and their too often disrespectful drivers. The lakes there
are shallow, the stream banks fragile. Car-camping areas in terrain similar to the Lincoln
backcountry but nearer to established roads, had shown how quickly intensive human-use
degraded the fruitful but delicate landscape. Garland had constructed many campgrounds
in that area when working for the FS, he knew firsthand the adverse écologie impacts of
intensive use at USFS recreational and camping s ite s .M e a n w h ile , ever since the early
1930s founders o f the W ilderness Soeiety had been espousing the dangers of roads and
the automobile-culture to American wildlands in general.^' Preventing roads had already
provided a theme nearly as unifying for postwar preservationists, as fire had provided for
conservationists early in the century.
N early the “entire adult population o f Lincoln” turned out for a hastily-prepared
Forest Service presentation on 19 April 1963 in Lincoln's log community center. The
public, left uninvited to the Lion's Club luncheon, had demanded the forester publicly
present the details o f the FS plan to develop the north half o f the Lincoln forest district;
R eferenced in L B C P A papers folder 1-1. R elease o f plan briefly m entioned U S D A -F S "A Proposal:
Scapegoat W ild ern ess” ( 1 9 7 1 ) , 10. Richard Behan su ggested in his "The Lincoln Back Country
Controversy: A C ase Study in Natural R esource Policy Form ation” (S c h ool o f Forestry, University o f
M ontana, A pril, 1969, p. 2 2) that the Forest S ervice considered its disclosure at the Lion's Club as the
public release o f the plan.
■' Ibid., interview s with Garland and Merritt. A ls o in former Montana Representative Pat W illiam s' article
" S cap egoat Turns 3 0 ! ” in the Fall 2 0 0 2 M W A publication W ild M o n ta n a . P. 6,
S ee Paul S. Sutter, D riv en Wild: H o w the fi^ h t a g a in s t A u to m o h iie s L a u n ch ed the M o de rn Wildernes.s
M o v e m e n t (Seattle: U niversity o f W ashington Press. 2 0 0 2 ).
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he assented. LBCPA membership swelled as an immediate aftermath o f that lively
meeting.^^ Nearly everyone had come to like the new paved-highway through their town,
but a m ajority opposed using it to create the new high-density, boom-destination
proposed by the Forest Service. As environmental historian Samuel Hays and wilderness
advocate Dave Foreman suggest, the back country fight arose and gained momentum as a
reaction by the people to circumstances o f the day. Yet, Hays suggests the citizen
movem ent to protect un-designated wildem ess-quality land began in M ontana in the late
1960s;^^ we see here that he missed late by a handful o f years.
The Forest Service, as had been tradition, treated the gathering as a venue to
present its plan, not discuss it. In those days, decisions on plots o f Forest Service land
consisting o f 100,000 acres or fewer rested almost entirely with a Regional Forester.
Because o f the overwhelming local opposition to its plans, the Regional office acceded to
schedule an inspection tour o f the area for summer of 1963. Its report, issued only in
October, reiterated support for development and logging, as set forth in the original longrange plan. With administrative remedy to his concerns denied. Garland took the advice
o f some o f his supporters and turned to federal Congressional delegates for legislative aid.
Senators Lee M etcalf and M ike M ansfield began work by November 1963 to encourage
establishment o f “the Lincoln Back Country” (LBC), a Primitive Lands category on
Forest Service lands.
In spite o f citizen and legislative pressure, the Forest Service insisted on
developm ent. Their planned roads would not only provide recreational opportunity, the
stated goal o f the developm ent plan, but would bring motorized access to the southern
boundaries o f the Bob Marshall Primitive Area—a commercially-friendly primary effect.

'■ Ibid., B ehan , p. 2 5 , 2 8.
Ibid., H a y s. p. 38.
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N o one could even imagine a more awesome Scenic Highway than one across from the
Chinese Wall! (See figure 3.) However, District One Regional Forester Neal Rahm, as his
predecessor Boyd Rasm ussen, had “grossly underestim ated the quality o f his
opposition.

Figure 3: From LBCPA brochure.
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L o o k i n g a c r o s s t h e w ild a n d b e a u t i f u l h e a d w a t e r d r a i n a g e s o f t h e N o rt h Fo rk o f t h e B l a c k f o o t R iv er f r o m O l s e n P e a k to
S c a p e g o a t M o u n t a i n — t h e v e r y h e a r t of t h e g r i z z l y c o u n t r y
F a n n i n g o u t fro m t h e h ig h s c a l l o p e d w a l l s o f S c a p e g o a t f lo w
t h e c l e a r w a t e r s of t h r e e m a j o r ri v er s.

Scapegoat M ountain forms the southern terminus o f the long escarpment called
the Chinese Wall. Notice the emphases o f the caption: sublime beauty,
w ilderness wildlife, AND water quality. It captures a diversity o f reasons to
support wilderness designation.

The LBCPA had gained w idespread support locally, literally packing the house
for its meetings. (See figure 4.) It had also attracted the support of many M ontana
conservation groups. Those groups were led by a cast a characters with impressive

Ibid., B ehan quoting “an observer.” 3 3. Personnel ch an ges com p licated the situation. Neal Rahm
replaced B o y d L. R asm u ssen as R egion al Forest o f R egion O n e on 19 January 1964. Robert S. Morgan
replaced Vernon Hamre as Supervisor o f H elena National Forest on 7 July 1963. (Kendall, 2 5 . 23)

credentials, including several faculty at M SU-M issoula/^ These conservation workers
included: Dr. George F. Weisel, Professor o f Zoology; Dr. John J. Craighead, Research
Professor o f W ildlife Ecology; Dr. Arnold J. Silverman, Professor o f Geology; Dr. James
Lowe, Associate Professor o f Forestry and Zoology, Dr. W. Leslie Pengelly and Dr. John
T. Harris in W ildlife and Wildlife Management; Dr. R. A. Solberg; Dr. James M orrison at
ECE Billings; and the godfather o f m odem conservation in Montana, Guy Brandborg. Dr.
Clarence C. G ordon supported the LBCPA through his presidency at the Western
M ontana Scientists Com m ittee for Public Information. By December 1963, after
examining reports on studies by his ace field researcher Bob Cooney, the State o f
M ontana Fish and Game D epartm ent’s director Frank Dunkle offered full support for
LBC wilderness protection.^^
Figure 4: Photo by Clifton Reeve Merritt

Cecil Garland addresses an LBCPA meeting in March 1964.
Montana did not reorganize and name its M isso u la cam pus the U niversity o f Montana until after 1963,
w hen the B o z e m a n cam p us b eca m e M S U .
Ibid., L B C P A papers. Folder 1-8 and 1-5 contain statements o f support for L B C P A by each o f these.
Statem ents by “ D o cto rs” o f u nknow n affiliation include Dr. D .D . Lay ne, M issou la and Dr. D .W . D o w n e y .
K alispell. Dr. Lauren Kreck, a dentist from C olu m b ia Falls, provided invaluable help in establishing the
Great Bear W ild ern ess, but that is a different story. B o b C o o n e y had shared the honor o f being the first
M ontanan to receiv e the prestigious A m erican Motors Conservation A w ard in 1959, along with Guy
Brandborg.
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Samuel Hays has noted that most state agencies and organizations of the era did
not have the resources to hire the experts needed to challenge Forest Service technical
authority/^ The Service had become accustomed to its autonomy; it had faced little
organized expertise, in an adversarial setting, since before the war/^

Yet, the Montana

conservationists formed a team with greater scientific expertise than even the FS could
afford to field. They not only carried professional eminence, but also possessed deep and
loving firsthand knowledge o f the lands under question. Their interactions with the
regional FS administration presented them a psychological dilemma. In their roles as
professionals, they were sought out as respected consultants and got paid to study and
report on various aspects o f wildlife and wild lands. In their roles as local
conservationists, however, their reports were being dismissed as trivial and argumentative
by Forest Service administrators. Two consecutive Regional Rangers had added
professional insult to their proposed wildland “injury”^”
During this era, as exem plified by newspaper clippings about this battle in
Montana, the strange phenom ena we now know as "spinning" news rose to new heights.
As issues became complex, the need for technical expertise increased through all levels of
society in the 1950s and 1960s, including the biological sciences applicable to the national
forests. Yet, complex and technical issues do not lend themselves to simplistic and
summary reporting. Thus, with reporters often not even understanding the underlying
Ibid.. H a y s, p. 190.
W illiam G. R o b b in s, A m eric a n F o restry: A h isto ry o f n ation al, state,

p r iv a te c o o p e r a tio n . Lincoln:

University o f Nebraska Press, 1985.
G eorg e F. W e ise l c o m p lain ed for the W estern Montana Fish and Gam e A ssociation in a letter to
Congressm an Battin that the foresters "acted arbitrarily in disregarding public op inion.” {L B C PA papers,
folder 1-4, letter dated 16 N o v e m b e r 1963). A ls o , in a letter dated 24 O ctober 1963 to S. Brandborg in
T W S W ash ington o f fic e , J. J. Craighead com p lain ed o f FS obstinacy in western Montana. Craighead also,
speaking for the United Sportsm en 's A ssoc iatio n o f M ontana, wrote to C ongressm an Arnold Olson in a
more pointed tone. (Behan quoting letter 22 April 63. 29.) In Garland’s C ongressional testim ony, he
claim ed that "for the Forest Service O fficials it b ecam e a loyally issue o f 'M y Bureaucracy -Right or
W ron g , " w hich had led to their “disregard for the co n se n su s” o f p eop le, scientists, and a plethora o f
constituent groups. (L B C P A papers, folder 1-8.)
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science, the media presented results from the environmental sciences as questionable
philosophical opinion rather than dependable material circum stance/'

Given its

cooperative agreements with diverse corporations,"' which in M ontana necessarily
included inside access to most newspapers,"^ the Forest Service could spread widely the
opinion that any results generated outside o f its own confines represented "bad science,"
while assuring the public through a trusted hometown paper that Forest Service policy
always represented "good science."
By the early 1960s, resource extraction industries in the Northern Region had
already spent nearly a decade spinning environmental news in their attempt to ameliorate
psychologically adverse reactions to the dramatically escalated scale, and waste, o f their
operations. Local conservationists needed to learn the new twisted public relations on the
spot, seldom having prepared for a sudden threat. In deciding to oppose a bureaucratic
decision, locals generally found themselves at a media disadvantage right from the start.""
Yet, because the western M ontana conservationist base included such a diversity o f
highly qualified scientists, scholars, journalists, and outdoorsmen, they were among the
first to thwart Forest Service manipulation o f opinion. M ontana conservationists spread
environmental education and awareness more effectively throughout their general
populace than. Hays suggests, most other local, regional or state groups across the nation
were capable of. The M ontana experts surprised everyone and outplayed the Forest
Service machine at every step.
In spite o f this apparent animosity between conservationists and Forest Service
adm inistration. Garland and M erritt both insist that the Helena Forest Supervisor Robert

Ibid., H ays, p. 2 1 9 .
Ibid., R obbins.
Ibid., M alone and Roeder, and Toole.
Ibid., H ays.
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M organ, newly appointed in 1963, became an important ally o f the LBCPA. While not
abandoning the FS m ultiple-use philosophy, M organ recognized its poor fit for the
Lincoln back country. FS historian Roth is less equivocal: “A strongly professional
organization, such as the Forest Service, is open to internal debate. Without the
dissenting voices o f Bob Morgan and the the Lincoln District Rangers who served under
him, roads would have been built in the Lincoln-Scapegoat long before the Scapegoat
W ilderness Act o f 1972.” With the traditional control given supervisors in the Forest
Service's highly decentralized bureaucracy/^ Morgan was able to enforce, against regional
desires, m oratoria that enabled study and postponed construction in the Helena National
F o r e s t . B y Decem ber 1963, Bob Cooney’s report for the M ontana Fish and Game
Department verified the serious threat o f degraded habitat under recreational and logging
pressures, and advised supporting wilderness designation for the LBC.^^
Encouraged by the January 1962 Outdoor Recreation Resource Review
Com m ission Report that em phasized that "once destroyed {primitive areas) can never be
r e s t o r e d , P r e s i d e n t John Kennedy increased White House support for a W ilderness
Act, and made passage inevitable.''^' That law would declare that all Primitive Areas in
existence on the day enacted would be granted “W ilderness” designation and protections.
Had the USFS given U-1 or U-2 protection to the Lincoln Back Country in 1963, or
through most o f 1964, they knew that the area would have automatically reverted to
wilderness protections almost immediately. The Regional Forester deliberately chose to
Ibid., R ob b in s.
Ibid., R oth, 1 9 6 4 - 1 9 8 0 . p. 34
Ibid., L B C P A papers, folder 1-4; 1963 II.
A s cited in “ National Forest W ilderness : A p o licy r e v ie w .” Report to C h ief, U S D A Forest S ervice.
W a sh in g to n , D C ., by W illia m A . W orf, C. G len Jorgenson, and Robert C. Lucas.

17 May 1972.

Both D o u g Scott in his talk at the U niversity o f Montana W ilderness Institute and Steven Schulte in his
W a y n e A s p in a ll caul the S hapin g o f the A m e ric a n West, (B ou lder, Colorado: University Press o f C olorado,
2 0 0 2 .) su gg est President K ennedy pressured Representative Aspinall to find a com p ro m ise and pass the bill.
Representatives Saylor, Anderson and Seiberling and Senators Church and M ansfield deserve especial notice.
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force the LBCPA to “do it the hard way. M ake them get their own act o f Congress if
they want it so bad.’''“ The old tradition o f foresters as caretakers had been replaced, even
in rem ote M ontana, by the postw ar imperative for industrial control. The attitude behind
that new unfettered imperative in remote M ontana would cause the first serious challenge
to the Forest Service's national regime.
Lincoln, M ontana burst onto the national stage as a direct result o f the W ilderness
Act o f 1964. The Act specified that new wilderness could be established only by
Congress. W ithin three m onths o f its becoming law, M ontana Senator Lee M etcalf
jum ped at the new opportunity. On 6 January 1965, he introduced Senate bill 107 to
protect 73,000 acres o f Lincoln Back Country as wilderness. He acted quickly and first:
the Lincoln Back Country would become the test case for the W ilderness A c f s
affirm ative action opportunity. Within months, M ontana’s Republican Representative
James Battin countered with a 240,500 acre proposal. The Democratic Senators
immediately amended their bill, seemingly with no recriminations, to match the
Republican B attin’s. Thus, they created a unified, bipartisan M ontana front, a condition
M erritt and the W ilderness Society already recognized as essential even to hope for
successful wilderness legislation."'
The law to establish the Lincoln Back Country-Scapegoat W ilderness cleared
Congress in 1972, seven years after originally introduced. A small area compared to the
W ilderness A ct’s designations, the Scapegoat took nearly as long to become law. Leading
the paradigm shift as mandated by the W ilderness Act, the Scapegoat law established a
dem ocratic precedent overturning powerfully traditional administrative control of public
lands. With the Scapegoat law. Congress protected wildlands as requested by citizens.
C lif Merritt quoting in 2 0 0 4 a discu ssion with R egion al Forester Rahm that occurred in early 1964.
" Ibid., Scott.
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not only without Forest Service administrative approval, but against virulent Forest
Service opposition. Flaving blazed the trail as A m erica’s first citizens’ wilderness.
Scapegoat proved itself as significant a legal precedent as its opponents had dreaded.
Ensuing grassroots actions brought many further protections; under the affirmative action
clause, the wilderness system has increased by nearly one hundred million acres since
1964.
Cecil Garland was quoted as admitting in 1972 that “when we started, I never in
my wildest dream s thought we would save it.”-^ Still he persisted all those years, in the
face o f “official” condemnation and chastisement, through the economic hardships o f a
local boycott o f his store. He persisted with determination, talking to every politician
and to anyone who would listen, touring the state with a sublime slide show—and won
protection for three tim es as much pristine wildlife habitat as he had originally proposed
with but little hope. His hard work and perseverance certainly paved the way for the
b ill’s success. M erritt claims to have been inspired by Garland’s tireless efforts.
Yet, Garland paid a high personal toll for dedicating such energy to wilderness
preservation, in both business and family relations. Even some o f the people who had
supported the backcountry for hunting resented having the entire area closed to industrial
developm ent; the Garland business suffered a boycott, deadly in a small, rural town.
Eventually, his wife, who did not share his evangelical dedication to preserving the Back
Country, got tired o f waiting for his attention, and divorced him. She stayed in Lincoln
when Garland moved to Utah soon after the 1972 climax o f his work. He lives there yet,
while his youngest daughter was running the family business in Lincoln when 1 stopped
in April 2004.
I have summarized in the above narrative the traditional version o f the Scapegoat's
In terview with C lif Merritt, notes in author's p o sse ss io n .
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history and implications. The literature agrees that the efforts o f Cecil Garland and the
LBCPA culm inated in a monumental step in conservation—designation o f Wilderness no
longer through the machinations o f government administrators, but by the democratic
efforts o f concerned citizens. A poor working man had organized with a bunch o f others
like himself. They couldn’t buy influence within the ingrained Forest Service
administrative bureaucracy like corporate timber and resource executives could.'' Instead
they used the dem ocratic system, and found that little people banding together could
generate the impetus needed to overcome ingrained bureaucratic opposition to an
undeniably righteous cause. G arland’s Scapegoat Wilderness became the first public lands
in the W ilderness Act era salvaged by citizen insistence from floundering "in the limbo of
roadlessness'"^ to becom e bound and designated by Congress as a protected W ilderness."

The M iracle.
The literature on this important story, by omission, implies some kind o f miracle
m ust have occurred between mid-February and mid-M arch 1965. Inexplicably, suddenly,
and unilaterally, every version o f the history reports that Garland drastically changed his
organization's p la n s-h e even changed proverbial horses midstream. He switched political
parties, switched Congressional houses, and more than tripled the acreage involved—
m iraculously, without losing his support or momentum.
N o past version o f the Scapegoat story has considered why he decided to switch
all, nor why it caused so little impact on his support base. In his exhaustive exposé o f the
' ’ Ibid., R obb in s. A major them e throughout the text em p h asized that industry pretty m uch dictated FS
p o lic y from the early 1900s through the 1970s.
■^ D avid G. Havlick, “W ild n ess o f Wilderness: A study o f designated, de facto, and personal w ild erness.”
M S th e sis. U niversity o f M on tana, 1992. P. 2 7 .
D en n is R o th ’s The W ild ern ess M o v e m e n t... chapter 2 is entitled “The L incoln-S cap egoat: The First D e
Facto B ill.” In The Enduring W ildern ess, Scott defined “de facto W ild erness” as regions that had never
been administratively protected as “ primitive areas.” (p. 67) Both place the word in the Wilderness Act era.
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political and rhetorical posturing by the LBCPA and M ontana interest groups, Donald
Kendall cited a M ontana W ildlife Federation meeting in M issoula on 19 January 1965
followed by a “flurry o f inter-group com m unication,” then jum ped to Representative
Battin suddenly deciding to appease some pressure g r o u p s I n his article “The
Scapegoat turns 30!” past M ontana congressman Pat W illiams “suggested that Battin
came out o f the wind” and just introduced his competing bill,/^ The literature
ubiquitously asserts Ranger Rahm ’s assum ption about Garland, made in a frustrated rant
to his peers:
“W hy have lost control and leadership (sic) in the sphere o f Wilderness
philosophy. W hy? The Forest Service originated the concept in 1920,
and practically, has been standing still since about 1937 ... Why should
a sporting goods and hardware dealer in Lincoln, Montana, designate
the boundaries for the 240,000-acre Lincoln Back Country addition to
the Bob M arshall? .... If lines are to be drawn, we should be drawing
them .”-*
Who drew those boundaries?
That C lif Merritt, as new Director o f Field Services for The Wilderness Society,
had suddenly become actively involved with the LBC at the time o f G arland’s miraculous
change o f heart, has barely received n o t i c e . O n l y Roth noted, of the histories, that this
new W ilderness Society field rep had been raised on a homestead near Lincoln, and had

''^Ibid. K end all, p. 2 7 -8 .
” Interview with C lif Merritt, notes in author's p o sse ss io n , 16 January 2005: Merritt's response to reading
W ill ia m s ’ article “S cap ego at Turns 3 0 ” in W ild M o n ta n a , N ew sletter o f the Montana Wilderness
A s s o c ia t i o n , Fall 2 0 0 2 , p.6.
Ibid., R oth, 1 9 6 4 - 1 9 8 0 , pg. 3 2 , quoting R ahm at an early 1969 m eetin g o f agen cy leaders. D o u g Scott's
The E n during W ild ern ess contains an abbreviated version (pg. 7 9 ), as do several other authors.
Ibid.. S ee o v e r v ie w o f the S cap egoat literature in the Preface. One excep tion in the 40th anniversar>'
articles can be found in the H igh Uintas Preservation C oun cil N ew sle tte r o f 2 0 June 2 0 0 4 . D ick Carter's
article “T he W ilderness Story” states frankly that one n ew fello w in particular, C lif Merritt, had teamed
with Garland in the battle for the L in coln -S ca p egoat. S ee
< h ttp ://w w w .h u p c.o rg /A r ch iv e/n e w slette rs/J u n e% 2 0 2 0 0 4 /w ild sto r y .h tm >.
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recreated in the Scapegoat M ountain area since 1926—for 38 years/"

Having moved his

fam ily to W ashington, D C. in m id -1964, M erritt had become officially the big-city
outsider, but he hadn’t lost his deep local roots. That M erritt happened to be an old
friend o f Senator M etcalf has also escaped the histories, even though their friendship
helped shape history, how ever quietly.

Vision. Essential Guide to Persistence
The literature implies Cecil Garland just, wham!, changed his mind one night, as if
due to revelation. I insist that C lif M erritt—with his intimate knowledge o f the Scapegoat
M ountain region, its wildlife and ecology—intervened with a rare combination o f
knowledge and wisdom, with finesse and a little force. Merritt, as an official
representative o f the W ilderness Society, yet still closely tied to all M ontana Wildlife
Federation flurries o f correspondence, took a fateful trip to Lincoln in early 1965 “to talk
with Cecil about the back country effort.”^'
M erritt recalls that he had to argue with Garland to convince him to change his
proposal to the larger, more ecologically sound and economically sustainable boundaries.
Garland knew the Lincoln Back Country area, but couldn’t vouch for the entire Scapegoat
region. M erritt gave assurance, in terms o f fellow hunter, lover and photographer o f the
land, that he personally knew, and could vouch for the wilderness quality of the entire
region. G arland worried about losing support from ranchers who grazed their herds
within the new boundaries. M erritt explained that the W ilderness Act guaranteed those
ranchers their traditional grazing rights in W ilderness—making renewal no longer subject to

Ibid., R oth, p. 3 1 , su ggests Lincoln had been a m o n g Merritt's favorite cam p ing areas as a ch ild , yet
p laces Merritt's in v o lv em e n t nearer to 1966. A ls o , from interview s with C lif Merritt, notes in author's
p o s s e s s io n .
Interview with C lif Merritt, notes in author's p o sse ss io n .
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the whim o f a Forest Service administrator, so even better for those ranchers. Garland
w orried about upsetting Senator Metcalf. M erritt assured him that the Senator would
understand.
These two men debated, in early 1965, like two well-prepared lawyers. Indeed,
M erritt’s plan had been in action for nearly a year by the time they met. Merritt, by
then, had already spent decades wandering wildernesses with M ontana naturalists like
Bob Cooney, Guy Brandborg, the Craighead twins, George Weisel, and Loren Kreck, and
and other conservation leaders like Dale Burke, Don Aldrich, Dallas Eklund, and Ken and
Florence Baldwin. Their shared love o f the land and wildlife had brought them to
leadership positions in many M ontana conservation groups. Notably, even when not
planning excursions, they kept in constant contact with each other. Ideas percolated
among them; M erritt depended on them, both to gather and to spread news. Even before
joining TW S, M erritt had embraced one o f the Society's primary methods; centralized
coordination o f otherwise separate local concerns enabled greater unity across a wider
community, thus increased the effectiveness of each of the smaller actions.^’
As early as 4 April 1964 the M ontana W ildlife Federation had met in M issoula—
w ith C lif M erritt still their secretary. They “resolved to request the Forest Service” to
engage in joint studies with state and national conservation groups, on the desirability o f
wilderness designation for the Lincoln Back Country and Scapegoat M ountain region.
The May edition o f the Montana Wildlife Federation News broadcast their respectful
request, and published their proposed boundary."^ It also called for other M ontana
conservation and outdoorsm en groups to show their support by sending letters and
petitions to Forest Service and government officials.
Ibid., H a y s, p. 2 4 6 .
ibid., K endall, p. 27.
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Soon after the April MWF meeting, M erritt offered a creative solution to support
his defensive opposition to LBC development.^^ He wrote to George Weisel suggesting
they actively support new roadside developm ent along State Highway 20 (now Mt. 200,
the shortest and sometimes quickest route over the mountains between M issoula and
Great Falls). With easy-access recreational facilities available on the newly refurbished
highway along the Blackfoot River, M erritt wrote, maybe the FS would back off their
opposition to Lincoln Back Country p r o t e c t i o n . ( C a m p g r o u n d s on Rt. 20 would return
to play, as trump, in the 1968 Congressional hearings.) M erritt, following TWS tradition,
did not oppose all developm ent, just development in certain pristine places. Like most of
the successful leaders o f the environmental movements, M erritt did “not reject the
m odem world but rather (sought) to enhance the role o f nature within it.”*^ From
Marshall to Zahniser, W ilderness Society leaders had long acknowledged that preserving
some forests required designating others for harvest. M erritt adapted that pragmatic
approach to cam pgrounds with the same argument: Place the new developments in
locations that have already been penetrated.
M ay 23 and 24 o f that year found M erritt hiking in the Great Smoky M ountains.
Harvey Broome, one o f the W ilderness Society founders and charter members, and his
wife Ann provided local guidance through that Eastern roadless area, which they had been
working to protect.^^ M erritt returned the favor in August 1964 by arranging for them to
take a horse-pack trip into the Lincoln Back Country and Scapegoat M ountain area.
They exam ined and discussed qualities supporting and contradicting legal definitions of
Sutter, p. 2 4 6 , su ggested a prime goal o f the T W S founders included “ positive and creative as w ell as
d e f e n s iv e ” actions.
' ^ Ibid. L B C P A papers, folder 1-5: Letter from C lifton R. Merritt, Secretary o f the Montana W ildlife
Federation.
Ibid., H ays, p. 37.
Letter Merritt to B r o o m e , 2 June 1965 and letter B r oo m e to Merritt, 7 June 1965 on T W S letterhead.
Both in Merritt papers. C op ies in author's p ossess io n .
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wilderness, and enjoyed the pristine environment as well as the sublime views and fishing.
(See figure 5.) That trip also provided the Broomes with some truly unique excitement,
and gave M erritt one o f surprisingly few wilderness encounters with a grizzly bear. As
the troop crested a ridge the griz stood and took notice, then immediately fled across and
down a snow field before anyone could get a camera out. (See figures 6 a,b.)

Figure 5: Photo by Clifton Reeve M erritt
AU6
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One o f M erritt's favorite ways to convince people that a wilderness area
is worth fighting to protect: take them there! Here, he had arranged for
Harvey Broom and his wife Ann to enjoy the sublime scenery
o f the Scapegoat M ountain region from horseback, in August 1964.
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Figure 6 a: Photo by member o f party, unidentified. August 1964.

As they crested a pass, the party with the Broomes and M erritt
startled a grizzly bear. M erritt points to where the bear ran
across the snow field, seemingly off the edge o f the mountain.

Figure 6 b: Photo by Clifton Reeve Merritt.
■
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The grizzly bear that the Broome party chased off the mountain
left a fresh paw print in the snow the size o f M erritt's broad rim hat.
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Simply sharing their favorite wild areas furthered one o f the Wilderness Society's
prim ary goals, nationalizing local a c t i o n s . M e r r i t t ’s attachment to the Smokies and the
Broom es' attachm ent to the Scapegoat rose beyond the abstract to become part of their
lives; the passions o f Eastern and W estern conservationists intermingled and fueled each
other. To the advantage o f M erritt's cause, the Broomes had their own fresh photographs
and memories o f their excursion into Scapegoat country to share casually as they traveled
the East advocating the Appalachians.
Support for protecting the entire Scapegoat area continued to broaden. In
Decem ber 1964 a report from Bob Cooney to M ontana Department o f Fish and Game
D irector Frank Dunkle summ arized his studies, which the department had pursued in its
cooperative response to the April call for study by the MWF. It concluded that the
‘‘Lincoln Back Country-Extension'’ lands upheld the same high wilderness qualities as the
LBC, and thus were ju st as worthy o f protection. Further, Cooney argued, survival of
west slope black-spotted cutthroat trout and the grizzly bear alone justified the extension.
At the annual meeting in January o f 1965, the M ontana W ildlife Federation officially
updated its advice. Based on the state study and passage o f the W ilderness Act o f 1964
the prior October, the M W F requested not further Forest Service study, but that the LBC
“together with the contiguous Scapegoat M ountain area” be reviewed for inclusion in the
National W ilderness Preservation System.^"
Thus, Garland knew well, during his meeting with M erritt, that should he switch
his support to larger boundaries, he would quickly gam er backing from many M ontana
conservation groups. But Garland had worked long and hard for the LBC. His modest

Ibid., Sutter, p. 2 4 6 .
Ibid., L B C P A papers. Folder 1-10: 28 D e c em b e r 1 964, m e m o from C o o n e y to D unkle re “Lincoln
B ac kcoun try-E xten sion ;” cop y o f May 1964 “Montana W ildlife Federation New s;" minutes o f 23 January
1965 annual m eetin g by president J J . Craighead.
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request to the forest service had obtained official U.S. Senate recognition; he was as a
proud father.
M eanwhile, M erritt had already written to Senator M etcalf that he was “greatly
pleased to learn o f S. 107” because o f the rare or endangered species involved. In the letter
he specifically cited grizzly bear, bighorn sheep, cougar, American (bald) eagle, pileated
w oodpecker, black spotted cutthroat trout, and g r a y l i n g . T h e letter equated concern
for wildlife to concern for their habitat, and then gave an explication o f outstanding
landmarks surrounding the LBC, including several watersheds and Scapegoat Mountain
itself, all o f “pristine wilderness quality.”^' In a congratulatory letter full with allusions
to home, M erritt had planted a Scapegoat seed with his old friend the Senator.
G arland did not know about M erritt’s ties to M etcalf, but he had already heard
and rejected all o f M erritt’s arguments, many times. After much sparring, Garland
“poured out his heart” full with fear and loneliness in his devoted preservation efforts,
ceaselessly lobbying his neighbors and the M ontana public for their support, he often
faced outright abusive responses. M erritt offered his understanding, and then brought out
his big new stick for his clinching argument. Merritt recalls the climax that evening: “1
said ‘Cecil, do you want the W ilderness Society’s support?’ He was quiet a few seconds,
so I took it as if he accepted. I started showing him where the boundaries should go, and
he took the pen.”^'

L B C P A papers, folder 1-7; B ills II. Letter on T W S letterhead from Merritt to M etcalf, dated 14 January
1965. F old er 1-7 contains legal d ocu m ents and testim ony from various related hearings and bills with one
e x c e p t io n , the very last docu m ent in the folder is this letter from Merritt. T he list o f w ild life in this letter
e x e m p lifie s Merritt's primary dedication to w ilderness as habitat. T W S e m p lo y e e D oug Scott noted that
m a n y , if not all o f Merritt’s writings from the time included e x te n siv e listings o f impacted w ild life.
{D is c u s s io n s with D o u g Scott. G allagher B u sin ess B u ild in g , U M - M is s o u la , 8 February 2 0 0 5 , notes in my
p o s s e s s io n .)
" Ibid.
Interview with Clif Merritt, notes in author's p o sse ss io n , in several d isc u ssio n s. Related in more detail
in his autobiographical manuscript, in progress.
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G arland concurred; M erritt had been the first to suggest that the back country
proposal, originally limited to Lincoln Ranger District land, really needed to include parts
o f the Lolo and Lewis and Clark forests and extend up to the southern edge o f the Bob
M arshall W ilderness/^ M erritt, nearly a year after suggesting the idea, newly armed with
the prom ise o f the W ilderness Society’s support, finally convinced Garland to accept the
change—face to face, one on one. In the back room o f the little Lincoln shop in early
M arch o f 1965, they fed the wood stove and hammered out the boundary for a new
proposal, stringing it from peak to peak, arguing the pros and cons o f including various
draws, meadows, and wetlands.
Is it coincidental that Garland's new boundaries matched nearly identically those
advocated in the M ay 1964 edition o f the Montana Wildlife Federation vVewj? M erritt
provides a very concrete connection between the two sources. M erritt continued to
coordinate M ontana's local campaigns, as he had when secretary o f the MWF, in spite of
his move to W ashington, D C. W hen it hired M erritt, the W ilderness Society obtained his
integral connections to one o f the strongest state wilderness networks in the country.
The Society hopes o f access to and coordination o f local projects across the country,
received an immediate boost.
M erritt took a copy o f the new map and slipped back to W ashington. The
“outsider” disappeared, his new role unrecognized. He left Garland to manage the front
line o f battle for a new ecologically superior alternative to the LBC. Not surprisingly,
local support flocked to Garland from many com ers-academ ics, ranchers, sportsmen, and

C ec il Garland via return phone call, an hour later, 15 January 2 0 0 5 .
Merritt’s autobiography chapter “Scapegoat" includes a delightful b lo w by b lo w d iscu ssion o f setting the
boundary with Garland. V ivid ly c om b in in g sc ien ce with passion and ex p erien ce, his stories read more like
a biography o f the lands he w orked with, than an autobiography.
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the State o f M ontana, all with political lubrication from beyond the sunrise.’M ontana’s conservation groups collectively sighed in relief; their respected Lincoln leader
had finally come around. (See figure 7.)

Figure 7: Photo by Bob Cooney, April 1965

Cccil Garland of Lincoln and Forest Supervisor Bob
Morgan, looking north from Pyram id Peak, toward

Olson Peak and the Scapegoat country beyond.
(Photo by Bob C ooney)

Again notice the diverse groups represented. Preservation fighter Garland, Forest
Supervisor M organ, with photographer Bob Cooney o f the M ontana State Fish
and Game Department riding along, published by the M ontana Wildlife Federation
soon after Garland changed his proposal to include Scapegoat M ountain
and vicinity. From Montana Wildlife Federation News, April 1965.

Ibid., Garland. A ls o as general summ ary o f breadth o f v o ic e s from diverse grassroots organizations
represented in the L B C P A papers, folders 1 - 5 .
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M erritt im m ediately established what became the archetype o f TWS "silent
s u p p o r t , w h i l e dem onstrating his skill at coordinating M ontana's local groups. With
Brandborg's support, M erritt arranged for the Society to fund printing o f a brochure for
the LBCPA, published and distributed by the M ontana W ilderness Association (a group
M erritt helped co-found in 1958 with Ken and Florence Baldwin o f Bozeman, M ontana),
with photos credits by the M ontana Fish & Game Department (probably taken by
M erritf s childhood buddy Bob C o o n e y ) . M e r r i t t also helped put the brochure
together, and made sure it reached out to a broad support base, appealing directly to
lovers o f sublime beauty as well as workers for wilderness wildlife and water quality.
(See figures 1, 3 and 8.)

Figure 8: Photo by
M ontana Fish & Game Department.

(P RO PO SED )
S c a p e g o a t M c u n td ir

I

Brochure cover highlights the sublimity of
riding in to the southern terminus of the
'Chinese Wall' at Scapegoat Mountain.

M o n ta n a W ild e r n e s s A ss o c ia ti o n

W illia m P. C un n in gh am , “ Magruder Corridor controversy; A case history." M S thesis. U niversity o f
M ontana, M isso u la , 1968. P. 80. Merritt and T W S did it again a f e w years later on the S ave the S elw a y
cam p aign.
H ays, pp. 105-6. In particular Hays argued for the value o f the technique o f in v o lvin g local and state
groups in the co llection and distribution ot intom iation. T W S enabled that en g a g em e n t by quietly paying
the co p y m ach ine co s ts, and m aking sure the locals' work got published.
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Shortly thereafter, Ken Baldwin, then representing the M ontana Wildlife
Federation, visited W ashington D C. He asked M erritt to take him to meet with some
Republican friends, in particular Representative Battin. M erritt didn’t think at the time
that Battin knew M e tc a lf s bill had failed to include Scapegoat M ountain; he was right.
As soon as Baldwin inform ed Battin o f the omission, B attin’s cowboy boots rose off his
desktop and stom ped the floor; he immediately offered to sponsor the greater area. Then
he looked to M erritt, “Could you have the ‘metes and bounds’ by M onday?”

M erritt

replied, “O f course,” and thought “another weekend at work.” Like Garland, he hadn’t
spent a weekend at home with the family in quite some time.^^
M erritt knew that by then Congress had switched to using annotated maps, rather
than com plex ‘metes and bounds’ descriptions. Nevertheless, M erritt wrote them up for
the good congressm an, to accom pany the map. True to his word, the following Tuesday
(7 April 1965) Battin submitted his bill to the U.S. House o f Representatives for 240,500
acres o f Scapegoat W ilderness (H.R. 6398).
Scapegoat averted what could have turned into a damning legislative dogfight, only
through a long friendship based on mutual respect—that of C lif M erritt and Lee Metcalf.
M erritt reported that he “met with Senator Lee M etcalf shortly after that. Lee felt he had
been dealt with improperly. I told him, yes, some o f our people ju st didn’t know [the
area] all the way to the Bob Marshall. Lee said ‘If I had known, I would have introduced
the larger bill.’ I said ‘I know. We did not mean to mistreat you.' ‘Well, I ’ll fix my bill.’
‘A nd we will contact the other senators and conservationists to support yo u .’ And we

Interview with C lif Merritt, notes in author's p o sse ss io n . Similar story about Battin's reception in Roth,

p. 3 1 , from interview with Clifton Merritt, D en ver, C O , 23 June 8 3, Forest Service History S ection .
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d id ." ''

Senator M etcalf promptly amended his bill to support the Battin boundary.
Senator M ike M ansfield and Representative Arnold Olson, both Democrats from
M ontana, signed-on to create unanimous, bipartisan support by the state delegation.*'
M erritt played “only" the unseen catalyst; his plan, im plemented quietly in the spring of
1964, continued to progress well.
M erritt also took his efforts public, in a backhanded way. Enthusiastically
supportive o f the w ork done by the Craigheads and Bob Cooney on grizzly bears in the
M ontana Rockies, he wrote an article about it, "W ilderness Protection Needed for
Grizzly Bear," which Defenders o f Wildlife News published in October 1965.*' The
article stressed the importance o f the entire Bob M arshall complex, and especially the
Scapegoat area, as the last Am erican grizzly habitat, without mentioning the wilderness
battle with the Forest Service. M erritt wanted someone else to open a fight for the
Scapegoat from the grizzly angle, thus enlarging his coalition and expanding its political
strength through diverse support.
W hile still stationed in W ashington, one o f M erritf s tasks included traveling to
lobby for support throughout the Great Smoky M ountain region with fellow TWS
worker M. Rupert Cutler. Cutler recalls that no m atter where they went, no matter who
Quote from phone call with Merritt, 17 Jan 0 5 , w h e n c e Merritt gave a short con cise su mm ary o f the
interaction. This c lo se ly m atches notes from other renditions o f this story. Senator M e tca lf died in 1978,
so I cannot verify this private con versation. T edd y R o e, M e t c a lf s administrative assistant in the 1970s and
aid to Senator M ansfield in the 1 9 6 0 s, testifies (in terview and em ail, O ctober 2 0 0 5 ) that Merritt and M etcalf
were often found in private conference ever since he can remember. In general support o f Merritt's claim ,
Lee M e tc a lf wrote in a letter o f recom m endation to the A m erican M otors Conservation A w ard C om m ittee
that Merritt ’’conducts m ost o f his work out o f the public v ie w . ... His work speaks volumes." (Ibid.,
M ilner papers, A M C A binder, letter dated 7 N o v e m b e r 1975.)
D o u g Scott o f Cam paign for A m e r ic a ’s W ilderness argued in his book The E nduring W ildern ess:
P ro te c tin g O u r N a tu ra l H e r ita g e through the W ild ern ess A c t (G old en , CO: Fulcrum Printing, 2 0 0 4 ) that no
w ild ern ess legislation has a ch an ce o f su cc ess without a unanim ous d elegation from the impacted state, as
w e ll as bipartisan support.
L B C P A papers, folder 1-10.
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they talked to or why, given any break in the conversation M erritt would launch into a
long-w inded presentation o f his Scapegoat back home. M erritt had found another way
for TW S to nationalize Garland's local action, in spite o f the little bit o f chiding he had to
take from the staff in doing so.^‘ M eanwhile, M erritt continuously wrote appeals for
letters o f support by M ontanans and M ontana conservation groups, on the W ilderness
Society's national stationary.
The legal process involved another seven years o f legislative intrigue.*^
Throughout those years. Garland continuously lobbied citizens for support in Montana,
with a few visits to W ashington. He reports that a couple times when he checked on the
progress o f the bill, it had disappeared onto the bottom o f a stack in some minor
subcommittee on vacation. He dug it out each time. In 1967, he had to get the bill
reintroduced to C o n g r e s s . T h e "patience on patience" advocated by Howard Zahniser^'
does not preclude persistence. M erritt waited a year for Garland to come over, but
worked incessantly toward that end all the while. So too did Garland and M erritt both
continue to lobby and strengthen their case throughout the many years they waited for
legislative resolution.
When the Subcommittee on Public Lands scheduled Congressional Hearings in
Great Falls in Septem ber 1968, M erritt organized and hosted a hospitality room for those
testifying. He solicited testim ony from conservation, in both written form and live in
Great Falls. He noted in particular that the ''m any excellent cam pgrounds” on Highway
Interview with M . Rupert Cutler, 2 9 O ctober 2 0 0 5 . A ls o related by Stewart Brandborg, interview 26
O cto b er 2 0 0 5 . N o te s to interview s in my p o sse ss io n .
R oth, p. 33. It quotes C ecil Garland, re m in isce n c es. Forest S ervice History Section; “ [W ]hen
C o ngressm an A spinall b ecam e fully com m itted to the passing o f the bill, I asked him w hy he had decided
to help us. His reply w a s , ‘S o n , y o u 'v e got on e powerful Sen a to r,’ and I k new w h o he meant. I knew
M ik e had not forgotten.”
K4 .v^ Proposal: S capegoat W ild erness.” U S D A Forest Service, H e le n a -L o lo -L e w is and Clark National
F orests, 1 9 7 1 . p. 10.
Howard Zahniser, W here Presen>ation B e g a n , p. 41.
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20 and nearby were not being fully utilized.*^ In spite o f the fact that the Subcommittee
rescheduled the hearing three times—each time eliciting an onslaught o f communications
from M erritt to inform every one—conservationists turned out in force. Testimony
overwhelm ingly favored wilderness protection.*^ M erritt provided passionate testim ony
himself, his devotion to wilderness fueling his scientifically-dense presentation. To
intrude less on other w itnesses’ time, he asked and was permitted to submit a written
statem ent for the W ilderness Society, in addition to his spoken testimony as a native
Montanan.**
The Forest Service responded to the hearing's testimony a month later with a
developm ent plan hardly different from that plan o f 1963 which had started all the
dispute. M erritt, from the W ilderness Society's W estern Field office in Denver
(established in 1966) countered with a call for more letters o f support for the new
legislation.
Not until Public Law 92-395 did Congress officially designate approximately
240,000 acres as Scapegoat W ilderness in August 1972.*'' The U.S. Congress and
President Nixon, over the emphatic objections o f US Forest Service administration,
proffered federal protection for the wild lands and, thus, its world-class wildlife.

Ibid., L B C P A papers, folder 1-10, o pen letter from Merritt at T W S to conservationists dated 5 Septem ber
1968.
Ibid., K endall, p. 3 3. He cites a ratio o f 5:1 in favor o f w ild erness d esign ation out o f 9 0 0 statements.
U .S . G overn m en t Printing O ffice , W ashington: 1968. “Lincoln Back Country W ilderness A rea,
Montana Hearing before the S u b com m ittee on Public Lands o f the C o m m ittee on Interior and Insular
A ffairs, U nited States Senate, Ninetieth C ongress S eco n d S e s s io n , on S. 1121 A bill to authorize and direct
the Secretary o f Agriculture to classify as w ilderness the National Forest lands known as the Lincoln Back
C ountry, and parts o f the L e w is and Clark and L olo National Forests, in M ontana, and for other purposes.
S ep te m b er 2 3 , 19 6 8 .” Q u oted from p. 8 6 , oral and written statements pp. 8 6 -9 0 .
U .S . Public L aw 9 2 - 3 9 5 - A u g . 2 0 , 1972 (S. 4 8 4 ) 78 Stat. 8 9 0 .\ 16 U S C 1131

“A N A C T to d esignate

the S ca p eg o a t W ild erness, H elen a, L olo, and L e w is and Clark National Forests, in the State o f M ontana.”
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Summary
In the spring o f 1965, C lif M erritt spent an evening with Cecil Garland, the two
alone with a Forest Service map. Soon thereafter an equally private talk with Senator Lee
M etcalf in W ashington D C. cemented a bipartisan and unified M ontana delegation to
support A m erica’s first citizens’ wilderness. C lif M erritt ensured habitat protection
through a nearly invisible trail o f personal respect and cooperation. He provided vision to
guide the persistence and dedication o f the LBCPA.
W hile telling me about his role in the inside story of A m erica’s first grassroots
wilderness area, M erritt reiterates his Scapegoat mantra: “We would not have Scapegoat
today if not for Cecil Garland. He provided the energy and local l e a d e r s h i p . Y e t ,
grassroots success needs leaders in several realms.
Garland’s wilderness area would have covered a 73,000 acre ecological island
without M erritt’s direct personal influence and guiding vision. The Forest Service had
room and intent to build roads around that island. We could today have drive-up resorts
on the southern border o f “the Bob.” With foresight and diligence Merritt ensured that
these im positions on his precious wildlife could not happen there. He ensured that the
work done in Lincoln would result not in a backcountry corral, but a wildlife corridor.

Conclusion
From the very beginning o f his first assignment with the Wilderness Society, C lif
M erritt dem onstrated both his knowledge of, and dedication to, the Society's traditions.
Like Bob M arshall, he proved tireless as both an advocate and an outdoorsman.'" He
Interview with C lifton Merritt, 28 February 2 0 0 4 , notes in author's p o sse ss io n . He has repeated it for
m e several tim es since then. Each retelling includes repetitions o f "Without C ec il, there w ould be no
S cap ego at." On this point Merritt remains m ost em phatic.
Ibid., Sutter, p. ix.
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followed Benton M aeKaye's lead in promoting Scapegoat as an effort to keep wilderness
local and easily accessible/' He adopted Robert Sterling Yard's emphasis on surveying
the lands for their wilderness quality to inform better m anagem ent/' And like them all,
M erritt knew he needed to apply tenacity and knowledge to each new circumstance in
order to adapt to the rapidly changing political and physical environment.
Yet, passage o f the W ilderness Act in October 1964, with its "affirmative action"
clause, mandated a new audience for conservation and preservation workers. Efforts by
citizens to influence management decisions no longer needed to focus exclusively on a
small group o f well-educated technocrats and well-placed personalities at U.S.
Departm ent o f Agriculture headquarters in W ashington, D.C. Rather, pushing legislation
through Congress required influencing as many voters, from as many diverse backgrounds,
as possible. Zahniser and Brandborg led the way in planning for this deep and
fundamental shift; M erritt implemented their plans on the ground.
As seen through the Scapegoat story, the m ost immediate adjustment in traditional
approaches came in the realm o f education. Through most o f its early history, members
o f the Society worked to influence professionals and congressmen, often exchanging ideas
at conferences and through journals. Bob M arshall used to say "Experience has shown us
and C lif M erritt frequently says "We have found

in arguing with evidence

against tradition. In any case, after 1964 they recognized that community meetings,
newspapers, newsletters, brochures, and nature presentations complete with color-slide
shows, proved more effective in reaching and influencing the newly desired audience.
Samuel Hays has pointed us to those sources rather than central office files as the keys to

Ibid., p. 2 0 7 .
Ibid., p. 4 3 .
'■* B o b Marshall, The P e o p l e ' s F o r e sts . N e w York: Harrison Smith and Robert H aas, 1933. He use this
phrase repeatedly throughout the book.
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understanding the era. Clearly his is correct to do so if the Scapegoat story serves as an
example.
Follow ing in Leopold's footsteps, Merritt's writings "substantiated the wilderness
cause with scientific observations and research, and continued to advocate congressional
protection o f wilderness throughout his life."'’' Yet, the nature of corresponding changed
with the audience in 1964. M erritt "peppered" all his associates with correspondence, as
had Benton M acKay before him.'’^ However, rather than M aeKaye's philosophy and
strategy for an "inner sphere" o f advocates, the Wilderness Act era called for M erritt to
em phasize technique and strategy for the "public sphere."’’’ M erritt produced the same
"voluminous correspondence" to members as did Robert Sterling Yard,’’^ yet the
m em bership had grown and diversified. Thus, M erritt also contributed significantly to the
brochures, newsletters and press releases, and slide shows that promoted the Lincoln
Back Country - Scapegoat Wilderness designation, as well as maintaining the traditional
personal correspondence with fellow outdoorsmen, conservation groups and their leaders,
politicians, and land management officials.
D rawing from deep Society traditions, yet adapting them as needed for the new
age, C lif M erritf s work with the Scapegoat battle proved highly successful—both in
obtaining the desired boundary and in keeping TWS out o f the media coverage, and out of
controversy. His many ensuing successes followed the pattern he dem onstrated with
Scapegoat, with personal respect and intense preparation enabling the ability to adapt to
circumstance, as needed, to protect wildland habitat.

National Park S erv ice . "Historical Perspectives: A ld o Leopold," p. 2.
Ibid., p. 2 5 1 .
Jürgen Haberm as, The S tru c tu ra l T ransforuiation o f the P u b lic S ph ere: Au Inifuiry iiito a C a t e g o r y o f
B o u r g e o is S o c ie ty . Translated by T h om as Burger. C am bridge, Ma.: The MIT Press, 1989.
Ibid., p. 2 5 0 .
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CHAPTER TWO

THE MERRITTS AND THEIR PRICKLY PEAR HOMESTEADS:
MONTANA 1878 - 1954.

Man brings all things to the test o f himself.
A conservationist is one who is humbly aware that with each stroke he
is writing his signature on the face o f his land. Signatures o f course
differ, whether written with axe or pen, and this is as it should be.
Ability to see the cultural value o f wilderness boils down, in the last
analysis, to a question o f intellectual humility.
Do economists know about lupines?
— Aldo Leopold
A Sand County Almanac and Sketches Here and There

The Reverend Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (better known as Lewis Carroll) must
have met one truly memorable man, and brought the impression to his nefarious writing
by the late 1800s. In the famous encounter he penned between the White Knight and
Alice, one o ih tr Adventures Through the Looking Glass, Dodgson provided an analogy
that brings out the full flavor o f my first meeting with C lif Merritt. Some people say that
if you m eet one truly m em orable person in your lifetime, you have been lucky. The new
social history has tried to acknowledge the importance o f personality to the human drama
o f history, and to address what distinguishes commonly memorable from historically
rem arkable people. The wilderness preservation movement in America brought many
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rem arkable people out o f the woodwork and into the public sphere, thus elevating some
to historical status.
The wilderness preservation m ovem ent’s roots can be traced back to late 1919;
shortly after Aldo Leopold visited Arthur Carhart high in the Colorado Rockies, the latter
created the first o f what we now would call “wilderness alerts,” a document suggesting
that they needed to shift attention from merely taking care o f A m erica’s forests to flatout preserving them, while stressing the human rights, thus democratic, basis o f the issue.
Coincidentally, exactly one week prior to that docum ent’s date, the birth o f Clifton Reeve
M erritt in rural M ontana provided those two men with a protégé in their own image, a
w orker who would choose to dedicate his life to their purposes, taking their observations
and their im plications and bringing them to the people o f the nation. The movement to
preserve Am erican wildlands begun by Leopold and Carhart took several decades to
mature; by the time the public was ready for their prescient ideas, M erritt had also grown
and m atured and learned how to take the reins o f their movement.
Chapter one o f this thesis illustrated the significance o f Clifton Reeve M erritt’s
applications o f established W ilderness Society methods, as he set the precedent for
citizen designation o f de facto wilderness, with “tireless work both in the field & office
[that was] prim arily responsible for the classification of the beautiful Scapegoat area in
M ontana as W ilderness.” ' In chapter three I will examine his methods and strategies
further, illustrated through an examination o f his precedent-setting activities early in the
Am erican wilderness preservation movement. In this chapter, however, I wish to lay out
the background that trained and fortified M erritt to become a tenacious and successful
warrior for wildlife and wild lands via grassroots democracy and the Wilderness Act. So
' Robert S. C o o n e y , M ontana Fish & G am e Department, H elen a, MT. From letter o f recom m endation for
Merritt, 197 5, for A m erican Motors Conservation A w ard, in binder co m p ile d by Doris Milner. Merritt
currently holds M iln er’s papers. Merritt received the A M C A for p rofessionals in 1976.
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m any unique and rare events shaped M erritt’s life prior to the W ilderness Act era that the
rem ainder o f this chapter examines those influences that helped prepare him to lead the
w ilderness preservation movement successfully into the 21st century, adopting and
adapting traditions set by the m ovem ent’s founders.

Out o f Experience
W ith so many stylistic similarities between M erritt and W ilderness Society
leaders, I asked him whom he had studied or emulated in learning his craft. He paused,
looked me squarely in the eye and responded frankly “N o one. I learned how to do it by
doing it.”' He elucidated the general attitude underlying his work in conservation in a
1996 letter to Jeff Larmer, then Executive Director o f wilderness advocacy group
A m erican W ildlands (which M erritt had cofounded in 1979).
In the earlier years, I used whatever appropriate group was available as
a base to work from —M ontana W ildlife Federation, M ontana
W ilderness Association, The W ilderness Society—you name it. To me
it was one continuous, joyful project, mostly stopping the Forest
Service's excessive clearcutting and overcutting juggernaut long enough
to protect some important big-game habitat and irreplaceable
wilderness. Or blocking big boondoggle dams to safeguard both habitat
and wilderness by getting a wild river designated, instead. However,
few substantial achievements are realized in the conservation
m ovem ent w ithout the support o f the wonderful volunteers! ^
Once M erritt took the lead in the M ontana’s conservation movement, which
quickly became a preservation effort, he soon established his criteria for recruiting co
conspirators, criteria that later became American W ildlands tradition. He wanted people
in the battle with three minimum qualifications: First and foremost they must possess a
“gut feeling” and love for wildlands; second, they must possess a degree or significant
' Interview with Merritt, notes in m y p o sse ss io n .
' Letter Merritt to J eff Larmer, E xecu tive Director, A m erican W ild lan ds. 17 April 1996. In Merritt papers.
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experience in resource or wildlife management and associated laws; third, they must desire
to get along well with people. With such requirements, he had significantly limited the
availability o f potential field leaders. Merritt claims he learned his trade, including these
stringent expectations for field representatives, independently. Yet, he speaks and has
written with pride in knowing the man whom he considers the unquestionable model for
preservation leaders, dem onstrating every necessary quality, in superlatives-A rthur
Carhart (1892 - 1973).“
Unlike many o f the well-known early stars in conservation history who studied
forestry, Arthur Carhart graduated from Iowa State College in 1916 with a degree in
landscape architecture. To help it in its turf wars with the National Park Service,^ the
U.S. Forest Service hired Carhart in 1919 as their first “recreation engineer.” Carhart
immediately began to tour the nation’s forests, and to shape the future o f American
wilderness. After a survey trip to Trapper’s Lake in the White River National Forest in
northw estern Colorado, one o f his first assignments, Carhart convinced his superiors that
their plans for roads and summer homes around the lake should be canceled. Within
C arhart’s first year in the service, the USFS had designated Trapper’s Lake as an area to
remain roadless and undeveloped; it “remains so to this day.”^ The National Park Service
suggests that no one can be called the “ father of the wilderness concept,” but they argue
that we must recognize Carhart as “the chief cook in the kitchen during the critical first

■* For an insightful exam in ation o f Carhart's role in the American con servation, preservation and grassroots
efforts, see D on B a ld w in 's The Q u iet R evolu tion : G ra s s - R o o ts o f T o d a y 's W ildern ess P res en 'a tio n
M o v e m e n t ( 1 9 7 2 ). T o com pare Merritt's attitude and use o f language with Carhart's, read Carhart The
N a tio n a l F o r e s ts ( N e w York: a Borzoi book by Alfred A. K nopf, 1959).
' S e e Hal K. R oth m an, ‘" A Regular D in g -D o n g F ight’: T he D y n a m ic s o f Park Service-Forest Service
C ontroversy During the 1920s and 1 9 3 0 s.” In A m eric a n F o r ests : N ature, Culture, a n d P o litic s, 109-124.
U n iversity Press o f K an sas, 1997.
' Ibid.
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years.’”
On Decem ber 6, 1919, a forester from New Mexico named Aldo Leopold visited
Carhart in Colorado. As a follow-up to that meeting, Carhart wrote what “became one of
the m ost significant records in the history o f the wilderness concept.”* Addressed
simply “M em orandum for Mr. Leopold, District 3,” Carhart identified in writing a “new”
challenge to American conservation, a challenge which has done nothing but intensify in
the ensuing decades.
There is a limit to the number o f lands o f shoreline on the lakes; there
is a limit to the num ber o f lakes in existence; there is a limit to the
m ountainous areas o f the world, and ... there are portions o f natural
scenic beauty which are God-made, and ... which o f a right should be
the property o f all people.^'
T rapper’s Lake remains protected “to this day” only because a child bom a week
earlier grew up to challenge and overturn Forest Service plans to develop it in 1975—but
that takes us too far ahead o f our story. On N ovem ber 29, 1919, at a promising
hom estead near Helena, M ontana on the east slope o f the Rocky M ountain Continental
Divide about 600 miles north o f Trapper’s Lake as the eagle flies, Emmelen Esther
(Lam brccht) M erritt presented her husband Clifton Rosser M erritt with tw ins—a pair o f
bouncing baby boys they named Clifton Reeve and Donald Ross.
In 2003, the elder twin, C lif Merritt, finished writing an eighty page manuscript
for his nephew, called “I Rem em ber My Grandfather: M emoirs as Related to My
Nephew, Owen ‘G ene’ Gabriel.” Within that collection o f insightful vignettes about life
in rural M ontana in the early decades o f the 1900s, M erritt nestled much o f his

o w ti

' ‘'Historical P ersp ectives” from
< h tt p : //w w w 2 .n a tu r e .n p s .g o v /v ie w s/K C s/W ild e m e ss/H T M L /E T _ 0 4 _ W h y .h tm > labeled as “ V ie w s ot the
National Parks,” m ean ing the v ie w s they h old, not photos of. N o author, no date/2 004. A ls o , interviews
with Merritt, notes in m y p o sse ss io n .
' Ibid.
" Ibid.
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philosophy on conservation. C lif M erritt attributed his own appreciation for diversity,
sustainability, and w ilderness as habitat to his grandfather Lawrence M erritt’s example,
to lessons and experiences under “G ranny’s” careful guidance and constant
encouragement. “Grandfather M erritt was our idol. When children idolize a parent or
grandparent, there is usually a good reason. In this case, there were many reasons.”’*’
Reader warning: I will write about both Clifton Reeve M erritt and his father
Clifton Rosser M erritt in this chapter. The former, subject o f this thesis, always went by
“C lif’ and his father always went by “Cliff.” I will respect their preferences, taking care
to point out now the mere one-letter difference between their names.

H om esteading in M ontana
In the mid-1870s, Lawrence M erritt (1861 - 1935) watched his father throttle his
younger brother for the last time. He stepped in, grabbed the “cat of nine tails” whip out
o f his father’s hands and stopped that “unmerciful beating.” In the power relationship of
his father’s Iowa homestead, Lawrence knew he had overstepped his bounds, and knew
the consequences. He opted to leave and seek a place where he could establish a better
life. The American frontier had yet to be declared closed when Lawrence looked west, so
he Joined the “final thm st o f the three-century advance o f the American agricultural
frontier.” "
He recalled an uncle, Theodore Merritt, who had established a working horse
ranch in the Prickly Pear Valley o f M ontana—just east o f current day Helena. Families
traditionally laid the web for western migration, first from Europe, then from the

Except w here otherw ise indicated, my account here f o llo w s Merritt's unpublished manuscript, “I
R e m em b e r My Grandfather: M em oirs as Related to My N e p h e w ,O w e n ‘G e n e ’ Gabriel," 2002.
' ' Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 2 3 6
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A m erican East, and finally from the M ississippi basin.'" Lawrence decided to visit that
uncle in Montana. Still a teenager, he packed his few belongings (mother secreted him
some pem ican) and left the family farm in western Iowa, on foot. He set off across the
plains o f Iowa, Nebraska, and the Dakotas, walking alone most o f the time, swimming
rivers and streams as needed. For a hundred or so miles, he hitched some company hiring
on as a bullwhacker with a group driving cattle. He even got to ride a mile or two on a
buckboard during the thousand mile trek. As M erritf s manuscript tells the story:
At last, the wagon-train and Grandfather traveled their separate routes
and, in general, he followed the M issouri River upstream beyond the
Gates o f the M ountains until he came to a large, bowl-shaped valley
with a town originally named Last Chance Gulch nestled against the
mountains on the valley's southern border.
When he walked into Last Chance, he told Brother Don and me, there
were no railroads and no buildings—just tents and tent frames. Placer
gold had been discovered there on July 14, 1864, and a gold rush
followed. ... He could have become a gold miner and maybe struck it
rich. G randfather observed, but he said he wasn't at all interested. ...
He got a few directions and hiked about 12 miles northeast across the
Prickly Pear Valley (now known as the Helena Valley), until he came
to large and lush meadowlands where a series o f creeks—Ten Mile, Six
Mile, Prickly Pear, Spring Creek and a few smaller streams—joined to
form the Prickly Pear River. The river flowed a few miles toward the
Eldorado Bar and emptied into the big Missouri. On their Expedition
o f Discovery for President Jefferson in 1805, Lewis and Clark named
the Prickly Pear Valley. They also named the Gates o f the Mountains,
which they first believed to be an impassable, sheer limestone canyon
through which the M issouri tumbled.
There, in the lush meadowlands, he found his Uncle Theodore Merritt
on his large horse and cattle ranch. Much of the ranchlands and all of
the Prickly Pear River are now flooded by Lake Helena and Montana
Power Com pany's Hauser Dam on the M issouri.

G o h n Bodnar, The TransplantecT 1985.
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Lawrence arrived to a very sparsely populated countryside. “The combined
dangers o f the Blackfeet and the uncertainties o f travel on the Big M uddy” '^ resulted in
the early waves o f the frontier movement bypassing Montana. Historians generally agree
that Bannack, Alder Gulch (now Virginia City), and Last Chance Gulch (now, Helena)
represent M ontana’s three gold rushes, in that order, and motivated the first real move to
settle Montana.'^

With creation o f the M ontana Territory in 1864, the most populous

region, Virginia City, becam e the capital. After they had stripped Alder Gulch o f its gold,
however, the miners drifted away as quickly as they had gathered; in 1875 the
governm ent also left, and moved to Helena. After the gold rushes o f the 1860s, Bannock
quickly became the ghost town it remains today. Virginia City nearly followed, surviving
as a com m unity only because “Gold Medal Flour” heir Charlie Bovey turned the tow n’s
buildings into a “living m useum ” in the 1940s. Helena, however, grew around its tent city
and rem ained the M ontana capital after statehood in 1889, and through today.
Helena and the Prickly Pear Valleys held an advantage over the other mining
towns o f the era—location. Situated “on the line” between the W estern M ontana
m ountainous region and the Eastern M ontana plains, the area offered the best o f both
worlds. It received bountiful water running off from the Rocky M ountain Continental
Divide Range on the west and the Big Belt M ountains on the east. While it “got awefully
cold” '' in the winters, the two mountain ranges provided significant shelter from the
renowned howling winds o f the plains o f Eastern Montana. Hardy farmers eventually
' ' Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 50
'■* Ibid., M a lo n e , T o o l e , others.
'■ V ivian A . Paladin, ed. V alleys o f the P ric k ly P e a r . H elen a , MT: The Little Red S c h o o lh o u se . Inc..
1988.

P. 5 2 .
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found the well-watered and protected, broad and rolling valley’s land suitable to raising
agricultural products for the city growing around Last Chance G ulch’s m iner’s tentsT
Theodore M erritt, Law rence’s Uncle Teddy, arrived among “the first tw elve”
homesteaders in the valley, and grabbed some choice horse-grazing land at the far north
end near the sublime Gates o f the Mountains.'^
Technologic advances o f the late 1800s also boded well for Helena. Between 1858
and 1862 Captain John M ullan organized construction o f a military road that crossed the
Rocky M ountains just west o f Helena. The 624 mile “M ullan Road” ran between the
two major distribution centers o f the expanding western frontier,'* Fort Benton at the
westernm ost point o f navigability on the M issouri River and Fort Walla Walla, the
easternm ost American settlement on the Columbia River. Shortly thereafter, when rails
connected the two coasts in 1864, the road up from the station at Corrine, Utah to the
port at Fort Benton provided another im portant freight route into M ontana—and also
passed close to Helena. Meanwhile, after itinerant miners had collected all the placer gold
nearby, strikes o f silver ore and gold-laden quartz ore encouraged industrial capitalists to
build local smelters; such long-term investments helped encourage permanent settlement.'''
By the late 1870s, Helena had already established itself as a transportation hub
and “cosm opolitan haven” in the midst o f a “terribly isolated” t e r r i t o r y .I t s support for
cultural developm ent led it to provide public schools throughout the valley, including the
Harmony School out in the northern reaches for farmers of the Prickly Pear Valley. ’
M ontanans began early to ensure its extraordinarily literate population, even in its early
''' Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 2 3 3 .
Ibid., Richards.
S e e History o f the M ullen R oad at wvvw.iiltimatem ontana.com.
' ^ Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 188.
Ibid., M a lo n e , p .84.
Ibid.. Paladin, p. 2 6 . That sc h o o l was used until 1921, w hen they built a new on e. and m oved the old
one to its current h o m e , preserved and maintained on Merritt Lane o f f Lakeside Road.
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years when its residents included a large foreign-bom element.”"*
Lawrence M erritt liked his new home. He wrangled horses for his uncle for a
couple o f years, visited his family in Iowa, and returned to the Prickly Pear by 1880 to
work as a freight driver on the 135 mile run from Helena to Fort Benton. That job
disappeared in 1883 when the Northern Pacific finally brought its rails into Helena to
service the then boom ing mining and timber industries in the area; the train provided safer
and more efficient transportation than wagons and horses could offer.
Unsettled and single in a land of extremes, Lawrence Merritt wandered back home
to Iowa. He found a wife, Mary Jane Rosser, who gave birth to their first daughter, Alta,
in 1885, and in early 1889 headed back to M ontana to stay. M ontana became a state that
year, and in D ecem ber the young couple had their first son and named him Clifton Rosser
Merritt. Lawrence had long had his eye on some land about seven miles south of his
Uncle T eddy’s; with a growing family he moved on it. In 1891 Lawrence homesteaded
the 640 acres he longed for, the Spring Creek Place. According to C lif M erritt’s
typescript mem oir.
In Spring Creek, which ran cold and clear through the ranch, he could
catch a family dinner o f large native cutthroat trout in a few minutes.
In the fall, ducks were plentiful on the creek. On the eastern flanks of
Prickly Pear Valley, the rugged Big Belt M ountains supported
abundant populations o f elk, deer, bighorn sheep, grouse and other
wildlife. And the trout and wildlife greatly enhanced his love o f life as
an outdoorsman. He said he often asked himself, "How could I ask for
more?"
Within a decade, Lawrence M erritt had expanded his holding by 1200 acres and
established a reputation for raising quality horses. He had built a two-story log ranch
house, a bunk house, corral and stables, blacksmith shop, and dug a storage cellar into the
Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 3 5 8 .
Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 332
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hillside by the house.“■*(See figures 9, 10.) He also had started to notice some deleterious
effects o f his success; overgrazing by horses had begun to change and damage the make-up
o f the range. He announced his observations to neighboring ranchers at the spring
roundup in 1900, and suggested reducing the herds. No one volunteered to contribute to
such an effort, so M erritt led the way by rounding up all 2200 head o f range horses
bearing his wine-glass brand. Then, with his fourteen year-old daughter Alta driving the
chuck wagon in the rear, his ten-year old son C liff and one ranch hand acting as the
“swing riders” on either side, Lawrence M erritt led his herd out o f the valley and headed
east. Selling and trading along the way, they arrived in Iowa with about 75 good farm
horses for their relatives and their neighbors.
Figure 9

C lif M erritt (on right) chats with current owner, Terry Scott, o f the Spring Creek
place north o f Helena, between two buildings that M erritt’s grandfather
Lawrence had built in the 1890s. Photo by R. N. Baker.

Current o w n e rs o f the Spring Creek Ranch still inhabit, in 2()()5, those buildings.
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Figure 10
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C lif M erritt stands in the doorway o f what had been the root cellar for his
grandfather’s Spring Creek ranch, dug into the hillside about a hundred yards
above the house. The door timbers have been there since before Merritt was bom.
Photo by R. N. Baker.
In that same decade M ontana’s population had risen by a hundred thousand to
nearly a quarter o f a million people. Lewis and Clark county, however, added only 26
people (up to 19,171 residents), while the population in the Helena area dropped by
three thousand—nearly all urban dwellers—to just under eleven thousand.'■ The city
adjusted down from its boom-time peaks, replacing tents with brick and stone buildings
as it becam e established, and the population then remained stable for nearly thirty years.
The few farmers in ‘‘favored locations east o f the mountains” were also holding their
own.-^ Yet, the settlem ent’s stability had exacted costs from the land. As M erritt noted
Ellis W ald ron and Paul B . W ils o n . A tla s o f M o n ta n a E lection s, 1SS9 - 1976. M issou la Montana:
U niversity o f M ontana Publications in History, 1978. pp. 7,8. Com putations based on county
p opu lations, urban area populations and percent in urban density.
Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 2 4 1 .
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and other settlers noticed, the range had begun to deteriorate, and game had become scarce
on the hills near town.'^
Back at hom e in the Helena Valley after the cross country horse drive, Lawrence
scaled back his ranching operations. He sent his eldest son C liff to the local Harmony
School and then M ontana W esleyan University in 1910. C liff continued to live at Spring
Creek, but quit school and took a job in town driving produce for the Capital Commission
Company in 1911. But good rains had come to the valley in 1909‘* and stayed awhile. In
1912, without quitting his day job. C liff took a risk on his own 160-acre hom estead a few
miles north o f his father’s, next to the “old Kennett place” close to Lake Helena along the
old “pole line.” In 1914 the state launched a national public relations campaign,
prom oting M ontana farm land as an “assured future.”''' By 1916 C liff’s courtship o f a
friend o f relatives, Emmelen Lambrccht, recently arrived from Wisconsin, resulted in their
marriage. Their situation reflected that o f many others in the valley in 1916; along with a
job in town the men raised a little alfalfa, wheat, and hay, and took care o f a couple horses
while the women and children (if any) kept a few dairy cows and chickens, and
maintained a vegetable g a r d e n .T h e rains kept coming and their homestead seemed to be
providing a dependable livelihood; C liff quit his job in town with the arrival o f his first
child, Betty Geneva, in 1917. Optimism permeated the land as M ontana farmers
generally harvested record crops in 1917 and 1918, though hints o f drought appeared on
the horizon.^' (See figure 11.)

' ' Ibid., Paladin.
Ibid., M a lo n e , p 2 4 2 .
- ' Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 2 4 8 .
Ibid., Paladin, p. 156, 196 for e x a m p les.
" Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 2 5 3 .
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Figure 11

O ur G randfather Lawrence Gilbert M erritt
and his sons (left to right) Clifton Rosser
M erritt and Lawrence Dent M erritt
A satisfied father with two strapping sons and a
prosperous ranch, circa 1914. Photo from C lif M erritt’s
manuscript “I Remember Grandfather.”

1919: A beginning for parallel stories.
In northern Colorado the passions o f two foresters touring and inventorying the
U.S. N ational Forests coincided, and hatched the embryo o f a idea in 1919-to protect
Am erican wilderness. A different kind o f passion had Emmelen M erritt’s belly growing
with a M ontana hom esteader’s twin sons. Those boys would grow to embrace and
nurture those foresters’ infant notion as they matured along with the American wilderness
preservation movement. Yet, all was not well in their Prickly Pear paradise. “In 1919,
historian M ichael M alone has written, “perhaps the most calamitous year M ontana ever
saw, the drought became generalized, even spreading into the normally well-watered
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valleys o f the western m ountains.”^' Emmelen M erritt persevered; her twin boys C lif and
Don joined the family that year in late November, to an ominous forecast. Noted
historian Joseph Kinsey Howard reflected that the ensuing years proved to be
“M ontana’s disastrous decade”” as the Dust Bowl set settled across the Northern Plains.
A nother celebrated M ontana historian, K. Ross Toole, wrote o f the era: “It was
in 1920 that the winds came. ... right on schedule. First the drought and then the wind.
Only this tim e there was a difference. There was no grass to hold the soil. The plow had
destroyed it.’’” To make matters worse, as Lawrence had predicted two decades earlier,
livestock had grazed bare what ground the plow couldn’t reach. In spite o f the pervasive
drought and poor land practices, the Prickly Pear possessed a favorable well-watered
location. The springs on both M erritt homesteads continued to pour potable water
enough for household use.” (See figure 12.) It took a lot o f work to make ends meet on a
small farm in the 1920s, but a family could do it.” Still, after a couple o f “bad crop
years,” with his twins in their ‘terrible tw os,’ (see figure 13) C liff made the calamitous
decision to move his family north to Canada, where he would manage a large ranch and
earn a more lucrative living.
On the way to his new post in spring 1922, C liff s draft horse kicked him and
shattered his jaw . The job remained for him after his recovery in a Great Falls hospital,
but did not work out as he had hoped.” In retreat by late fall, Emmelen insisted they
pass through Portland, Oregon, to visit her family for Christmas, and for the birth o f her

” Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 2 8 1 .
' * Joseph K in sey H o w Mo n t a n a high, w ide, a n d h a n d s o m e . N e w Haven; Y ale University Press, 1959
(S e c o n d printing, 19 6 8 ), p. 2 0 8 .
Ibid., T o o l e , p. 2 3 7 .
■' Interview with Merritt at the h om estead site, notes in m y p o ssess io n .
Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 2 1 2
A fter reading ex te n siv e m o d e m m edical literature and reflecting on his youth, C lif n ow b elieves his father
struggled at the time with depression caused by lithium d eficien cy.
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Figure 12

■■

-

Drinking water for the Clifton Rosser Merritt homestead, which had been a few
yards behind where Clifton Reeve M erritt is shown standing, needed to be hauled
from a spring in the copse o f trees visible above his head here. Then, they used 5gallon milk cans to carry the water. Because the household used less water than
the animals and gardens, C lif s father C liff had placed the house closer to the
stream (not visible, just to the left) than to the spring. Nothing remains o f C liff s
old house. The current owner has tapped the spring and piped it directly into his
home, barely visible to the right o f the trees. Photo by R. N. Baker.

third daughter, Bernice Lucille, in January. In June 1923 they boarded a train for
M ontana; before they reached Spokane, six-year old Betty seemed ill enough that
Emmelen begged to get o ff and take her to the hospital. C liff told her to wait for Helena;
she obeyed. In those days, the trip took a few days by rail. By the time they reached
Helena, B etty’s rheum atic fever had advanced beyond repair; the doctors could do little
but try to offer comfort. Her demise and death that fall punctuated the M erritts’ return
to the Prickly Pear. That loss left Emmelen with a tightly-strung tension over her
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Figure 13

Toddling twins Donald Ross (in foreground)
and Clifton Reeve with their mother
Emmelen on C liff M erritt’s sun-baked
Prickly Pear homestead in 1921.
m

Photo from C lif M erritt’s memoir.

»

s
children’s health, and the roots o f animosity toward her husband.
Upon returning to the homestead, C liff decided to increase his cattle herd; with no
access to public lands, he realized the need to raise more alfalfa and grain to do so. He set
his three-year old boys the task o f “grubbing out the sagebrush, juniper and a few
boulders” to prepare the “virgin but shallow topsoil” for the latest technology-a
m ouldboard gang plow. C lif M erritt’s m em oir o f his family puts it this way:
In the m eantim e, he urgently needed to produce a couple o f crops to
pay for additional fanning equipment. So he double-disk harrowed the
virgin land, broadcast the seed by hand with a sack of grain slung under
his shoulder, and used a spike-toothed harrow to cover the seed.
Interview s with M e g Merritt, Sherry (Merritt) E ssig , C lif Merritt. N o te s in niy p ossession .
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Someone had taken photographs, which I had acquired, of Dad
standing in the two outstanding crops o f wheat and oats that his
"stopgap" methods produced. He was six feet six and one-half inches
tall and wore a peaked Stetson hat. Yet the large heads o f grain topped
o ff at approxim ately the same height as his hat! Those first two
crops, he said, were the best that he had ever seen.
That summ er at age three C lif M erritt decided that he had been blessed with
“N ature’s N od,” a special interest and fascination with n a t u r e . F r o m then on, he
constantly watched and listened to the birds and insects and butterflies and flowers and
plants and rodents and game and all. From then on he asked about every living thing
around him, “such as how garden seeds became vegetables.”

1924: Tenacity pays
The clouds o f m isery had passed neither M ontana nor the M erritt homestead.
In early 1924, as drouth and winds continued to batter the land, four-year old C lif
strangely found that his arms and legs just w ouldn’t work. Disease was no stranger to the
Merritts, and polio had already gained a national reputation for effectively maiming and
killing its victims. Yet, the medical community had found no effective response for
diseases the likes o f rheumatic fever, polio, and influenza, which swept the n atio n reaching even into remote M ontana in the early twentieth century. Jonas Salk’s vaccine
lay decades in the future.
The expert medical advice o f this time was to keep victims fed and cleaned, and
prayed over. C liff and Emmelen were told that the best they could hope for would be
that C lif might live, but would be restricted to a wheelchair for the rest of his life.
Emmelen would not settle for such a prospect. She had heard o f a woman in
Merritt’s chapter title.
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Canada who preached the value o f oil massage and stretching and hot baths to enable full
recovery from polio. So, Emmelen massaged her son C lif daily, and she moved his limbs
for him, since he couldn’t manage the exercise himself. Even though she had to have water
packed a couple hundred yards in five and eight gallon milk cans from the spring to the
house, and heated on the stove, C lif s mother Emmelen bathed him almost daily. She fed
him mashed up food, not tasty but nutritious, and managed his wastes. The doctor
repeatedly admonished her that she was wasting her time and building false hope. She got
the doctor to adm it that, even though her treatments couldn’t help, they probably did not
hurt, either. She persevered double duty—caring for C lif while running the ranch and her
other children. As weeks turned into months, the doctor’s admonitions continued to fall
on deaf ears—she continued to exercise, massage and clean her paralyzed son, Clif.
In the ninth month o f paralysis, one morning C lif called quietly for his mother.
He told her he had moved his left foot. She saw, indeed, that he could. She knelt down
beside his bed, and cried and prayed. Not immediately, but quickly, young C lif was out
playing with siblings and critters. He studied right next to his twin brother, who had not
contracted the disease, at the one room Harmony school in Helena Valley. He had
suffered no muscle-tissue degeneration from the disease, and, with the help o f his active
brother and life on the range, regained full strength and movement in his limbs.
The medical profession called it a miraculous cure. C lif then considered it the
result o f love, acting tlirough knowledgeable and caring perseverance; he still does.
M other had persisted for more than eight months, patiently active, trusting her hands-on
approach, diligently working through the needs o f each day without losing site o f an
unknowable fiiture, knowing in her heart she was correct, in spite o f regular condemnation
from “the experts.” C lif attributes a very similar approach to saving wilderness areas
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much later in life, when they came under attack from forces equally voracious as polio.
In fact, further south along the Rocky M ountains, Carhart and Leopold, through
their own tireless and relentless and on-the-ground work, fueled by similarly deep
passion, also bucked the system and nearly miraculously put their idea in place. In 1924
Aldo Leopold finally convinced the U.S. Forest Service to protect some o f its primitive
lands from the epidemic o f development sweeping the nation; it formally established its
first wilderness area in the Gila National Forest in that year. In the process, FS
adm inistrators explicitly acknowledged the compatibility o f wilderness within their
m ultiple-use philosophy.^” That year showed both young C lif and the nation that
devoted advocates, with the help o f their friends, can overcome great obstacles.

By spring o f 1925, with a hint o f rain in the air. C liff had finished clearing the
acreage destined for plowing. C lif remembers riding on a wooden crosspiece and watching
his father’s new deep furrow plow beneath him churning the dirt. It cut more deeply into
the thin Prickly Pear ground o f their hom estead than the discs had, turning the dark
topsoil under a thick layer o f sandy clay. He noticed that the difference looked troubling.
"Dad, shouldn't this dark ground be on top?" I asked on several
occasions. His answer was always, "Well, we have to make a loose
seed bed for the crop to grow." Apparently, he never understood my
question. It was not that the soil shouldn't be loosened but rather:
shouldn't the dark topsoil remain on top? ... Dad never got another
good grain crop from this acreage.
D uring his recovery from nine months of paralysis, C lif played constant
com panion to his m other in the gardens, when not under his father’s feet. He pestered
W illia m A . Wort', C. G len Jorgenson, and Robert C. Lucas. “ National Forest Wilderness ; A policy
review ." Report to C h ief, U S D A Forest S erv ice , W ash in gto n , D C ., 17 M ay 1972. P. 4?. C ompatibility
b etw een w ilderness and multiple use reconfirmed by congressional acts in 1960 and 1964, though ignored
by the 1944 M ultiple U se Sustained Y ield Act.
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her constantly also, to learn the hows and whys and peculiarities and needs and benefits
o f each o f the various plants—nutritional, medicinal, and aesthetic. She encouraged his
curiosity.
C lif often lingered by the corral and watched Grandfather and others break and
brand and train the horses. With his father using mostly horse-power on their homestead,
and his grandfather raising racehorses, he grew up with horses even more closely than
most Am erican children now grow up with automobiles as an expected and essential part
o f life. He watched wild and aggressive beasts thrash his grandfather, and then observed
their transform ation into friendly race horses that would eat out o f his little hands.
If horses could learn manners, anyone could; horses gave C lif his first lessons for
his lifelong faith in education. Yet, as with humans, horses practice those manners
variously—as if by individual volition, and in response to given circumstances. Like
humans, some horses he met would become friends, some only respected acquaintances.
He learned early in life that if you seek and acknowledge their tastes, they accept your
com pany more readily. M erritt would suggest that any unbiased observer must admit
horses exhibit intelligence, personality and soul. Even today, M erritt’s interactions with,
and attachm ents to, horses begin with these memories. His respect and empathy for
animals in general, rooted with horses and Grandfather’s dog Shep, only grew during and
after his youth.
That fall, many o f the local ranchers gathered at C liff M erritt’s place to help with
threshing. After a long day driving bundle wagons from the fields to the threshing rig, C lif
watched as G randfather shifted a brag-session into a lecture about improper land
practices.
"Fellows, I think you're making a mistake. It's not necessary to plow
nine to eleven inches deep for grain. Besides, you're putting that rich
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topsoil down where the grain roots never reach it. And who's running
the m ost cattle on the range is not the most important point. It's the
condition o f the range that counts the most. I've been looking at the
open range for years, and you're all overgrazing. If you keep on doing
it, the range will grow less and less grass, and you'll all go belly-up!"
Unfortunately, the ranchers didn't understand or wouldn't believe what
G randfather was telling them. But, within a few years, most of them
went "belly-up" and lost their spreads. Some o f them would say, "The
land just gave out." Yet they never realized that their poor land
practices were the cause.
Grandfather's comments on proper land use made an unforgettable
impression on me. He confirmed my childhood thoughts on the
subject and inspired me to focus my lifelong work on promoting
proper use o f our natural resources. Man must do right by the land or
perish, 1 concluded. There was no other option, (italics mine.)
Grandfather had confirmed C lif s intuition on the dark soil needing to stay on top;
C lif had been stewing over that seeming contradiction all year. The norm for Iowa and
Kansas simply did not apply to their com er o f Montana, no matter how hard anyone
pretended it did. The new industrial-agriculture technology simply did not accommodate
the irregular soils and rugged lands o f the eastern foothills of the Rocky Mountains. C lif
com prehended that ju st as farm land must be cared for to maintain its productivity over
the years, so too, as more people moved to M ontana, grasslands should be managed for
sustained yield. He did n 't see deep furrow plowing as an advance indicator o f “industrial
disease,” but rather as a case o f poor human judgment.
As a young boy, C lif M erritt simply loved the land and its inhabitants and their
interactions. He had been taught that people should, and showed that people could it
they cared, coexist sustainably with their natural surroundings. By age seven, he had
caught the Progressive dream: Plan well, succeed, educate. Yet, pragmatism from
experience always tempered his dreams and goals. He already knew that some people
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ju st did not care about sustainability, and that some lands needed protection from such
people. U nbeknow nst to him, others had already begun a movement to do just that with
the public forests.
Grandfather Lawrence recognized and encouraged his conservation prodigy.
Young C lif loved wildlife enough to want animals to thrive, loved them enough to learn
how to help in w hatever little ways he could. Between his curiosity and G ranny’s
willingness, every walk and wander, every hike became a naturalist’s exploration o f cycles
o f growth and interdependence among diverse species, feeding and watering preferences,
and local history. On roads and maintained trails, they walked with one twin on each side
o f Grandfather; on animal trails he made them walk single file so as not to break up the
terrain—even small feet could cause troublesome erosion.
Since the twins had reached an appropriate age (seven, 1927), and showed proper
respect for, and decent skill with, their rifles, Grandfather took them hunting for real game
that fall—a step up from the rabbits, prairie dogs, gophers, and target practice found in the
Prickly Pear V a l l e y . T h e y had to travel over the Continental Divide to Copper Creek
under Red M ountain—on the edge o f the current day Scapegoat W ilderness—to find their
desired deer and elk. By age seven, C lif could handle the wildland transportation—horses-both physically and psychologically. He rode him self to the hunting ground, as did his
brother, over the pass and through the woods along with Granny and Father and their
pack horses.
Just as they all valued the horses for their multiple uses-com panionship and
diverse applications o f horsepow er—so too C lif learned in his youth to value wildlife on
several levels. W ilderness animals provide not only aesthetic beaut}\ and existential
p ro o f o f the value o f diversity, but also meat for dinner. In the ensuing decades the twins
Ibid., Paladin, p. 196. A ls o in terview s with Merritt, notes in m y p ossession .
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convinced them selves, at least, that the more remote the beast’s lair, the better the meat.
Naturally, those healthier deep mountain bucks and bulls sported healthier racks.
Granny taught the boys to watch the lands and animals, to learn their ways and
their needs, and to recognize how their needs drive their ways. He instilled in them the
willingness to develop patience in learning from the wild (ie. made them sit tight even
when they did n 't want to, until they had experienced the prizes o f sitting tight). He
always em phasized that “other living things possess some sensitivities far sharper than
our own,” especially regarding subtle natural forces and changes, (italics mine.)
To supplem ent their diets, the men o f the family took annual treks east into the
Big Belt or south to the Elkhom mountains to collect huckleberries. Dad loved them, and
Mom could preserve them several ways. On such excursions, C liff made his twins pick
berries “as long as you can see them ,” in spite o f the boys’ objections “but, cutthroat
d o n ’t bite after dark!”""^ Fruit otherwise rarely found its way to the Merritt kitchen on
their Prickly Pear homestead; C lif recalls that they still succored an orange at Christmas
as a very special treat. Even in remote M ontana, the human sweet tooth had its say.
Finding a honey tree brought accolades and cooperation from every body in the extended
family, as they hurriedly gathered wagon and buckets and axes to go harvest its succulent,
and storable, nectar. (M erritt recalled several honey-tree excitements in his memoirs o f
Grandfather.) Granny never, however, instilled in young C lif the willingness to work
with the bee hives on Spring Creek place.
With knowledge and experience you Iearn how to care for the land and its
inhabitants for mutual benefit, and learn the necessity o f all species to ensure the w ell
being o f each species in the web o f life. With C lif Merritt, such lessons did not derive
from appreciation o f theory or symbols, but from pure love of, and passionate fascination
Interview with Merritt, 15 Oct. 0 4 . notes in my p ossess io n .
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with, the experience o f life in all its diverse manifestations. He had tapped the welispring
that fueled the incredible energies and devotion o f the likes o f Leopold, Carhart, and Bob
M arshall; even to d ay ’s preservation advocates admonish that passion is good for
wilderness.

1929
The twins took life on the hom estead seriously; they played hard and learned the
tricks o f the ranching trade by working hard. So, in 1929 when C liff needed to move the
family dairy cattle about 35 miles along the road route to Townsend, and needed to ride
ahead to prepare the way and the new farm, he confidently left his two boys—aged ten—in
charge o f the cattle. C lif says it was reasonable; he and brother Don rode smart horses,
and the cattle generally followed their lead. Grandfather Merritt joined at the last
moment, and the three herded their 25 milkers down the trail.
They made one potentially serious misjudgment: While range cattle could have
easily made the trip in one day, not so with dairy cattle. When Grandfather said “We will
spend the night here,” he caused twin consternation. While the cows were loving the
choice, the boys had neither dressed for the cold M ontana night, nor brought bedrolls.
Grandfather ju st pointed at a haystack, “as though he had it all in mind before arriving at
the site.”
G randfather passed his com fort with nature to the twins early in their lives; he
enabled them to gain confidence through repeated experience. By age ten, C lif claims, he
and his brother already considered “the outdoors a part of hom e.” Diligent watchfulness,
respectful caution, knowledge o f the land’s resources, and faith in life, together pre-empt
fear to enable w onder at nature, w hether sublime or mundane. To the Prickly Pear
’ Ibid., D o u g Scott talk at the W ild erness Institute. U niversity o f M ontana. 2 0 0 5 .
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hom esteaders, it was all nature, and they were a part o f it.
C lif wrote that learning to be comfortable in the outdoors helped his twin Don to a
successful outfitting business, and provided C lif confidence to investigate wilderness
personally by trekking for days in wild land that would daunt a less experienced
outdoorsman. M eanwhile, that night he learned an important lesson for life in the wilds;
you do what you can with what is at hand. While the cows loved the wild prairie grasses,
it took the lesser food in the rancher’s haystack to provide the boys with their primary
need at the moment, a safe and comfy bed.
C lif em pathized with his animal companions, and could even personalize their
troubles in life. For example, M erritt explained, “when a cow ’s bag is full, it is like
waking up and really needing to go to the bathroom. Almost painful.” When a full cow
nudges its calf, it wants that calf to drink and relieve the pressure. When a cow nudged
Clif, he would cringe at the feeling that we all know only too well, and hurry to go get a
bucket and help her out.^^
After proving their com petence with the dairy cows, the boys moved up to
responsibility with the horses. C lif remembers at age ten and eleven watching wild horses
graze, learning how they move, around Mount Ascension above Helena. He and twin
Don, at age twelve accepted their first assignment rounding up wild range horses, chasing
them into remote corrals for branding.

It turned out they were among the last who would

do so, as fences encapsulated the last of the frontier. In M erritt’s words:
On the open range, the Thoroughbreds and Hambletonians frequently
interbred with the tough, endurable mustangs and produced fast,
excellent saddle horses. ... Our wild horses ran in bands, 20 to about 35
head to a band. Some bands were made up o f fleet-footed sorrels.
Other bands were blue and strawberry roans, while still other groups
contained a mixture o f bays, iron grays and blacks. ... It was an exciting
Merritt in terview , 30 Mar. 0 4 , notes in m y p ossess io n .
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and beautiful sight to top a rise on our saddle horses and see a bunch of
colorful roans become alert and gather together, or a band o f sorrels
already starting to run with their flaxen manes and tails waving in the
breeze. M any o f these horses had never felt rope and were as wild as a
deer. ... It was up to us and our top saddle horses to outwit and outrun
them, while heading them for the Spring Place and the corrals miles
away. ... By the m id-1930s, we had taken nearly all o f Grandfather's
and Dad's horses o ff the range. For Don and me, it was a sad time.
"M ustangers" were seeking the unclaimed horses. And the era o f wildhorse roundups came to an end.
C liff offered only cursory instructions as he sent his able sons after his range
horses for the first time: "Now, boys, when you ride to the top o f a rise and see a band of
our wild horses below, you have to decide at once through which pass (in the mountains)
they'll go—and beat them there!" Dad the cryptic, sounded reminiscent o f the Karate Kid
going to his first competition; when he asked for the rules, his teacher admonished: “Hit,
d o n ’t get hit.” Yet, C liff confidently knew the twins had watched often enough and could
rope well enough, and he trusted their saddle horses to keep them from getting lost.
The lesson in “outpointing your opponent” stuck with Clif. Later in life he
paraphrased the strategy and taught it to his field representatives with the Wilderness
Society and American Wilderness Alliance (later, American Wildlands) “in order to
safeguard some o f our vanishing public wildlands so essential to perpetuating our worldclass wildlife.”
From managing horses’ power in the fields, to running them down and across the
range toward a tiny target, C lif learned much about the intelligence and social instincts of
horses. It took w atching his brother Don break them —C lif proudly claims his twin Don
never got throw n—to com prehend the depth and breadth o f individual personalities among
the species. They can all learn, but they go about it in many different, highly individual
ways. Some, C lif claims, choose never to be ridden—just like some men choose not to be
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tam ed—but that reflects insistent preference, not low intelligence. Abstracting these
respectful, even soulful, attitudes from horses to all animals came naturally to Clif,
especially under G randfather’s devoted tutelage. M erritt also generalized his appreciation
and accom m odation o f diversity within species to humans, a trait that enabled him to
successfully direct a grassroots network made up o f highly independent Westerners.
G randfather’s lessons on range management continued over the years. From his
initial concern to sustain their livelihoods as ranchers through wise use o f the land,
existence forced him toward more radical stands as he recognized the inability for any
animal to live in and populate the rapidly deteriorating landscape o f 1930s Montana. If
cows can’t find forage, neither can deer and elk—even limited permit hunting cannot help
game animals repopulate if the land provides them no food. According to Lawrence
M erritt, every wild thing needed habitat protection, thus management, by the 1930s. Not
until Aldo Leopold’s classic yf Sand County Almanac in 1948 did such an ecological
attitude begin to take root in the mainstream o f thought. Nor would Sand County have
become a classic without the likes o f Granny preparing a new generation the likes o f Clif,
already paying attention to the ecology o f their homes.
Grandfather advocated not just better land use policy, but also watershed
protection. He saw protecting watersheds to provide the key to fisheries management.
That process would either begin soon, Grandfather declared by 1930, or else there would
be no fish left to manage. In particular, grayling and native cutthroat trout need cold, clear
water in order to propagate. With the grayling nearly gone and the magnificent trout
disappearing, nature was insisting that the waters had fallen below standard--and thus
needed protection.
At a personal level o f contributing to fishery welfare. Grandfather explained his
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catch and release behavior as releasing the “important spawners’’ to help ensure
sustainability. He taught the boys similar guidelines for big-game hunting: a respectful
hunt provided challenge and intrigue for the soul and ego, and meat for the belly, without
endangering the species’ viability. When one ram avoided his best hunting effort for
several hours. Grandfather explained to the boys why he gave up the hunt: It had kept
him at bay long enough to prove it deserved to live, his species needed his strength and
wisdom.
People, Lawrence M erritt suggested by the example he lived with his grandsons in
the wild and sem i-wild lands o f central M ontana, could drive policy. He passed to his
grandsons an abiding passion for the respectful treatment o f all things living—whether the
opposition at a land-use hearing, an elk in the woods, or a watershed in the mountains.
C lif M erritt took his grandfather’s lessons to heart, and applied them throughout his life
to the American grassroots and scientific efforts to preserve wild lands in America, often,
as I will dem onstrate in chapter three, with amazing success.
Childhood with G randfather M erritt provided young C lif extensive experience
with ranching, wild lands and biologic sustainability, and instilled in him a deep love and
appreciation for the diversity o f nature and wilderness. By his teen years, C lif Merritt
had also been imbued with an abiding passion to respect all things living. Together with
life on the M ontana hom estead, Lawrence M erritt nurtured the budding “organic
intellectual” among American conservationists, and provided the foundation for his
action-oriented preservation ideals.
Am ong grandfather M erritt’s many talents, his success with one o f humanily^’s
ancient practices rem ained forever an enigma to C lif M erritt’s scientific studies and
rational bent: the strange phenomena called dousing, also known as “water witching.” Clit
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noted that dousing rods need to be freshly cut, green wood. He also noted that tree roots
possess incredible sensitivity to the whereabouts o f accessible underground water. Could
the roots’ “instincts” channel them selves through the green wood and the douser? With
no solid science to explain the validity o f water witching, M erritt still struggles with the
undeniable success o f G randfather’s applications o f the art. If you believe in things that
you d o n ’t understand, then you’ve watched nature in action, too.
In 1933, Grandfather M erritt, after an eventful 72 years of frontier life,
experienced his first stay in a hospital. “He was a man who never asked a favor but was
constantly doing favors for others.” But time had come for him to sit back and let the
next generation take charge and do the favors.
By then, influential ex-forester Bob Marshall, twelve years younger than C liff and
eighteen older than Clif, and heir to the Leopold/Carhart legacy, had become so
disenchanted with American public land management that he wrote The People's Forests
to advocate a national shift to socialism as the only way to ensure a proper relationship
between Am erica and its wilderness. Sustainable forest employment and communities
required sustained yield harvesting methods, which “experience has shown us” does not
occur under capitalist incentives.^'

He saw a federally enforced just-stay-out rule for

wilderness in the forests as the only solution to ram pant destruction, similar to the policy
already accepted for fire in the forests. While Marshall adhered to strict
anthropocentrism in his 1933 plea and never mentioned wildlife as a benefit and
benefactor o f wilderness, he warned that the land had become direly ill beneath its
outward appearance o f health and vitality, and would deteriorate quickly without
immediate intervention.^" He elevated the sense o f dire urgency begun with Carhart's note
Ibid., M arshall, p. 119.
"Bob M arshall. T h is is his 1933 b o o k 's thesis.
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to Leopold only 14 years earlier, to new heights.

1935 a tough year
C lif recalled that because o f the fam ily’s lifestyle, the Great Depression caused
but a wave, not tsunam i, in daily life on the homestead. The drouths o f the mid and late
1930s, however, brought very hard times; nature still played a greater role in their lives
than Wall Street. A handful o f conservationists could not say the same about the national
forests. The National Recovery Act, in an effort to reverse the lingering effects o f the
1929 crash that set o ff the Depression, made economic development a federal priority.
That act authorized the Civilian Conservation Corps to employ thousands o f workers in
the nation’s forests and parks with picks, shovels, bulldozers, and the intent to construct
thousands o f m iles o f roads and trails. This federally-funded sponsorship of
developm ent in the forests, including pristine roadless wildlands, coupled with a long
history o f private sector intrusion and destruction, frightened a few nationally-known
conservation workers.
In January, 1935, a handful o f like-minded activists decided to band their energies
together in an effort to gain strength for their struggling wilderness preservation
movement, through numbers and diversity. Bob Marshall spearheaded the formal
founding o f the W ilderness Society at the Cosmos Club in Washington, D C. with
enthusiastic support from cofounders in attendance: Harold Anderson, Harvey Broome,
Benton M acKaye, and Robert Sterling Yard. There they gave formal “definition to the
m odem wilderness idea: the notion that the federal government ought to preserve large
expanses o f roadless and otherwise undeveloped nature in a system of designated
wilderness areas."*’
Ibid., Sutter, p. 6.
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By invitation “to give the organization a stronger national standing,” Ernest
Oberholtzer and Aldo Leopold joined as founding members from their homes in
M innesota and W isconsin, respectively. Leopold had Just begun the restoration o f some
farmland decim ated by poor past practices, a project in ecology eventually made famous
posthum ously with his Sand County Almanac and Sketches Here and There. ( 1949 )

That May, C lif M erritt grieved mightily when his grandfather died. As the
summer o f 1935 progressed, C lif became listless and easily fatigued. While not paralysis,
it felt nearly as disabling.
Polio “hit Helena particularly hard” in the 1930s, and typhoid made its presence
known.^® Life circumstances had vaccinated the Merritts against the former; the cold,
clean, running waters o f Spring Creek probably helped them avoid the latter. But the
rheumatic fever, having taken their eldest child in the early 1920s, had not finished with
them. At age 7, C lif had suffered a couple weeks of the fever, “without permanent
dam age.” At age 15, the Helena doctor diagnosed C lif s chronic fatigue and weakness as
triple heart valve leakage, a consequence o f rheumatic fever.
As he lay in bed one day after an examination, he heard the doctor tell his parents
that they might as well start gathering flowers, because their son would be dead within a
day or two. As that doctor left the ranch house, he passed C lif and told him, as all good
doctors must, to get better quick. C lif retorted that h e’d heard the conversation in the
kitchen, and “ I want you to know I’m going to get well in spite of you!” The doctor gave
out a big guffaw, replied “T hat’s the spirit!” and with a wide grin clapped C lif cheerfully,
yet gruffly, on the back. “That almost finished me off right there.
Ibid., Paladin, p. 2 4 5 .
Paul R ichards, “ Ham ilton Wildlands A d v o c a te C lif Merritt A pp lies Grandfather's C om m on Sense" in
M o n ta n a S e n io r N e w s . V o l. 13, N o. 3 (February/M arch 1997). 41.
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If that slap didn’t shake him up enough, the earthquake that nearly flattened the
city o f Helena at 10:30 pm on O ctober 18, 1935, certainly got his attention. When asked
late in his life what he was doing when it struck, M erritt replied wryly “I was laying in
bed dying when plaster started falling from the ceiling onto me.”'^ It could have been
worse.
Many o f the brick and stone buildings H elena’s founding fathers so diligently
erected to announce permanence crumbled under the tem blor’s force. Hundreds of Helena
residents huddled under tents that night, including 30 in the pastures o f future Helena
National Forest Supervisor Bob M organ’s family.^' Scores of people lived at the
fairgrounds and other tem porary quarters for months while they cleaned and
reconstructed their city.^' At Spring Creek, besides knocking some plaster loose, the
earthquake displaced ju st two logs, below the window on the west side o f the house
(visible behind M erritt in figure 9). Emmelen cleared the chunks and dust from C lif s
quilt; Don and C liff quickly squared and sealed the wall. The house has remained stable
since then, through today.”
C lif s second miraculous recovery from a killer disease took three years of bed
rest, and caused him to fall years behind his twin brother Don at high school. The family
moved to Tigard, Oregon, for two years (near Em m elen’s family in Portland), because
Emmelen believed the lower altitude might allow C lif s heart to work less, so heal itself
more quickly. He spent the entire time literally on his back. He remembers always
finding magazines, with good western stories, and writing materials handy by his bedside,
though doesn’t recall just how they got there.” Could it have been any other but his
Merritt in terview , notes in m y p o sse ss io n .
^' Ibid., Paladin, p. 196. S e e chapter one for his role in preserving the Scapegoat Wilderness in the 1960s.
Ibid., Paladin, pp. 196, 2 4 5 . A ls o M a lo n e , p. 362.
In terview with current o w n e r Terry Scott, M ay 2 0 0 5 , notes in m y p ossessio n,
Merritt in terview , notes in m y p o sse ss io n .
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m other and nurse Emmelen?
M erritt’s two big bouts with disease paralyzed his body, not his mind. Emmelen
ensured that during those months and years he exercised him self the only way he could,
by thinking and honing his intellect. He developed an uncanny facility with words and
intellectual persuasion. W hile his twin brother Don excelled in kinesthetic sk ills-a master
mechanic, machinist, and bronc buster, he also won the Oregon State Typing Contest in
1937 while at school in Portland—C lif learned to excel in the intellectual realm,
particularly in communications.
During his long recovery, he combined his own feelings and fantasies with the
notion o f public demand he derived from his reading, in poetry written for ballads. After
writing his lyrics, he worked with the publishing houses’ professional composers to put
the correct music to it.^^ While nearly immobile, he practiced expressing him self in terms
his audience understood, and did it well enough to get published in Portland.
When C lif began to show signs of recovery, the Merritts moved back to Montana.
Before dying, Grandfather had placed the Spring Creek Place in C lif s name, so they had a
familiar home to return to. (See figure 14.) There, C lif pursued the physical exercise
needed to regain his strength and mobility once again. He walked and hiked the local hills
and fields, taking note o f changes in the land and seeking causes. To prepare for his
favorite fall pastime, he practiced his aim reducing the ranch’s gopher population.
An examination eight years later, by the same doctor who made the original
diagnosis, revealed no trace o f heart valve problems, none at all. What brought about the
cure, in an age before pharmaceutical relief, matters little to this story; the long recovery'
Ibid.

Merritt claim s a broken pipe in 1975 led to water destroying a huge majority o f his early creative

w ork. Survivin g titles include; “Starlit Prairies." W ords and M usic by Clilton R eeve Merritt. Ray B eck er
and Howard Hopper; Portland: A m erican M usic, Inc. 1943. and typed copies o f “ Island o f Mighty Blue
W aters,” “ W hen the Red Sun Sinks Behind the Blue M ountain,” “Skyball." and “A S toved -U p Cayuse.
S e e c o p ie s in Merritt's Papers, Box: P oem s and Lyrics.
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took am azing patience, perseverance, and hope. Again, it took a devoted advocate and
cooperative family network to enable success in the face o f adversity.

Figure 14

The M erritt Family; D onald Ross, Clifton Reeve,
Father (Clifton Rosser), Audrey Mae, M other (Em m elen),
Bernice Lucille, Shirley Ann
By the m id-1930s C liff had moved his family to his father’s Spring
Creek place. Photo from C lif M erritt’s memoirs.

Fellow M ontana conservationist and author Paul Richards suggests this second
bout with a deadly disease made C lif more sensitive to the feelings o f others, which by
then included all animals.^^ M erritt has always claimed that a compulsion to take regular
excursions into the M ontana wilderness enabled him to regain his health as a youth, and
retain it as an adult. The rheum atic fever episode o f his life brought to the teenage Merritt
the assurances first that the proverbial heart and the physical heart cannot be separated,
and second that wilderness presents an immaculate holistic bond to help keep the two
hearts healthy and in sync. He carried with him into the wilderness preservation battle
Paul Richards, long article on C lif for M ontana Retiree N e w s . Richards had been a leading advocate to
obtain W ild erness protection for the north h a lf o f the E lk h o m R a n ge, south o f H elena, in the mid 1970s.
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the assurance that the mind, body and soul go together inseparably. Wilderness
advocates, he taught by example and word, need to possess a healthy ability in wild
lands, as well as carry a deep love for them, in order to help inform their knowledge of
them.

C lif M erritt returned to Helena High in 1938 for his final two years o f high school.
His m other moved into Helena for work, and to provide a home in the city so C lif s heart
needn’t endure the brutal punishm ent o f the road out to the Spring Creek place in order to
get a proper public education. On the ranch only for weekends, he kept busy with school
during the week. His senior yearbook, the Vigilante, credits him for academic excellence,
plus contributions to the school newspaper. The Nugget\ the yearbook, Vigilante; the
annual Vigilante Parade; the Senior Class Poem and Class Motto, as well as helping to
arrange their Senior Banquet. (See figures 15, 16.) Meanwhile, his teachers elected him to
the H onor Society, and he participated in the Latin Club, German Club, and Spanish
Club—and became president o f the latter. '’ He not only excelled with language, but
successfully managed many diverse activities as a student leader.

Figure 15

Clifton Merritt in the 1940 Helena High School
Vigilante yearbook, page 21. Each student picture
is accom panied by a quote; M erritt’s says
“Much wisdom often goes with the fewest words.”

” H e len a H igh S c h o o l Y earb ook , The Vigilan te.

1940, “A ctivities List.” under Clifton Merritt, p. 100.
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Helena High School’s 1940 Honor Society, on the newly built school’s
steps. See M erritt in the center o f the back row, the only male wearing both
tie and coat. ( Vigilante, page 59.)

The family held high hopes for their budding scholar as he graduated high school in
1940. W hile the Dust Bowl o f the prior decades left their ranch land unproductive,
m other worked for the city school district. The M erritts managed to send C lif to Carroll
College in Helena. Living at his m other’s home in town, he dove into a formal study of
the Humanities. The reading proved richer than his Western magazines. He embraced the
intellectual stimulation and guidance o f the academy with as much delight as when he
engaged the w onder and awe he found wandering beyond the roads.
Then, as soon as the United States formally entered World War II in December of
1941, brother Don entered the service. C lif s health history bought him a 4P rating; he
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Stayed in school, but the M erritt family had lost an income, so he sought work, too. Staff
at Carroll College tried to h e lp -th e y recruited students for him to tutor, especially in the
languages. He did odd jobs for the professors, and even substitute taught a time or two.
Yet, as the war expanded to two fronts, patriotic Americans needed to sacrifice personal
wants for the nation’s production needs. C lif dropped out of college, never to return, to
support his family and country, and entered the workforce in 1942.'^
Luckily, the Am erican workforce at the time had a great need for the likes of
Clifton Merritt. Educated, organized, literate, and deeply devoted to the public good,
democracy, and (always important in a state like M ontana) the right to bear arms, hunt
and fish—M erritt provided a model civil servant for Montana. His skills fit right into the
federal bureaucratic expansion necessary to manage the logistics o f the huge masses of
people and stuff involved in the war effort. After but little time looking for a suitable
position, he settled for working with outdoorsmen and their employers, in western
M ontana.
The M ontana civil service, in particular, was primed for the likes of Merritt.
During the 1930s, many officials sought a way to break the Anaconda Com pany’s
strangle hold on every aspect o f state operations. W ell-intentioned state officials found
they could avoid the deeply rooted cronyism by embracing a “new federalism.”^'' They
established agencies to address federal programs, with employee relations governed by
federal civil service guidelines rather than the whims o f a company hack. Through the
1930s, “ [o]ne o f the most refreshing aspects o f M ontana politics [was] its open, breezy
grassroots democratic atm osphere.”^*’
P o lk 's D i r e c t o r y 1 9 4 1 -4 2 , H e le n a listed C lif as a student living with mother and siblings. Audrey a
seam stress and Don a clerk: p. 182. I found no directory for 1943; the 1944 directory listed none o f them.
- Ibid. , M a lo n e , p. 3 0 2 .
Ibid., M a lo n e , p. 381.
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Unions in Butte struck for months in 1934 to obtain an 8-hour day and 40-hour
week. A state constitutional am endment initiative in 1936, mandating the 8-hour day
throughout the state, passed by about four thousand votes out of more than 200,000 cast,
with nearly 90 percent o f registered voters participating. A similar federal law, promoted
by the National Recovery Adm inistration, passed only two years later;^' M ontanans had
led the pack. In order to get federal m oneys through the Social Security Act of 1935, the
state established several new agencies in 1937, including the Unemployment
Com pensation Com m ission. Both M ontana’s UCC and its ‘‘breezy grassroots
dem ocratic” methods would come to play large roles in C lif M erritt’s development as a
wilderness preservation leader.
Also in 1937, preservation guru Bob Marshall became chief o f the division of the
U. S. Forest Service overseeing lands, recreation and wilderness policy. In
September, 1939, the Secretary o f Agriculture implemented ‘‘U” regulations proposed by
Bob Marshall, providing stronger wilderness protection. The 14 million acres of
‘‘primitive areas” already established were scheduled to be reviewed, reevaluated and
reclassified—as “W ilderness” if more than 100,000 acres, as “Wild” if between five and a
hundred thousand acres. By 1940, the Forest Service gave protected status to three
contiguous prim itive areas in northern M ontana that Marshall had espoused as
constituting a particularly valuable national treasure, and named it after him. That area
was quickly called simply “the B ob” by M ontana’s outdoors enthusiasts.
Tragically, at a moment o f great potential for the wilderness movement, Robert
Marshall died o f heart failure at age 38 in late 1939, without seeing his favorite hiking
grounds protected.^' His estate provided an endowment for the Wilderness Society to
Ibid., W ald ron , p. 141.
http://vvvv\v.\vildemessforever.org/leam/w i!deniess_tim eline.pdf
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keep it operational for what he must have expected to be a challenging future/"

Merritt

survived the 1930s against high odds to become one o f the leaders of the “many
individuals [who] carried on in the example o f M arshall’s tireless energy and spirit.”^"

Got a job, settled in
As the tw entieth century progressed, American foresters began to notice “the
much evidence”^^ that private timberlands had become seriously depleted—some have
suggested due to decades o f market-driven poor practices/^ The American timber
industry had developed tim ber and wood products programs to work with the kinds of
wood that it could find and harvest easily, and profitably. Two centuries o f the pressure
o f Euro-American expansion, combined with wasteful ways, had removed traditionallyfavored woods from profitable availability. The industry had barely begun its search for
new kinds o f trees with desirable properties, and new ways to work with them, by the
1930s. The U.S. Forest Service opened its modem Forest Products Laboratory in 1932
to support the e f f o r t .T h o s e efforts accelerated exponentially as the war raged and the
nation faced a mounting need for natural resources, especially timber. The nation turned
to its public lands, and to forests theretofore unharvested to obtain it. That included the
mountainous regions o f Montana.
It took a w ar’s frenzy, which motivated both the willingness and the will to make
Ibid., Sutter.
Ibid., nps “ Historical P ersp ectives,” Robert Marshall, p. 5.
Richard E. M c A rd le, C h ief, Forest S ervice. “Tim ber R esources for A m e rica ’s Future (A Summary o f the
Tim b er R esou rce R e v ie w ) .” W ash ington , D.C.; U S D A Forest S ervice. For the Annual M eeting ot the
so c iety o f A m erican Foresters, Portland, O regon , 17 O ctober 1955. P. 5, item 9. “Timber quality is
declining.”
Robert M arsh all’s The P e o p l e s ' F o rests in 1933, A ld o L e o p o ld 's S a n d Count}' A lm a n a c in 1948, Arthur
Carhart’s The N a tio n a l F o r e s ts in 195 9, all tell the sam e story o f the great majority o f profit-driven forestry
in the W est.
Harold K. S teen , ed. F o r e s t a n d Wildlife S c ie n c e in A m e ric a : A h istory. Durham. N.C.; Forest Histor>

Socü4y, 1999. P. 289.
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great public expenditures in both money and man-hours in exchange for resources, to turn
the nation’s attention seriously to the forests o f M ontana’s rugged mountains. By 1943,
the United States Em ploym ent Service (USES) had taken over the responsibilities o f the
M ontana U nem ploym ent Com pensation Commission, and created “39 strategically
located” local offices throughout M ontana’s timbered regions. It intended to organize and
finance the tim ber cut with the efficiency needed for the massive war effort, while trying
to establish employment, thus economic, stability for the region.
C lif M erritt joined the Helena office o f the USES as an “Interviewer,” and
immediately found him self working out of a small office in Poison, on the south end of
Western M ontana’s Flathead Lake, snuggled under the majestic Swan and Mission
M ountain Ranges. There he played middle-man between forest workers, their employers,
and federal and state bureaucracies. He learned, first hand, the diverse roles o f many
layers o f workers within the extraction industry, and within public land management
bureaucracies.
With the w ar demands, tim ber extraction pressure in Montana had risen beyond
all prior experience. In the year following the war, that trend only amplified, fueled by
countless returning soldiers needing work and exploding consumer demands requiring
increased resource extraction. The war effort soon decimated M ontana’s stocks of
Western red cedar. So, immediately after the war, lodgepole pine began its meteoric rise
in use by the wood products industry. Lodgepole provided high quality pulp for
m anufacturing rayon and the rise o f plastics throughout Am erica's burgeoning commerce
and industry. With a full one-third o f the nation’s supply o f lodgepole growing in
M ontana in 1945, the tim ber industry, with subsidies from federal, state and local
] 1 ill A n n u a l R e p o r t o f the U n e m p lo y m e n t C o m p e n s a tio n C o m m issio n o f the State o f M on tana.
H elen a, M ontana. P. 3 0 . Montana Historical S ocie ty A rc h ive s. Governors' Papers.
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agencies, quickly began construction o f ten new treatment and processing plants in
M ontana, close to the sources o f this new crop. Large sawmills also began displacing
mid- and sm all-sized operations across the state.^" M erritt oversaw the rise in Western
M ontana’s tim ber industry, as he dealt directly with the rushes in employment it
brought.
As always, he brought his ingrained respect to each of his du ties-b e it preparing a
worker for a new position, arranging with a company to outfit a work team for a new
project, or reporting to the bureaucracy on job stats or the relationship between policy
and practice. He worked diligently to help his clients and employers; he read and visited
work sites incessantly to stay informed on every aspect o f his work, as well as that of his
clients. Along the way, he made friends across every stratum o f Montana society.
While he already knew that many managers and bureaucrats held to values
different from his own, he fought to make personal respect, integrity and honesty an
integral com ponent o f his work, and that o f his office. Officials at the USES must have
appreciated M erritt’s approach. They published his two-page sermon “From the
Receptionist to the Interviewer, Good Operations Win the Public” in the October 1946
edition o f their national publication. Employment Service Review. In that article he set
forth his position on effectively and efficiently running an office that interacts with the
public. Because this position barely changed in ensuing decades, the article provides an
early insight to a subtle yet fundamental aspect o f M erritt’s administrative successes.
Unless the personnel within the office so conduct themselves in
their daily routine that the public is impressed with their friendly,
helpful, and professional service, no amount o f publicity, public
relations, or em ployer visiting outside the office can bring success to
our work, ... A rgum entation not only fails to win the applicant over
The M o n ta n a A lm a n a c 1 9 5 9 - 6 0 . M isso u la . Montana; Montana State University Press. 1958. Chapter
8; “Forest Industries,” 2 1 7 - 220.
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to the interview er’s point o f view, but also serves to prejudice the
applicant against the office. Furthermore, it may alienate other
applicants and employers who are in the office and overhear the
unbusiness-like conversation.
N ever does the reporter leave the office without a news article on
local office activity or labor market information. ... It is the constant
objective here to make good public relations even better, realization of
which depends upon the thoughtful, courteous, alert, and informed
attitude o f each mem ber o f the staff.
Here he clearly announced his devotion to teamwork, and his egalitarian respect for every
contributor to the effort. He drew from human psychology to explain why he avoided
personal argumentation and its long-term effects, preferring always to focus on issues and
commonalities. Meanwhile, as a mere civil servant in a remote settlement, he had already
come to value the press as a useful ally, and had already begun to nurture that
relationship.
With a flourishing postwar free market. Congress disbanded the USES in 1946,
requiring that the states absorb all employees without decrease in salary. Montana
resum ed its operations o f Em ployment Services under the Unemployment Compensation
Commission (UCC) on 15 November, 1946.
Both C lif and his twin Don accepted minor promotions during the turnover, and
settled into secure careers with the state.’' While they would never get rich, they desired
and trusted the security offered by the M ontana civil service’s “merit system” of
employee evaluation. The merit system gave them legal recourse in the event of arbitrary'
or capricious or personal actions against their job. Pragmatists from a lowly homestead in
Clifton R. Merritt, Interview er in C harge, H elen a, Montana.

“From the Receptionist to the

Interviewer, G o o d Operations W in the Public.” in E m p lo y m e n t S e rv ic e R e v ie w , October 1946. V o l. 13.
N o . 10. “An organ o f the U .S . E m p lo y m e n t S erv ice , U. S. Department o f Labor, U .S. Government
Printing O f fic e , W a sh in g to n , D C .” 7-8.
Letters from Montana G overnor Sam C. Ford to Secretary o f Labor Schwellenbach and U nem p loym en t
C o m p en sation C o m m is s io n Board o f E xam iners. Report from the UCC on 20 N ov em b er 1946. pages a.
8 , 1 1 . All at Montana Historical S ocie ty A rc h iv e s, G o v e rn o rs’ Papers, C olum n 35 , Box 120, folder "LCC
A ugu st 1945 - July 1 9 4 7 .”
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a state still known for the influence o f its “old boy” political network, both the Merritt
twins valued, above all other considerations, legal protection for their economic security.
They both em braced the American Dream; with their disciplined work ethic they would
rise above the poverty o f their youth into a secure American middle-class.
By the end o f 1953, C lif M erritt had married, begun a family, and risen in the
UCC to “field director” for western services, headquartered at the Kalispell, Montana
office. He bought a house in town with a yard for the kids, a garden plot for vegetables,
and rafters in the garage for hanging game. Taking advantage of his location, Merritt
continued to hunt and fish and wander in the wilderness, and to expand his network of
outdoors enthusiasts. He even managed, working within the legislatively defined merit
system, to get his best fishing buddy, Dallas Eklund, a job in the UCC office with him.
By then, the once rem ote settlement o f Kalispell, below the southwest end of
Glacier National Park and above the confluence o f the Flathead and Stillwater Rivers in
northern M ontana, had begun a growth spurt that continues to this day. Snuggled in a
valley below M ontana’s most pristine forests, surrounded by some of A m erica’s last
free-flowing rivers, Kalispell grew hand-in-hand with the postwar booms in the timber
and outdoor-recreation industries. From his home in town, M erritt could easily make
weekend trips, in his Studebaker, into wild lands surrounding “the Bob” and throughout
the immaculate Swan, Mission, and Whitefish mountain ranges. (See figure 17.) With job
security, family, friends, and wilderness all on hand, M erritt possessed all the outward
signs o f success and satisfaction. He might have considered him self in the proverbial
American hog heaven.
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Figure 17: Photo by Clifton Reeve Merritt
> ‘ "9

*
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The Swan Range o f M ontana as seen from M erritt’s Kalispell home,
February, 1956.

Yet, M erritt stewed and fretted; he knew deep in his heart and bones that, as the
bard once phrased it, “Something is rotten in the state o f Denmark.”^' While a staunch
advocate o f progress, he had become deeply troubled—both at work and play—over the
ways governm ent and industry had begun to implement it in the roadless lands of
W estern Montana.
W hen lumber men first sent their industrial-scale operations to Montana in the
1940s, they faced a new scenario: seemingly infinite expanses of amazingly even-aged
stands o f lodge pole pines. The forest service’s silviculture experts examined the growth
patterns o f those trees, the management experts examined the economic-logistics of
harvesting those forests, and they all agreed that one method would most efficiently
address both concerns. Thus, they im plemented it—“clearcutting”—at industrial-scale.
W illia m S hak esp eare, in H a m l e î, M arcellus to Horatio, fo llo w in g Hamlet after the ghost. I.iv.90.
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throughout M erritt’s UCC region.
For years, M erritt withheld judgm ent, pending evidence about this new
silvicultural experiment. All the while, his position as field director enabled him to watch
and gather diverse evidence from diverse sources-from the deep woods to the capital in
H elen a-to evaluate the impact o f clearcutting on regional employment. He learned
quickly to value mining diverse sources o f information, so as to inoculate him self against
bias and manipulation.
M erritt had always held tenaciously to the UCC mission: “Employment
Stabilization Is The Ultimate Goal o f an Employment Security P r o g r a m . T h e clearcut
method did not require constant, long-term tending of any sale-area, thus did not require
any long term employees. Instead, it required significant forces o f transient men;
companies frequently moved them from forest to forest across the West. Those who
w ouldn’t follow the sale-sites far and wide had to settle for ephemeral employment. As
such, those men seldom established “stable” homes and families. Merritt worked so close
to them that he could not deny that clearcutting caused economic insecurity of the type
that the M ontana legislature considered “ ‘a serious menace to the health, morals, and
welfare o f the people o f this State.

Yet, when he presented evidence of the deleterious

impact o f clearcutting on the people and economy o f the region, his superiors in the UCC
advised him to get over it and accept modernity.
M eanwhile, M erritt’s view o f the American Dream much reflected my own
father’s: The job involved only 40 hours per week, the rest o f the time belonged to him.
Owning a home on his civil servant salary ($2640 per year in 1 9 4 7 made augmenting the

I l t h A n n u a l R e p o r t: U n e m p lo y m e n t C o m p e n s a tio n C o m m issio n o f M o n ta n a , 1947. Headline tor
m issio n statem ent, p. 11. Montana Historical S o c ie ty A rc h iv e s. G o v e m o r 's Papers. C ol. 35. Bo.x 120.
Ibid., quoting S ectio n 2 o f the Montana U n e m p lo y m en t C om p en sation Law.
Ibid. 8.

pantry nearly essential, thus he used the meat from hunting and fishing as a good excuse
to get into the wilderness. During off-seasons, he used the need for “frequent exercise in a
healthful environment to prevent a return” o f his heart difficulties as another excuse to go
wander the local wildlands.^^ All the while, as an amateur naturalist, he constantly
observed, and eventually became an avid photographer.
He noticed, and learned to document, things like changes in wildlife density and
health and choices o f corridors, changes in water flow and clarity and fish diversity, both
near to and distant from logging sites. The borderlands created by the clearcut technique
indeed proved beneficial to some browsing species like deer, but the open spaces scared
off the world-class wildlife like elk, bear, and caribou. Clearcut slopes hold little water, so
even light rain brought flooding and rapid e r o s i o n . S i l t from the runoff also destroyed
native fish spawning grounds. He juxtaposed this ecological evidence with his economic
conclusions, to become adamantly opposed to clearcutting. He even began to question
the m otives o f those, expert or not, who advocated that kind of so-called efficiency.
He spent a lot o f his time-away-from-work in the woods and on remote rivers and
streams.

Yet, he never went alone; he always rounded up some outdoorsman friends,

like Dallas Eklund, Loren Kreck, Guy Brandborg, Bob Cooney, or John Craighead, to
accompany him on his excursions

Increasingly often, his outdoorsman associates from

work and play—even those without conservationist leanings—noticed and mentioned
irregularities and developm ents that never appeared in the relevant reports.
By 1954, such friends and associates, provided a concrete foundation for
M erritt’s unshakable trust in on-the-ground citizen-monitoring to ensure legal public land
management. M eanwhile, personal observations by local outdoorsmen, when compared
Interview with Merritt’s eldest daughter. Sherry E ssig. N o te s in author's p ossession.
Arthur H. Carhart, The N a tio n a l F o r e sts , 1959. P. 2 10- 11 .
Interview w ith Merritt. N o te s in author’s p o sse ss io n .
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to the state and Forest Service reports M erritt had access to, showed too much
disconnect to sit well with him. Given the shortsighted definitions of efficiency popular
at the time, M erritt foresaw difficulties ah ead -th e same instability and unsustainability
that David Stuart would highlight decades later, in his classic exposé o f the devastating
results o f analogous shortsighted survival strategies by the Anasazi great house society.^"
Possessing a healthy skepticism and an acutely analytic mind, with the accumulation of
so much unfavorable and undeniable evidence, Merritt began to lose faith in both the land
and labor management systems he had long worked for, and had once revered highly.
From the perspectives o f conservationists, academics, and state agencies in
Montana, the Region One adm inistrative support for industrial clearcutting seemed to
preclude public debate prior to implementation. Forest administrators had chosen
maximal cut over maximal care.^“ Appeals had been dismissed offhand. The urgings of
well-informed advisors had made no headway against the inertia of government
bureaucracy. Even the “economic instability” argument failed in the official corridors of
M ontana’s UCC. M erritt faced a Hamlet moment o f angst and internal struggle between
his progressive upbringing and his love o f the wilds. Hamlet died undecided; obedient to
tradition he caused the miserable demise of his entire clan. Maybe learning from Hamlet’s
mistake, M erritt leaned toward Aldo Leopold’s view: “We all strive for safety,
prosperity, comfort, long life, and dullness. ... but too much safety seems to yield only
danger in the long run. Perhaps this is behind Thoreau’s dictum: In wildness is the
salvation o f the w orld.”*' Merritt deliberately abandoned tradition, and in doing so made a
decision that would help change the landscape of the American West.

D a v id E. Stuart, A n a s a z i A m e r i c a , 2 0 0 0 . P. 2 0 0 .
Ibid., R obb in s.
A ld o L e o p o ld , A S a n d C o u n ty A l m a n a c a n d S ketch es H e re a n d There. Illustrated by Charles \ \ .
S ch w artz. ( N e w York; O xford U niversity Press, 1949) P. 133.
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Because he believed he had exhausted all reasonable options to protect his beloved
roadless areas o f western M ontana from what he considered the obvious idiocy of the
clearcut, M erritt chose to risk the vicissitudes o f a last ditch option: he turned to
democracy. As a handhold for hope in a seemingly desperate situation, Merritt suggested
to his friends that m aybe the weight o f public pressure might work. In July 1953, the
Outdoor W riters’ Association o f A m erica (a national organization o f outdoor journalists
and editors) held its annual conference in M issoula, Montana, and further fanned and
focused M erritt’s enthusiasm. He attended talks with titles like “Education, The
Sharpest Tool for Conservation Resources” and “The Crusading Columns for
Conservation.”^' He determined to join the crusaders, and to use columns of educational
articles as his chief outreach.

By M arch o f 1954, M erritt decided to answer Aldo Leopold’s 1949 call by
working to create a “militant minority o f wilderness-minded citizens [to] be on watch ...
and available in a pinch”*^ in western Montana. He cofounded the Flathead Lake Wildlife
Association (with office mate Dallas Eklund) as the venue to fire his first salvo as a
preservation barbarian at the gates. With petition to the Forest Service and hand-colored
map attached, he sent a letter to every sportsm an’s association and outdoor organization
in the region, “& All Individuals Interested in the Preservation o f Our Outdoor Heritage.”
H and-typed in formal business letter format, the header reached right out: “SUBJECT:
Threatened Destruction o f W ilderness Area! IMPORTANTE

by Ernest S w ift , director o f the W isc o n sin C onservation Department, and Thom as D. Fr>'. Executive
Director o f the Pennsylvania G am e c o m m is s io n , respectively. Transcripts ot these speeches found in
Merritt’s papers, box “early 1 9 5 0 s.” The O W A A met 2 0 July 1953.
Ibid., L e o p o ld . P. 2 0 0 .
Subject line o f open letter from the Flathead Lake W ildlife A ssociation , Dallas F . Eklund, President.
C lifton R. Merritt, Secretary. 5 March 1954. Found in Merritt Papers, folder 1950s correspondence.
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The letter began “Please read the attached petition NOW! This matter is o f vital
importance to every outdoorsm an in the United States!” Then it explained why. The
petition detailed what M erritt’s new association wanted the Forest Service not to do,
practice clearcutting; the map showed exactly where it shouldn’t be done, in the Bunker
Creek drainage just north o f “the B ob’s” boundary. M erritt kept the urgency high; he
knew he would have to set national precedent if he had any hope o f influencing what he
saw as irrational forest Service policy in his own backyard. He openly declared his local
battle to be a national issue.
With this initial thrust, M erritt distinguished him self from the typical American
outdoorsman, and entered into a small class o f highly energetic leaders o f mid-century
conservation. The next chapter o f this thesis will extend from this first salvo to outline
his volunteer efforts in western M ontana conservation through 1964, and examine his
ensuing 15 years directing the W ilderness Society’s western field network as, ironically or
not, a centrally-guided grassroots engagement.

Summary
By early 1954, C lif M erritt had prepared him self-w ith, he insists, a lot o f help
from god, nature, and fam ily—for the battles ahead. He had cultivated each of his human
natures—mind, body and soul—individually and holistically. Further, Merritt recognized
that he could integrate the three, and feed them simultaneously, through his love for wild
life. He read volum inously, participated ceaselessly, interacted constantly with all things
wild and all people similarly inclined. With eyes wide open and focused on his version ot
paradise, he formed his own long-tenn mission, goal, and vision statements for
conservation, and vigorously set out to achieve them.
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M erritt em braced grassroots democracy not as a superior ideal, but as a pragmatic,
last-ditch response to a perceived threat to his own backyard. He recognized, then, that
he personally would have to labor ceaselessly to motivate masses o f others to fight to
stop the proliferation o f dem onstrably poor practices by the Forest Service, particularly
in and around his beloved Bob Marshall Primitive Area.
Samuel Hays has reiterated, in his capstone reflection on the past half-century of
the wilderness m ovement, that most volunteers entered the movement for concrete
reasons o f their o w n -u su ally in response to local incursions of development. Only later,
if ever, did they engage the literature and its ideals. While Merritt had by then thoroughly
engaged the wilderness and conservation literature and science o f the age, he entered the
political realm o f the m ovem ent—just as Hays would generally predict—for concrete
reasons o f his own. M erritt joined groups to gam er support for his own goals—in
particular to “Save the Bob” corridor—not to align him self with ideologues. He held his
own ideology too dearly to compromise it, especially to people less experienced with the
wild.
In this chapter I hope to have indicated, however incompletely, the complex
interrelationships among the many seemingly small human and chance influences that
contributed to M erritt’s preparation for his future success in conservation. A university
would be hard pressed to produce as effective a curriculum to generate the same
important leadership properties for an upcoming generation. The holistic depth of
M erritt’s preparations brought him to leadership in wilderness preservation, organically,
without the fertilizer o f family money or social status to launch or buoy him.
The sieve o f mainstream history, of the academy, has suffered from its failure to
grapple with the slippery, subtle waters o f personal wellsprings of ambition. The
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multidimensional link M erritt formed with wild life—both animal and vegetable-by 1954
proved an incredibly rich fount, one that nourished and nurtured more than five decades
o f contentious Am erican wilderness preservation efforts. To Merritt, after 1954 all he
did was the work that he needed to do, “the ‘nuts and bolts’ guiding light”*^ who
constantly made sure the belts stayed greased. In the next chapter, I turn to that work, its
outcomes, and its place in the movement.

... 1 saw an aged, aged man,
A-sitting on a gate.
' WJw are you, aged man? ’ I said.
‘And how is it you live? '
And his answer tricked through my head
Like water through a sieve.
He said 7 look fo r butterflies
That sleep among the wheat:
His accents mild took up the tale:
He said 7 go my ways,
He said 7 hunt fo r haddocks ' eyes
among the heather blight,
‘1 sometimes dig fo r butter rolls.
Or set limed twigs fo r crabs:
I sometimes search the grassy knolls
For wheels o f Hansom-cabs.
And th a t’s the way ’ (he gave a wink)
'By which 1 get my wealth—
And very’ gladly will 1 drink
Your Honor's noble health. '

Ed Zahniser. 1975 letter recom m en d in g Merritt for the 1976 American Motors Conservation Award tor
Professionals. C o p y in A M C A folder co m p ile d by Doris Milner, am ong Merritt s papers.
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1 thanked him much fo r telling me
The \vay he got his wealth,
But chiefly fo r his wish that he
Might drink my noble health.
And now, if e 'er by chance 1 put
My fingers into glue,
Or madly squeeze a right-hand foot
Into a left-hand shoe.
Or if 1 drop upon my toe
A veiy heavy weight,
I weep, fo r it reminds me so
O f that old man I used to know—
Whose look was mild, whose speech was slow,
Whose hair was whiter than the snow.
Whose face was veiy like a crow,
With eyes like cinders, all aglow,
Who seemed distracted with his woe,
Who rocked his body to and fro,
And muttered mumblingly and low,
As if his mouth were full o f dough.
Who snorted like a buffalo—
That summer evening, long ago,
A-sitting on a gate.

L e w is Carroll, Through the L o o k in g G la s s a n d What A lice F o u n d There. Illustrations by John Tenniel
( N e w York; Three Sirens Press, nd.), pp- 2 1 7 - 2 2 0 .
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CH APTER 3
CLIF M ERRITT, CATALYST

In his quiet, unobtrusive way, he is a genius at inspiring his co-workers
and his staff with zeal and love o f the battle.
M ardy M urie, long-tim e Wyoming conservationist
I think that most o f us who work closely with C lif would march into
Hell to do a w ilderness study on it if he asked.
Dave Foreman, Wilderness Society field representative'

In Chapter One o f this thesis I examined the role o f C lif Merritt, then new
Director o f Field Services for the W ilderness Society, in the shaping, progress, and
success o f legislation establishing the Scapegoat Wilderness in Montana. In Chapter Two
I argued that he achieved success in Scapegoat not by a stroke o f luck, but through intense
preparation; his knowledge o f the land, the law, and the people administering them came
through many years o f experience in all three realms. Early guidance by his mentor and
grandfather Lawrence M erritt helped him form a conservationist’s worldview early in life.
In this chapter, I will show that Scapegoat was not a “one-hit wonder” by highlighting
M erritt’s activities in the conservation movement first as a volunteer in the 1950s and
early 1960s, and then as a paid professional through the 1970s. 1 quote Merritt often and
at length in the effort to provide a sense o f the voice that has motivated many wilderness
workers over the past 50 years.
With passage o f the W ilderness Act o f 1964, and the emergence o f “ecology as a
social concern, America experienced an exponential rise in public interest in the
management o f public lands and waters. Studies by many government agencies and
' Both q uotes in “C lif Merritt: he leads from b ehind,” High C o u n try N e w s . A ugust 1, 1975. p. 16.
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legislation in state and federal legislatures multiplied in response to a perceived threat to
the health o f ourselves and our forests. Long-time wilderness advocate Doug Scott, now
o f Cam paign for A m erica’s W ilderness in Seattle, has noted that C lif Merritt, as
Wilderness Society Director o f Field Services, involved him self in nearly every single
study o f a wild area or scenic river during those years.' To provide exacting coverage of
those dynamic decades requires a project larger than a m aster’s thesis.
Thus, I will briefly review M erritt’s 15 years with the Wilderness Society, and
provide sources that future researchers may find enlightening. I will elaborate primarily
on those activities where my prim ary sources significantly inform the secondary
literature. Brock Evans, long-time lobbyist for the Sierra Club and Audubon Society and
currently president o f the Endangered Species Coalition in Washington, D C., recently
noted that because “the big guys” in the central offices typically push wilderness
legislation through its final stages, they tend to take more credit for it than they deserve.
They often forget—especially those who never worked in the field—the years o f energy,
input, study, and negotiations other people struggle through to get the legislation as far as
W ashington in the first place.^ My highlights of M erritt’s work during the Wilderness
Act Era will support the argum ent that grassroots workers had greater impact on
wilderness legislation o f the era than many people recognize, scholars included.
The first h alf o f the chapter, however, will focus on M erritf s 10 years of work as
a volunteer conservation leader, from about 1953 to early 1964. During those years
Merritt began cultivating his leadership talents on lands he had long loved, along the
Flathead River in W estern Montana. I demonstrate, again through selected activities, that
as long-time M ontana conservation activist, author, and publisher Dale Burk notes, the
' D o u g Scott, em ail from < d sc o tt@ le a v e itw ild .o r g > “ Re: C lif Merritt and history.
’ Brock E van s in terview , notes in m y p o sse ss io n .

20 May 20 0 4 .
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“Flathead was precursor and model for the national movement to follow a decade later.”'

Out o f the Chute
The N ative Forest N etw ork’s (NFN) history o f conservation on M ontana’s
Rocky M ountain Front lists two noteworthy events in the 1950s. Both reflected the
grassroots m entality that M ontana historian Michael P. Malone notes has permeated
M ontana politics. First, throughout the decade “Hunters and ranchers fended o f f ’ Bureau
of Reclamation developm ent plans to flood the Upper Sun River with its proposed Sun
Butte D am .' I will note other dams they did not mention. Second, the NFN notes that in
1953 in particular, “Flathead sportsmen initiate campaign to add portions o f the Swan
Range, Spotted Bear, and upper Middle Fork Flathead River to the Bob Marshall
W ilderness.”^ As noted in Chapter Two, by 1953 C lif M erritt and Dallas Eklund had
finally lost hope in the adm inistrative process and Forest Service versions of wise use,
and had begun to prepare for their first preservation salvo from Kalispell, Montana,
beneath the Swan Range in the upper Flathead Valley.
They had long been watching and listening carefully throughout their local
stomping grounds. M erritt, currently writing his autobiography with working title
“Beyond the Roads, ” sum m arized his observations in his chapter “The Battle of Bunker
Creek” as follows.
A major change from custodial to utilization with National Forest
m anagem ent in M ontana and Idaho started to take place around 1948.
In Northwestern M ontana excessive clearcutting and overcutting began
on the North Fork o f the Flathead, including Big Creek, Coal Creek,
W hale Creek and also on the Kootenai and Bitterroot National Forests.
■* Interview with Dale Burk, notes in m y p o ssessio n .
S ee h ttp://w w w .n ativetorest.org/campaigns/rTnf/nni_t^c'(sheets/conservation_history.htm tor A
C onservation History o f M o n tan a ’s R o ck y Mountain Front”
M bid.
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Entire mountain slopes were virtually denuded. Security and thennal
cover essential for elk, moose, bighorn sheep, mountain goat, grizzly
bear, woodland caribou, deer and other wildlife was largely eliminated.
W ildlife herds disappeared.
In runoff periods, many new logging roads eroded vast amounts of
sedim ent into the trout streams. The streams ran coffee-colored from
early spring into the rivers. Key spawning beds vital to reproduction
o f large num bers o f native bull trout (formerly referred to as Dolly
Varden) and to native cutthroat trout were covered with sediment and
destroyed. Bull trout and cutthroat populations rapidly diminished.
The N orth Fork was a cut-out and get-out operation.^
“The Battle o f Bunker Creek” began in the effort to prevent the Forest Service
from building roads into the northern reaches o f the Bob Marshall Primitive Area, and
throughout the 500,000 acres between the Bob and Glacier Park. With Merritt and
Eklund at the helm, Flathead Lake Wildlife Association took the lead in educating the
valley’s residents about this little-known threat by “sponsoring public meetings to
acquaint the citizens with the Forest Service project and invit[ing] the Forest Supervisor
to attend and explain his plan.”* The local radio station and word-of-mouth provided the
only advertisement for the Flathead Lake Wildlife Association meetings, still, valley
residents gathered en mass at them to discuss the half million acres o f clear cut along the
headwaters o f their beloved Flathead River, proposed by the U.S. Forest Service.
M erritt estim ated about 400 people attended each meeting, which “showed the
public’s great concern about logging the large tract.”'^ As secretary' of their group, Merritt
encouraged members to write, call, or visit the Flathead Forest Supervisor with their
concerns. He knew they would need to generate a lot o f local pressure to match the
federal pressure “to get out the cut, ” which recent experienee had shown the \ alley s

' C lif MeiTitt, “T he Battle o f Bunker C reek,” unpublished, chapter from manuscript in process, p.
' Ibid., p. 2.
' Ibid.
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outdoorsmen would occur without regard to wildlife or water welfare.
In August 1953, K alispell’s newspaper. The Daily Inter Lake, in spite o f having
refused to publish Flathead Lake W ildlife A ssociation’s meeting times, reported a dinner
meeting scheduled in M issoula between the Regional Forester and the Wilderness
Society’s Executive Director. Merritt, a local boy already thinking nationally, grabbed
Eklund and drove down to m eet the latter, Dr. Howard Zahniser, and to solicit his help.
Merritt had not realized at the time that while his and Eklund’s groups were “striving
hard to add a half-million acres o f outstanding but undesignated wilderness to the national
forests’ wilderness system ,” '^ Dr. Zahniser had called the Missoula meeting to encourage
the Region One Forest Service team to resist growing national and industry pressure to
carve away at the wilderness areas already established in Montana. Still a bit naive,
M erritt then believed that “adm inistratively protected” meant “protected.” Merritt says
that after a delightful dinner discussing their case, “Dr. Zahniser replied there was not a
thing that he could do to help us.” " M erritt and Eklund drove back to Kalispell a bit
dejected; they would have to save the Flathead River’s headwater eountry on their own.
Yet, M erritt had introduced himself, personally and over dinner, to the Wilderness
Society through its courteous and indefatigable leader, Howard Zahniser.
In aceordance with a lifelong habit, M erritt went home and wrote Dr. Zahniser a
letter as summary and response to their m eeting." He then wrote to Miehael Hudoba,
W ashington Editor o f Sports Afield, with a progress-update on the road resistanee, and
with Z ahniser’s sad news. It took M erritt and Eklund nearly a year to invigorate the
Flathead Lake W ildlife Association. They moved its offiee from tiny Somers to Kalispell,
Montana, and raised its m em bership from 60 to more than 1000. By March, 1954,
Ibid., p. 3.
Ibid.
Letters Clifton Merritt to Howard Zahniser, 2 7 & 2 8 A u c u st, 1953. Oilskin co p ie s, in Merritt papers.
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M erritt had garnered sufficient force to seek defensive protection through an offensive
move. As reported in a long and passionate speech by Forrest C. Rockwood, City
Attorney o f Kalispell, M ontana, over radio station KGEZ:
The Flathead Lake W ildlife Association, Flathead Sportsmen’s
Association, and W hitefish Rod & Gun Club, have filed with Ezra
Benson, as the U. S. Secretary o f Agriculture and head of the U. S.
Forest Service, a petition requesting that this area be put within the
Bob M arshall W ilderness Area, thereby preventing the construction of
roads, logging and grazing. So the real issue to be considered is the
inclusion o f this area within the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area; the
logging o f the Bunker Creek spruce is but a part of this issue.'^
The Association had taken its local argument and turned it national-only the
Secretary o f Agriculture could grant their request. Fred A Plummer, Executive Secretary
o f Flathead Conservationists in Kalispell, mailed a transcript of the entire speech to all
members, with the request that they send him copies of all correspondence they had sent
to administrators or government officials regarding Bunker C r e e k . I f compiled in one
folder, the overwhelming numbers o f respondents could not be denied, even by an
administration accustom ed to autonomy, such as the Forest Service’s.
M eanwhile, M erritt began to pepper the M ontana congressional delegation with
arguments and requests to influence the Secretary o f Agriculture. He touted recreation as
“one o f Flathead’s three largest industries.” '' He argued further “that the relatively small
amount o f tim ber involved in the upper stretches o f the South and Middle Forks o f the
Flathead drainage is more valuable as watershed protection and fish and wildlife

' ' Transcript o f radio sp eech o v e r Station K G E Z . 7 April 1954, by Forrest C. R o ck w o o d , City Attorney,
K alispell, M ontana. In Eklund papers, in Merritt papers.
C ov er letter to transcript, “ D ear Conservationist:” from Fred A Plummer, Executive Secretary ot Flathead
C onservation ists, K a lispell, M ontana, nd. “All correspondence and petitions must be in our possession by
10 may 195 4 ” in the letter, and 7 April 1954 on the transcript su ggests mid-April.
" Letter 11 March 19 5 4 , to the Flonorable James E. Murray, U . S . Senator from Montana, from Clifton
Merritt, Secretary, Flathead Lake W ild life A sso c ia tio n . Series I. B ox 157. J. Murray Papers, Mansfield
Library, U niversity o f M ontana.
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sanctuary.” '^ He pointed specifically to the need to accommodate one o f the great and
sudden changes in M ontana’s economy after the postwar y ears-th e rise o f recreation as
an industry. Also, M erritt knew that watershed protection shared with timber
production the lead role for forests in the Organic Act o f 1897, so provided a very
reasonable legal argument to protect the Bunker Creek area. M ontana’s Senator James E.
Murray and new Representative Lee W arren M etcalf proved willing and helpful
advocates.'^
By October, M ike Hudoba wrote from his Washington office to Merritt about a
meeting he had attended with the Forest Service’s top brass. “I gathered that the steam
you all have built plus the activity we have carried on here in Washington has, for the
time being, stopped the Forest Service from moving ahead with the original plans.” '* U.S.
Supreme Court Justice W illiam O. Douglas wrote a letter in support o f the road’s
opponents. The M ontana Fish and Game Department officially opposed the road and
logging plan for “the roadless area above Spotted Bear’"'’ popularly known as Bunker
Creek. The Forest Service’s first attempt to get a road to the edge o f the Bob Marshall
W ilderness Area had generated significant and diverse opposition at the local, state, and
national levels. Merritt, as secretary o f Flathead Lake Wildlife Association, instigated and
coordinated the battle at all levels.
In spite o f support by the Kalispell newspaper and Chamber o f Commerce,
Regional Forester P. D. Hanson o f M issoula announced his abandonment of Forest
Service plans to build the Bunker Creek Road. He sent a letter with his decision to the

" I b id .
” “ Representative Lee M etcalf favors Extension o f W ilderness Area,

R alispell Ne\i S-Fanii Jounuil on J1

January 1955. C lipping found in scrapbook in Eklund papers, in Merritt papers.
" Letter M ike Hudoba to C lif Merritt, 15 O ctober 1954. on S p o rts A field letterhead, In Merritt papers.
''' “ Forest Drops Project on Bunker Creek R oad ” headline tor Kalispell D a ily Inter Lake on 5 Januars 1955.
C lip ping foun d in scrapbook in Eklund papers, in Merritt papers.
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A ssociation’s ex-president, Dallas Eklund, on 3 January 1955. Merritt immediately
wrote o f the good news to M ike Hudoba. “This action o f the Forest Service is the cause
o f much happiness around the Flathead Valley tonight. Stopping the Bunker Creek road
was probably the m ost popular issue last year in the entire Flathead area.”-" With such a
significant victory, M erritt wondered where that placed his pet forest in the national
movement. He continued quite frankly:
Thus it would appear that we have wun [sic] the first round in
our fight to protect our primitive areas. However, we feel the biggest
battle is still ahead. That o f course is to get the primitive area on the
north boundary included in the Bob M arshall Wilderness. As we start
action in this direction, we would like to know very frankly what
support we can count on from the national conservation
organizations.-’
M erritt, aware o f the role o f audience in his writing, took a different tack
announcing the perceived victory to his local supporters. He lavished praise on them as
he reminded them once again why they had bothered, and encouraged them to keep in
contact.
Dear Fellow Sportsman: ...
With this much appreciated help, we made our voices heard, so
that the Forest Service called for a re-examination o f the proposal that
would ultim ately destroy the public’s last substantial primitive region
in M ontana—and with it, a big elk herd, grizzly bear. Rocky Mountain
seep and goats, and other rare wild animals, as well as the main source
o f M ontana’s famous Black Spotted and Dolly Varden trout.
Read the outcome o f this re-examination in the attached January
5 news article ..., “Forest Drops Project on Bunker Creek Road.’' ...
[The area’s] tim ber has been officially declared to be of “decidedly
submarginal” v a lu e ....
Thanks again for your splendid support—and watch tor further
w ord from us!
Remember, in protecting our wilderness areas, national parks, and
other publie lands, we are bearing the brunt o f conserv ation tor 160
Letter Merritt to H udoba, 5 January 1955. In Eklund papers, in Merritt papers.
" Ibid.
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million Americans!"'
Notice he closed by rem inding them o f the responsibilities of living in their mountain
paradise, implying that “our wilderness” might be our back yard, but belongs to the
nation. He was already playing the nationalize-the-local-issue from several angles.
M erritt had chosen his desired path in preservation: working with and educating
the masses o f common people. As indicated by the rapid rise in membership due to its
public m eetings, the “breezy grassroots” tradition in Montana helped provide a willing
audience for his A ssociation’s efforts. M erritt and Guy Brandborg, long time Forest
Service ranger in the Bitterroot National Forest and active conservationist, agreed that lack
o f public understanding made new scientific management efforts essentially ineffective, so
formed education committees in their local g r o u p s .A ls o in the mid-1950s, Montana
State U niversity Botany D epartm ent Chair J. W. Severy implemented an extension
service that sent Dr. Les Pengelly across W estern Montana holding adult wildlife forums.
M erritt attended the forums, encouraged others to, and wrote several letters o f thanks and
encouragement to Dr. Severy for originating them. Merritt observed that the forums
“demonstrated that by teaching the adult, as well as the student, we can have wise
management o f our renewable resources now and in the future.”"^ He further appreciated
that the forums helped reduce a current local problem with deer overpopulation, and
importantly helped reduce opposition to m odem scientific management by “misinformed
groups and individuals.”"' Sponsored by the university, the forums gave official, scientific

January 17, 1955 open letter from Clifton R. Merritt, A ctin g Secretary tor Flathead Conservationists.
K alispell, M ontana. In Eklund papers, in Merritt papers
- ' March 3 0 , 1957. M inutes o f District 1, M ontana W ildlife Federation conference at M issoula, p. 13.
Report from the Education C o m m itte e by G M Brandborg.
19 Feb 1956 Letter C R M to JW S e v e r y , Chair, Dept, o f B otan y. M S U , Missoula, p. 2. In Eklund
papers in Merritt papers.
2 2 Feb 1956 C R M to JW S ev e r y , Chair, D ept, o f B otan y. M S U , M issoula. “Re: Les P en gelly's adult
w ild life forum s in W estern Montana." p. 2. In Eklund papers in Merritt papers.
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status to the land m anagem ent ideals that M erritt had long touted.
In N ovem ber 1955 M erritt attended the 17th North American Wildlife
Conference; he, like many humans, sought out like-minded company. In the speech
“Conservation and Y ou,” speaker W alter P. Taylor emphasized to attendees that only
“you in Action” w ould generate the democratic support needed to challenge entrenched
bureaucracy, where ever it is found.^" M erritt brought a transcript home with him and
got busier.
By early January, 1956, he had written and compiled his “first attempt at getting
out a wildlife new sletter to the clubs o f the W estern District.”'^ Actually, that newsletter
went out only to selected readers, soliciting their personal comments and critiques. By
mid-January, M erritt had sent a letter o f gratitude to Guy Brandborg, then president of
the Ravalli County Fish and W ildlife Association, for his comments on the newsletter.
By the end o f the month, G u y ’s son Stewart, then working at the Washington, D C.
office o f the National W ildlife Federation (NWF), responded with great enthusiasm and
encouragement. Stewart Brandborg, “very much impressed,”'** advised Merritt to send
his newsletter to all the NW F M ontana affiliates, to officers in other mountain states, and
also to the region’s congressmen. Brandborg and Merritt would become strong allies and
mutual advocates for the next two decades.
In the Western Montana Wildlife News of February 1, 1956, Merritt compiled,
edited, wrote and typed five legal pages o f diverse conservation news from across the
region. (It becam e the first o f more than 300 monthly newsletters he produced and

■^'1 N o v , 1 955, Walter P. Taylor, “conservation and Y o u .” [sic?] Speech at the 17th North American
W ild life C onferen ce. Transcript in Merritt papers.
9 January 1956 , letter C R M to Les P en g elly . In Eklund papers in Merritt papers. I found no response
from Dr. P en g elly in the files.
27 Jan 1956: Letter from Stewart M. Brandborg o f the National W ildlife Federation to C R M . Sec-Trea:^
o f the Western Montana Conservation A sso c ia tio n . In Merritt papers.
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distributed by the time he retired in 1999. As technology advanced over the years, he
added maps, then pictures.) M erritt signed the newsletter as secretary o f the Western
M ontana Conservation A ssociation-F irst District, M ontana Wildlife Federation,
Kalispell, M ontana, an umbrella organization to which M erritt’s Flathead Lake Wildlife
Association, under its new name Flathead Wildlife, Inc., belonged. They had learned from
the tim ber industry’s tactics o f the early 1900s that coalitions o f associations carry more
weight than mere assemblages o f voters in lobbying government officials."*^ Several
individuals held various offices in various M ontana groups over the years, sometimes
multiple positions at once. The ones willing to write a lot and to assert themselves, such
as M erritt, took secretary positions.
Keeping up with who was where could confuse a diligent watcher even then, so
M erritt published m eeting tim es and places for as many of the constituent groups as
possible. As a regular feature o f his newsletters, he devoted a short article to soliciting
others’ news and concerns. The issue of February 1956 also included articles examining
and supporting Congressm an Lee M etc alfs H. R. 1823, which proposed setting aside ten
percent o f National Forest receipts for recreation and wildlife habitat improvements—a
resolution, the article (M erritt) reminds us, that was “submitted from your First
D i s t r i c t .A n o t h e r article examined gas and oil leases in the Bob, pointing out that the
Bureau o f Land M anagem ent grants such leases, the Forest Service only advises, thus
contacts should be arranged accordingly. Another notes that the Chief Ranger of Glacier
Park, Elmer Ladmark, had yet to be convinced it would be acceptable to let the proposed

F orty Y ears o f W estern F o r e str y : A h istory o f the inoveinent to c o n s e r v e f o r e s t re sou rc es by coo p e t ati\ e
effort, ] 9 0 9 - l 9 4 9 . Foreword by C ly d e S. Martin. Portland, OR.: Western Forestry & Conservation
A ss o c ia tio n , 1 9 4 9 , p. 32
^"“ Montana W ildlife Federation Endorses M e t c a lf ’s H. R. 1823.” in Western Moniaiui WiUIUfe
February 1, 1956. K alispell. Montana: W estern M ontana Conservation A ssociation--First District.
M ontana W ild life Federation. P. 1.
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Glacier View D am ’s waters flood the park. Nearly a half page promotes and describes
the beneficial and enjoyable wildlife forums held by Les Pengelly. The last page closes
with the the half-page challenge: “ONE M ORE BATTLE?”" While all looked clear that
day, M erritt adm onished that threats would return in new disguises; consider he
suggested, Secretary o f Interior M acK ay’s recent attempt to gut the National Wildlife
Refuge system, as w ell-covered in Sports Afield. The diversity of articles in the
newsletter addressed the many colors of conservation concerns being raised by members
across M ontana.
In the February 1956 issue o f the N ew York magazine Argosy, Ed Z em ’s article
“Save the M adison,” a headw ater o f the Missouri River, shook M ontana’s
conservationists.^" Nobody living in the M adison Valley had heard of the more than a
dozen water im poundm ents planned for their home until it was reported out of New York
City. Federal agencies, once saviors for a Company-owned state, had repeatedly
squandered their good will among M ontana outdoorsmen through such secrecy.
The tide o f public support for preservation efforts in the Flathead Valleys rose as
a direct response to what many residents considered the Forest Service’s increasing lack
o f “maturity o f judgm ent, concern and objectivity for an integrated and coordinated
program that recognizes all public values and resources.”"^ But, as M erritt intimated in
his victory letter to M ike Hudoba, he knew that his battle had just begun. In fact, the
1954 federal Small W atershed Program^^ (PL-566) and devotion to larger dam projects
" Ibid., p. 5.
Letter 21 Jan 195 6 C R M to R. D. Lam phier, Pres. M W F . B o z em a n . “ Re; Feb 1956 A rgosy article on
pg. 9 6 by Ed Z e m ‘S a v e the M a d iso n .’”
" 1959, Ranger Rick (R a cco on ) o f the National W ildlife Federation says “Chemical Pesticides—a National
Problem." Abstract prepared for the National W ild life Federation, W ashington, D C by Clarence Cot tarn.
Director, W elder W ildlife Foundation, Sin ton, T exas. The same problem permeated nearly all m oves
toward industrial control.
W illia m G. R ob b in s, A m e ric a n F o r e s tr y : A h isto ry o f n ation al, state. S: p r iv a te c o o p e ra tio n . Lincoln.
U niversity o f N ebraska Press, 1985 , p. 2 2 7 .
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made sure M ontana conservationists had little time to revel over preventing the roads into
the upper headwaters o f the Flathead R iver’s forks. M erritt concluded his chapter on
Bunker Creek by introducing his next project.
It seemed that building roads and clearcutting the half-million acres of
undisturbed wildlife habitat wasn't enough damage. The U. S. Bureau
o f Land M anagem ent proposed to build a dam at Spruce Park on the
upper M iddle Fork and divert the river through a three-mile tunnel to
the South Fork.^M erritt adm itted that he had arrived too late to fight the Hungry Horse Dam on
the lower South Fork o f the Flathead River J u s t north o f Kalispell, but that he could not
in good conscience allow another dam in the region. Not only did such dam projects
destroy pristine habitat for wildlife, they threatened to destroy the local fishery by
preventing trout from reaching their spawning grounds in high, cold tributaries.
M eanwhile, with Hungry Horse Reservoir backing the South Fork River nearly into the
Bob, and roads lining both sides high up the North Fork on Glacier Park’s western border,
the upper portions o f the M iddle Fork remained the last undisturbed, wild river in the
northern M ontana Continental Divide E c o s y s te m .T h u s , plans for the Spruce Park dam
on the upper M iddle Fork drew particular attention from Western Montana
conservationists. With sublime scenery and wildlife habitat demonstrably ranking low on
federal agencies’ priority lists, wildlife biologist Dr. John J. Craighead teamed up with
M erritt to spearhead calls for study on the economic impact of a headwaters dam to the
Flathead Lake fishery.
Still, Bureau engineers insisted their proposals placed Spruce Park dam far above
the reaches o f Flathead Lake’s fish, so would cause no adverse economic impact on the

'M b id ., Merritt manuscript chapter, p. 5.
Dr. John J. C raighead, Leader, M ontana C o-operative Research Unit. “Wild River,
June 1957, Montana Fish and G am e Department Official Publication.

in Slontana W i l d l i f t ,
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L ake’s fishery. Dr. Craighead planned to test that “harmless” hypothesis by taking a raft
from the headwaters o f the M iddle Fork and documenting the locations offish tagged in
Flathead Lake. He and M erritt scheduled and arranged the trip for July o f 1956.
In April, the western M ontana conservationists opposed plans for a kraft pulp
mill on the main stem o f the Flathead River, and received good notice in the local paper.''
By June the Kalispell M ayor and City Council sought the help o f M erritt’s and Eklund’s
Flathead W ildlife, Inc., to establish a community committee for “abatement and
prevention o f the pollution o f A shley Creek,” where the town dumps its raw sewage.
Merritt boasted in a letter to his cohort Les Pengelly, “Quite a task for ‘twenty selfish
sportsm en.’”'* His devotion to wildland preservation had gotten him invited into the still
infant environmental movement.
By July they had four flathead drainage dams to worry about: Spruce Park,
Glacier View, Swan River, and Smoky Range. Meanwhile, a compilation of excerpts of
letters received by Representative John P. Saylor of Pennsylvania in support of his new
Wilderness Act included one from “Clifton R. Merritt, Chairman, wilderness and refuge
committee, Flathead Wildlife, Inc., Kalispell, M ont.”''' Grassroots success required
keeping abreast o f a multitude o f issues at all times.
One of M erritt’s most significant projects of the 1950s came about through the
source he learned to depend on throughout his career, like many in the environmental
movement: well-planned, dedicated scientific research. Recall that in m id-1956 Dr. John
J. Craighead planned a trip down the M iddle Fork. In July of 1956, for his

” 27 April 1956, D a i h Inter Lcike, “Sportsm en o p p o se mill on river. Cite sew age as too much alreadv.
C lipping in Eklund papers, in Merritt papers.
7 June 19 56, letter C R M to Les P e n g e lly , Director, W ild life Extension. M S U , Missoula.
C on gressU n ial R e c o r d , “ P roceedin gs and Debates ot the 85th C ongress. First Session.
B i ll, ” p. 2 0 .
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“reconnaissance o f the wildlife and recreational assets o f the r i v e r , h e brought with him
Dr. J. Frederick (“Fritz”) Bell, Medical Research Director o f the U.S. Public Flealth
Laboratory at Ham ilton, M ontana, and C lif Merritt. They kept detailed logs and took
numerous photographs o f the fish and wildlife they spotted, and o f their experiences on
“one o f the first float trips on record down this relatively unknown river.”^' Both
Craighead and M erritt wrote and published articles about their experience. Merritt began
his by setting the scene:
In N orthw estern M ontana the M iddle Fork o f the Flathead River
tum bles from the Pacific slopes o f the Rocky Mountain Divide in
countless cascades o f rushing whitewater that levels off into deep
pools o f turquoise as it winds its way northward through magnificent
m ountain country fully as primitive and rugged as any on the North
American continent.
The M iddle Fork o f the Flathead is truly a “wild” river—the only one
left in Montana. From its source high in the Bob Marshall Wilderness
Area to where it forms the southern border o f Glacier National Park,
fifty-odd miles downstream, the spectacular M iddle Fork flows as a
primeval river—unexploited, clear, and cool. Along this remote stretch
o f the river and for twenty miles on either side there is not one road,
commercial structure, or private dwelling. Only the presence of a
small landing field, cut out o f a dark-green spruce grove and maintained
by the U. S. Forest Service for fire control, discloses that civilized man
has ever been there. This is located at Schafer Meadows, near the
headwaters o f the river and just outside the Bob Marshall border. The
wild, undeveloped M iddle Fork area is a part o f the Flathead National
Forest.^'
The records they kept clearly indicated that Flathead Lake fish migrated far up the
headwaters o f the river and into its smallest tributaries. They documented many of
wilderness qualities o f the river and its surrounding w i l d l a n d s . Ye t , the most important
C lifton R. Merritt, “W ild erness Water" in The N a tu ra list, June. 1938, Minneapolis; Natural Histor>'
S o cie ty o f M in n esota, p. 1.
" Ibid.
Ibid.
John J. C raighead, typed log and diary o f the trip from 15 July to 20 July, 1957. In Merritt papers.
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outcome o f their trip was an idea that they refined during their five days in the wild.
Craighead summarized their ruminations in his article for Montana Wildlife, the official
publication o f the M ontana Fish and Game Department.
Possibly the first task o f conservationists today is to develop a
system for evaluating upstream drainages and to classify these
according to their potential as recreational areas of the future. We
might tentatively place M ontana’s upstream drainages into four
categories:
1. Wild river,
2. Semi-wilderness rivers,
3. Semi-exploited rivers,
4. Exploited rivers.^"
The article went on to describe the particular qualities o f the four categories.
W ithin weeks o f the float-trip, M SU published studies suggesting Hungry Horse
Dam had reduced the num ber o f fish in Flathead Lake by a third.^' Based on this initial
scientific evidence o f lake fish in the upper headwaters o f the Middle Fork Flathead
River, Flathead W ildlife Inc., requested the State Fish and Game Department to declare
the North , South, and M iddle Forks o f the Flathead River a native trout sanctuary for
both west slope black spotted cutthroat, and Dolly Varden.^^ That did not work.
However, the state did engage a full study o f the fishery. In early 1964 did Montana
Governor Hugo Aronson forwarded the state’s “Report on Flathead Fishery” to the
Montana Wildlife Federation News. It concluded that the lake’s fish migrate and spawoi
throughout the Flathead R iver’s watersheds, thus any dam on the Flathead River’s forks
would destroy the native fishery in Flathead Lake and seriously hurt the local econom \.
John J. Craighead, “W ild R iver,” M o n ta n a Wildlife, O fficial Publication o f the Montana Fish and Game
Department, June, 1957, pp. 19-20.
"'August 9 , 1956 D a i l y In ter Lake, Dr. R oyal Brunson o f M S U reports on fishery. Clipping in Eklund
papers, in Merritt papers.
From K a l i s p e l l N e w s , 6 February 1958. C lip ping in Eklund papers, in Merritt papers.
On 6 Feb. 64, Mt. G overnor H u go A ron son forwarded “ Report on Flathead Fisher)

b\ Charles K.

Phenicie, d o n e for the state, to M W F N ew s. Report and co v e r in Eklund papers, in Merritt papers.

Two years later the U. S. bureau o f Sport Fisheries and Wildlife concluded likew ise/' It
took another two years for the legislation to pass, but the idea and the definitions
generated under the stars by Craighead, M erritt, and Bell provided the foundation for the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act o f 1968.
M erritt stayed busy with conservation activities throughout 1956, while holding
down his full-tim e jo b as regional supervisor with M ontana’s Unemployment
Compensation Commission. Dallas Eklund, M erritt’s coworker in the UCC Kalispell
office, cofounder o f Flathead Wildlife, Inc., and fishing buddy, saved most of the group’s
papers and correspondence. M erritt wrote at least 105 letters on Flathead Wildlife, Inc.
letterhead in 1956, on top o f producing newsletters for that and other groups. In the face
o f rapidly changing times,he constantly encouraged and cajoled active participation by
members. For example, he included this plea in the mailer to members, addressed not to
all but to each o f them, announcing a weekend gathering for July in Poison, Montana;
Dear Conservationist:
It is only through the unity o f our clubs in District 1 that we have
strength and influence in State and National affairs to help assure the
continuation o f the A m erican way o f life through the preservation of
wildlife and allied resources. With tlireats o f encroachment on
M ontana’s wildlife and recreational areas on every hand, if there was
ever a time when there was a need for a strong and enlightened
sportsm en’s organization in action, the time is nowl^^*
In the fashion and with the urgency described above, by the end of 1956 Clit
M erritt had engaged the wilderness preservation movement body and soul. He had
already established the modus operandi that led eventually to his recruitment by the
W ilderness Society. Testim ony from his peers over the years suggests that this became
“Flathead Lake (Montana) Fishery Investigations, 1 9 6 1 -6 4 .” Issue 4 from the Technical Papers ot the
Bureau o f Sport Fisheries and W ild life. W ash ington , D.C.: US Department o f the Interior, Fish and
W ildlife S erv ice , 1966.
7 July 1 9 5 6 , C M R sec. District 1, M W F preparing for the 28 -9 July m eeting in Poison
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his life pattern: visiting wild lands to determine wilderness quality and to monitor Forest
Service management, as well as keeping him self healthy and providing meat for his
fam ily’s table; plum bing the minds and experiences o f local outdoors enthusiasts and
scientific experts; pressuring administrators and lobbying politicians; and reading and
writing voluminously. As Howard Zahniser’s son Ed later reflected: “Again, Cliff [sic]
M erritt was not only creating but helping thousands o f others to create perhaps the
greatest extant body o f a literature of environmental concern for U.S. public lands and
public lands policy.”"'^

M erritt created and docum ented environmental history in its immediate context.-'
My look at another o f his projects from the 1950s demonstrates clearly his contextual
approach. As with Bunker Creek and the M iddle Fork Flathead River, he embraced this
project in his effort to prevent clearcut logging in the unprotected lands between the Bob
Marshall W ilderness and Glacier Park to the north.''
This project arose from what M erritt embraced as the primary source of
information about Forest Service plans; an outdoorsman friend observed activities deep in
the woods, and talked about them. In his tremendously insightful capstone work in 2000,
A H istojy o f EnvirowiientaJ Politics Since 1945, Samuel Hays suggested that citizen
monitoring o f the environm ent arose in response to water pollution in the 1960s.^
Primary documents suggest M ontana groups had already embraced the method a decade
earlier, not over pollution but over poor and secretive management. Also, Hays did credit

Ed Zahniser, em ail 18 N o v e m b e r 2 0 0 5 from < E d Z a h n iser @ n p s.g o v > “Re: Letter in support ...
" Ibid.
Interview with Merritt, July, 2 0 0 5 , notes in m y p o sse ss io n . Everybody called it a wilderness area b\
then, ex c ep t formal FS docum ents; for e a s e , I will also.
S am u el H ays, A H is to r y o f E n v iro n n ie n ta l P o litic s Since !9 4 5 . Pittsburgh, PA.: U n i\e r s it \ ot
Pittsburgh P ress, 2 0 0 0 , p. 9 8 .
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M ontanans as establishing the first state groups to fight for de facto wilderness, yet again
he set the battle in the late 19 6 0 s/' While neither citizen monitoring nor de facto
extensions reached national prominence until then, they had proven successful in
M ontana by the m id-1950s under the leadership o f Merritt, Guy Brandborg, Ken
Aldrich, and Ken and Florence Baldwin (whom C lif had helped establish the Montana
W ilderness Association in 1958, as a spin-off o f the Montana Wildlife Federation).
One day in the summer o f 1956, Bill Friedrick, an outfitter from Bigfork,
Montana, paid a visit to M erritf s home in Kalispell. From the front yard, they could see
thenot-too-distant towering peaks o f the Swan Range, which is what Friedrich had come
to talk about. He had discovered a Forest Service survey line for a road across the Swan
Crest, and offered to saddle some horses and take M erritt out for a look. Merritt
immediately accepted. He explained his particular attachment to the area in an article
published later by Friends o f the Bitterroot News. Merritt described it this way:
A few m iles northeast o f Kalispell, Montana, the picturesque Swan
Range rises abruptly out o f Bad Rock Canyon, gateway to Glacier
National Park, and runs for approximately 80 miles in a southerly
direction. The southern h alf of the Range forms the western border of
the Bob M arshall W ilderness. The Range is from 10 to 20 miles wide
and is bordered on the west by the upper Flathead Valley and on the
east by the famous South Fork of the Flathead River country.
A pristine land o f snow-painted peaks and jewel-like lakes, the Range
is the hom e o f the mountain goat, grizzly bear, bighorn sheep, moose,
elk and other wilderness-associated wildlife. In several of nearly 50
natural lakes strung along the Swan Divide are found the native
cutthroat trout. From the time in 1948 when I took a job in Kalispell
with the state governm ent, I spent many weekends in the area, hiking,
camping, picking huckleberries, fishing the lakes, observing the wildlife
and hunting elk and deer in season. I looked forward to the time when
my wife and young family would enjoy the area with me.

Ibid., H a y s, p. 38,
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We rode down the drainage along the line of flagged stakes to
H andkerchief Lake near the Hungry Horse Reservoir and back up the
steep eastern slope o f the Range to a small grassy park. ... For a while,
Bill and I sat enthralled by the spectacular wild view below us.
Finally, I asked him what the area was called. He thought for a while,
then shook his head and replied, "I don't know that it’s got a name." "It
has to have a name if we want people to fight for its protection," I said.
I gazed down on those exquisite lakes sparkling like jewels and told
him, "Let's call it Jewel Basin." The name seemed to satisfy everyone,
and it was placed on the state maps.^^
By February 1957 the Region One Forester had officially canceled the road’s
construction. Several conservationist sponsored pack-trips into the area convinced many
people o f its unique value. While the Regional Forester opposed any reduction of timber
lands, and adamantly opposed additional primitive or wilderness designations in Region
One, the Forest Service’s flexible management structure allowed the Forest Supervisor to
arrange other forms o f protection.'^

M erritt, like Zahniser not wed to purity,'^

encouraged and assisted in planning an alternative management program. “With the firm
support o f Flathead W ildlife, M ontana Wilderness Association and other conservation
groups, as well as the widespread approval o f Flathead Valley citizens, the Flathead
Forest established the Jewel Basin Hiking Area”'^ in summer 1962.

M erritt believes that by the late 1950s, he had made enough of an impression on
C lifton R. Merritt, “T h e Land o f S now -P ainted Peaks and Jew el-Like Lakes” in Friends o f the B itterroot
N ew s, Ham ilton, M on tana, M ay 2 0 0 5 , pp. 4 -5 . In 1959, Arthur Carhart had used very similar language to
describe a v i e w o f “j e w e l - li k e lak es” from high in the Raw ahs, in The N a tion al F orests, p. vii.
W illiam G. R obb in s, A m e ric a n F o r e str y : A history' o f national, state, & p r iv a te co o p e ra tio n . Lincoln;
U niversity o f Nebraska Press, 1985. R obbins argued such flexibility enabled the Service to react well to
ch a n ges. Hirt, Paul. W . A C o n s p ir a c y o f O p tim ism : M a n a g e m e n t o j the N atio n al F orests since W orld
W ar T w o. L in coln , Nebraska: U niversity o f Nebraska Press, 1994. Hirt argued the flexibility enabled
local control o f resources, m aking resources esp ecially available to local industrial pressure. Here, also to
local citizen pressure.
D o u g Scott, o f C am p aign for A m e r ic a 's W ild ern ess, talk in M issou la, Mt, February 2 0 0 5 , notes in my
p o sse ss io n .
Ibid. A ls o se e “ H ighlights o f the M an agem ent Plan for the Jew el Basin Hiking Area: Flathead National
Forest R - 1 .” In Merritt papers, co p y scanned into m y computer.
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the tim ber industry that they leaned on his boss, Jess Fletcher in Helena, to quiet him
down. Fletcher barely veiled his threats to Merritt, irrespective of the fact that the civil
service offered protection against such arbitrary and capricious action.-' Merritt
continued writing his ceaseless stream of articles and editorials, but used aliases like “Bren
North” and “Lee Jordan” to avoid further confrontation at the Unemployment
Compensation Commission.^" By 1960, the UCC decided to restructure and moved all of
its regional field supervisors to the Helena headquarters.^' Merritt believes the
restructuring occurred simply to get him out o f the heavily-forested and sublime Flathead
Valley. Samuel Hays suggests that this sort o f retaliation against vocal environmental
advocates has been common, and urged a heretofore missing study of the active and wellorganized “environmental opposition.”^'
In any case, M erritt found him self living once again in Helena, and the one of three
state field supervisors responsible for the region furthest from the Flathead National
Forest, Eastern M ontana and its endless wind and broad barren expanses. He
correspondingly shifted his conservationist’s attention to the prime wild feature of the
eastern part o f the state, the M issouri River and its so-called “Breaks,” and also lobbied
for the M ontana Stream Preservation Act. Yet, as soon as he moved out o f the Flathead,
the Forest Service “snuck a road into Bunker Creek, behind my back.”“ When he found
out, he called some friends and chastised them for letting the road in. Shortly thereafter,
“Dale Burk, Dallas Eklund and Dr. Loren Kreck got Senator Lee M etcalf to introduce a

Interview s with Merritt, notes in m y p o ssessio n .
Ibid. A ls o , in Merritt papers, nine manuscript c o p ie s o f articles survived the broken pipe in Merritt s
D enver h om e in 1975. Bren North titles include “Roads and R esources.

Wily W hitetail.

The Biologist

and the Fish B asket,” “Shall W e K eep W ilderness?,” and “ Battle on the Wild Missouri.”
26th A n n u a l R e p o r t o f the U netn pfoynient C o m p e n s a tio n Com m issioi} of the State of M on tana.
H elen a, M ontana, p. 11. M ontana Historical S o cie ty A rc h iv e s, Governors Papers.
Ibid., H a y s, pp. 109 -1 2 1 .
^' Interview with Merritt, notes in m y p o sse ss io n .
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bill”'" that finally (in 1978) established 286,700 acres on the undeveloped Middle Fork of
the Flathead River, as the Great Bear W ilderness. Yet, as noted in Chapter One, by the
early 1960s M erritt had becom e less than pleased with his good job in M ontana’s civil
service.

Thus did C lif M erritt’s first years as an active conservation leader establish the
pattern for the rest o f his lifetime. He seems to have embraced the “extremes and
inconsistencies” o f life in M ontana," an atmosphere that would permeate the preservation
movement o f the coming decades. He seemed able to focus his attention on one or two
major projects while sim ultaneously contributing constantly to general outdoorseducation concerns and to other peoples’ projects. He found that to be successful as a
grassroots leader he needed to perform multiple and diverse tasks constantly, always
playing to the audience and environment o f the moment. His success depended as much
on the quantity and diversity o f his contributions and his ability to communicate
meaningfully with people across the social spectrum as it did on his thorough preparation
and planning, keen insights into natural systems, or his occasional mastery of a simple
idea, such as naming Jewel Basin.
In the above narrative, I have noted just a small fraction o f M erritt’s activities as
found detailed in prim ary documents from the period. These few, however, begin to
illustrate the demands o f working with the public, as well as some of the lessons Merritt
claims to have learned from his first twenty years working “in the field” in the mountains
o f W estern Montana. No one, or even a handful, of these actions would single him out as
special, but taken altogether they drew the attention and admiration ot leaders ot the
In Merritt papers, outline for “ B e y o n d the Roads" manuscript.
K. R o ss T o o l e , M o n ta n a , An U nconunon L and. Norman: University o f Oklahoma Press. 1959 (Eighth
printing, 1 9 7 7 ), p. 2 2 9 .
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Wilderness Society in W ashington, D.C., especially o f Stewart M. Brandborg, then
assistant to Executive D irector Howard Zahniser, and by m id-1964 his successor.

The W ilderness Act Era
By the time the W ilderness Act o f 1964 ‘forced’ grassroots action onto
conservationists across the nation, M erritt had already spent a decade demonstrating that
democratic pressure could influence agency policy, at least in Montana. He had already
spent a decade finding and honing strategies to accommodate the two constraints Samuel
Hays suggests faced every activist in the environmental protection movement: the need to
motivate high volunteerism, and the willingness to face strong o p p o s i t i o n . A s Merritt
undertook the ethical problem o f preserving wildlife diversity, he found himself engaged
in the accompanying challenge o f rapidly expanding his knowledge base, as well as that of
his neighbors.^’ With a persistence and tenacity acquired in childhood and never
relinquished, he rose to the demands o f the age and the desires of his constituents in his
continuing effort to preserve wilderness wildlife habitat.
By the time H oward Zahniser scribbled out the proposed new position of national
field director for TWS in 1962 (see Chapter One), his assistant Stewart Brandborg had
been corresponding regularly with M erritt for nearly a d e c a d e . T h e close and mutually
supportive relationship formed between M erritt and Guy Brandborg in the 1940s
influenced Stewart Brandborg’s early recognition of, and enthusiastic support for,
M erritt’s volunteer work.*^*^ Brandborg claims that he lobbied Zahniser incessantly to hire
Ibid., H a y s, p. 199.
A ld o L e o p o ld , A SatuI C o m ity A/iiiaiiac, p. 2 2 5 . He claim ed that engaging ethical frontiers necessarih
expands the intellect.
Both the Eklund and Merritt papers include many letters between Merritt in Montana and S. Brandborg.
w h o by 1954 represented the National W ild life Federation trorn its W ashington. D C. oftice, and by 1960
had joined the W ilderness S ociety o ffice there.
In terview s with Stewart Brandborg, Doris Milner, and Merritt. N otes in my p ossession.
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M erritt for the new position/^ “because he was a stalwart.’” ' Merritt certainly shared
Brandborg’s “evangelical belief in citizen activism.”'' Once convinced, Zahniser took
personal responsibility for recruiting Merritt.
A fter Zahniser died in early 1964, his successor Brandborg teamed up with TWS
cofounder and Governing Council mem ber Harvey Broome to complete M erritt’s hire,"
and to launch a new era in the W ilderness Society’s history." Merritt brought with him
twenty years o f experience “adm inistering federal and state laws pertinent to stabilization
o f jobs and industry ...[requiring] a broad knowledge o f natural resources and industry in
the state-forestry, logging and lumbering, agriculture, construction, mining, manufacturing
and retail and service trades.”" He exuded a confidence and deep love of the land that
enabled him to dictate the conditions o f his hire: he would stay in Washington, D C. for
up to two years, but then would move back to open a Western Field office as he had
agreed with Dr. Zahniser, or else quit." He would not keep his family away from the
mountain wilds any longer than that, period. Brandborg accepted those terms and the
M erritt family packed their station wagon and moved to the nation’s capital in June,
1964.

As indicated by the coverage required to flesh-out M erritt’s contribution to the
long and convoluted battle for the Scapegoat Wilderness, any work comprehensively
detailing M erritt’s input to the many battles he took on as National Field Director for the
Interview with Stewart Brandborg, notes in m y p ossessio n .
" Ibid.
Ibid., Turner, p. 36.
Correspondence betw een Merritt and B r oom e, M ay - June 1964. Interviews with Merritt and Brandborg.
notes in m y p o sse ss io n .
James Morton Turner, “T h e P rom ise o f W ilderness: A history o f American environmental politics. 19641994." P h.D . dissertation at Princeton U n iversity, 2 0 0 4 . p. 36.
Merritt vitae, no date, circa 1983, “Previous position: Field Supervisor, Bureau ot Em ploym ent Security
... 194 3 -1 9 6 4 ."

P. 4. In Merritt papers.

Interview s with Brandborg and Merritt, notes in m y p o ssessio n .
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W ilderness Society between 1964 and 1978 would require thousands of pages. Thus, in
the rem ainder o f this chapter I will look only briefly at M erritt’s contributions to a few
selected battles.
As most preservation projects required several years o f attention, I will introduce
them chronologically by the year first engaged. I will also use short summaries Merritt
wrote for M ontana activist and author Paul R i c h a r d s , t o introduce M erritf s battles. A
block quote beginning with an asterisk refers to that document. I follow each with
commentary, elucidating their significance or introducing new evidence to the record.

Beginning 1964
M erritt moved to the East Coast Beltway in June of 1964. He immediately began
working with Brandborg on last-minute lobbying for the Wilderness Act, which
introduced M erritt to national conservation-minded politicians like Republican
Representative from Pennsylvania John Saylor, and to powerful enemies of conservation
like Colorado Dem ocrat Wayne Aspinall. M erritt helped as Brandborg not only held the
Society together after Zahniser’s death, but expanded it to include field services.
M erritt also engaged his love o f the grassroots by accompanying fellow TWS
new-hire Rupert Cutler on field studies o f the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.^*
Opposing a proposed new road through the middle of one of the largest roadless areas
east o f the M ississippi river, they instead advocated developing extant roads into a
“circumferential recreation and tourist route.”

Brandborg and Cutler went on to win

that battle, and to support M erritt’s big projects Out West.
One o f those “ Out W est” projects involved the Bitterroot countiy of western
” Fax, Merritt to Paul R ichards, 10 January 1997, Re: Paul s request. In Merritt papers.
Interview s with Brandborg, Cutler. Merritt. N otes in my p ossession.
' ' Ibid., Merritt, Outline o f manuscript “ B e y o n d the Roads.

M ontana and eastern Idaho. M erritt told Richards that he:
* Initiated the strategy, organized citizen support and led the national
effort that prevented road construction and clearcut logging in the
unstable headw aters o f Idaho's Upper Selway River (Magruder
Corridor), 1964-67. Helped lead the support for congressional
legislation establishing Idaho's 2.2 million-acre River of No Return
W ilderness. M ost o f the Upper Selway was included as a part of the
Wilderness.
In the early 1960s, the Forest Service finally processed its reclassification of the
Selway-Bitterroot Primitive Area to a Wilderness Area under the U-regulations of 1939.
In doing so, it withdrew a couple hundred thousand acres from the original Primitive Area
designation. Residents in nearby Hamilton, Montana, immediately noticed and began to
complain. Guy Brandborg conferred with Merritt, and they chose Doris Milner to lead
an ad-hoc committee to “ Save the Selway.” Merritt wrote and compiled a brochure for
the effort, and arranged for “silent” TWS support to fund printing it.*^" He also recruited
respected scientists to im plem ent studies o f the area.^' Ensuing hearings clearly showed
the public that “not all o f the experts are in the employ of the Forest Service.”*'
The public’s supportive response, from both sides o f the Bitterroot Mountains,
astounded Milner. She frequently called on Merritt, depending on him for both technical
and moral support.*^ He visited Hamilton to ride and walk and evaluate the Bitterroot
lands and their qualities as compared to the Wilderness A ct’s requirements, and talked to
people constantly. M ilner claims that his most significant contribution lay in how he
“imbued a lot o f people in M ontana with an understanding ot the value of Wilderness.
I used all o f Chapter One to describe the Scapegoat Wilderness designation.
W illia m P. C un ningh am , “ Magruder Corridor Controversy; A case history .
M ontana, M isso u la , 1968, p. 80.
" Ibid., p. 9 7 .
'M b id ., p. 145.
" Interview with M ilner, notes in m y p o sse ss io n .
'M b id .

M S thesis, U n i\e r s it \ ot
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M erritt summ arized his efforts there more concisely, in a curt, resume-like paragraph
em phasizing the im portance o f the wilderness as habitat. Merritt wrote that he :
* Led the national effort to prevent ill-advised road building and
clearcut logging in Montana's Lincoln Back Country-Scapegoat
M ountain area. Provided the strategy and successfully supported
establishment o f the 239,000-acre Scapegoat Wilderness, 1964 -72.
This rugged wild area which straddles the Continental Divide is critical
habitat o f the threatened grizzly bear and other wilderness wildlife.
Bill C unningham ’s thesis on the Selway battle claimed that together with the
Scapegoat, those two M ontana battles created a precedent-setting challenge to the Forest
Service.*'

Todd D enison’s com prehensive thesis on conservation in the Northern Rocky

M ountains barely recognized M erritt’s efforts in Scapegoat, though noted his central role
to the M agruder Corridor battle. Denison also claimed the two actions together created
the prim ary impetus for the Forest Service to implement its Roadless Area Review and
Evaluation (now known as RARE I) o f 1968 to 1972.*^ As a critical driving force behind
both the Scapegoat and M agruder actions, Merritt recognized their implications.
M erritt corresponded copiously with government and agency officials and
conservation leaders and cooperators, yet his staff at the Wilderness Society’s Western
Office staff listened to him on a daily basis. In a letter advocating Merritt for a national
award, they pointed out that “For about a year, he [Merritt] was the lone voice asking for
input in working with the agency in identifying roadless area.”*'^ When others finally
recognized that the Forest Service was attempting to use RARE as a national EIS and thus
regain control o f wilderness forests from Congress, conservationists and Congressmen
Ibid., C u n n in g h a m , p. 6.
T odd L. D en ison , “ W ild erness in the Northern Rockies: A M issou la-L olo National Forest perspective."
M A thesis. U n iversity o f M ontana, M issou la, 1993, pp. 1 3 2 -137.

Letter from T W S D en v er o ffic e staff to A m erican Motors Conservation Awards Programs C om m ittee,
October 1975, advocating Merritt for the A M C A in the Professional category. Signatories included
W ilderness Coordinators Jean W id m an , R oger S choll and Sally Ranney; Trip Program staff Jill Rowland.
Debra R oh d e, and Danell Jones; and o ffic e secretaries Linda W ilson and Joan Huppert. A M C A binder.
M ilner papers in Merritt papers.

^
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from around the country joined to discredit it.
Opposition to RA RE led directly to the Eastern Wilderness Areas Act of 1975, in
which Congress denounced the “purity” policy the Forest Service had tried to impose
through RARE in its effort to minimize lands available for wilderness designation/'
Purity standards o f RARE being found contrary to the intent of Congress, the Forest
Service implemented the more comprehensive RARE II studies o f the late-1970s under
Assistant Secretary o f Agriculture in charge o f the Forest Service, M. Rupert Cutler.
Nonetheless, California courts found RARE II unacceptably biased toward commodity
uses. Yet, being much better than RARE I, even if not particularly good,''' RARE II
guided a multitude o f state wilderness bills between 1980 and 1984. Reactions to
M erritt’s early TWS works reverberated through the country and halls o f Congress for
decades.

Beginning 1966
The M erritts’ attentions in early 1966 focused on moving back to the Rocky
Mountains. In M arch, they joyfully packed their station wagon again, and headed west.
While the M erritts considered the move a return to nonualcy,''^ the move accelerated the
W ilderness Society into a new era with its new pennanent presence west o f the
M ississippi River.*"

M erritt wanted to return to Montana to set up in a supportive and

known environment. Brandborg , however, realized that Montanans had already created
an enduring foothold for the movement, even without TWS. He sent Merritt instead to
the more centrally-located Denver, where the Colorado Environmental Coalition was just

Ibid., Hirt. He argued throughout that since World War T w o , the FS has never wavered from this goal.
In terview with D o u g Scott, notes in m y p o sse ss io n .
Interview with Sherry [Merritt] E s sig , notes in m y p ossession .
Ibid., T u m e r , p. 3 6, 2 0 0 - 2 0 1 .
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beginning to take shape
In Denver, M erritt quickly located an ideal spot for the new TWS office. He
moved the Society right next door to the Colorado Open Space Coordinating Council,
Inc. s office.

That new location would not draw attention to TWS by creating a new

center o f conservation activism; if he became successful, it would look to casual obser\ ers
as if the COSCC had grown. M eanwhile, the office staff enjoyed a supportive local
environment in which to establish the new Society center.
Back in 1953, the Society had implemented its “A Way to the Wilderness”
program as a “service to wilderness vacationers.”^' In 1964 all eight of the trips offered
took place in the West. Thus, when the Society opened its new office in Denver, it made
sense to have M erritt adm inister the program, and arrange for outfitters, from there. In
accordance with the Brandborgs’ and his own “belief that people who enjoy first-hand
wilderness experiences and learn proper use o f the wilderness resource become
spokesmen and active workers on behalf o f its preservation,”'^' Merritt shifted the
emphasis from vacations to educational outdoor experiences. The program grew by an
order o f magnitude; from a potential net income of under $25,000 in 1964, M erritt’s
management combined with the times to increase its annual budget to $250,000 by 1975.'"
As had long been his habit, M erritt also continued to arrange for horse-pack trips
into roadless areas that TWS had decided to protect, inviting local politicians and agenc\
officials to accompany him, for free. To Merritt, education required dialogue, so he
Ibid., T u m er, p. 34. A ls o interview with Brandborg.
Com paring letterheads, the tw o shared the sam e street address, 58 5 0 East Jew ell, through 1968 when
Merritt m oved the T W S o ffic e to accom m od ate its increased staff and activity.
T W S mailer, 1964 invitation to “A W ay to the W ilderness in the ele\e n th year o f ser\ ice to wilderness
vacationers.” D en ver Librarv A rc h ive s, T W S - C O N S 130, B ox 4:6, folder TWS: corresp. ind. Merritt,
C lif 1956-1979.”
'" Ib id ., T W S sta ff letter to A M C A , 1975.
Ibid., T W S m ailer and staff letter. If all eight trips offered in 1964 filled to capacity at the stated prices,
the Society w ould have netted about $21 AOO before paying outfitter expenses. 1 did not

do the math

for

highly extend ed sc hedu les in the 1 970s, and take the staff's word for the program s budget total in 1975.
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invited the “opposition” as well as supporters and the undecided on his wilderness trips
and to his workshops. M any o f M erritt’s peers support M erritt’s claims to have created
many new believers, while refueling true believers, merely by bringing them to the wilds
and letting nature do the convincing.^*’
While working in Colorado, and having formed a close relationship with
Colorado’s leading local wilderness advocates, Merritt focused a significant amount of his
energy on preserving habitat in the Colorado Rocky Mountain. Again with great
understatement, and again emphasizing the impact to wildlife, Merritt summarized fifteen
years o f work by writing that he:
* Supervised and led national campaigns which added two million acres
o f national forest and park wildlands in Colorado to the National
W ilderness System, 1966-90. Among the key areas we proposed which
were designated by law as wilderness were the 460,000-acre
W eminuche, 235,000-acre Flat Tops and 133,000-acre Eagles Nest.
The Flat Tops provides undisturbed summer range for one of the
largest elk herds in the United States. The Forest Service wilderness
proposals for these areas averaged one-third smaller and left
unprotected critical winter range in the lower life zones for elk, deer,
bighorn sheep, moose and other wildlife.
Among these projects that spanned the 1960s and 1970s, his repeated battles for
the Eagles Nest Prim itive Area within the Gore Range just west of the Denver
metropolitan area in Colorado, provides particular insight into M erritt’s tenacity. First
he had to spearhead an action preventing the construction of an interstate highway, with
steep switchbacks and a long tunnel, through the middle ot a pristine roadless area and its
crest. A horse-pack trip along the proposed road’s survey line, with Colorado s Senator
Peter Dominick along, proved pivotal in that preservation effort. As with Great Smok}
M ountains Park, im provem ent o f an existing road proved, upon little scrutiny, to cost
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significantly less taxpayer money and to cause less disturbance to the ecosystem.
Interstate 70 now crosses the Rockies at Vail Pass, rather than along the once proposed
“engineering challenge” o f the “Red-Buffalo” route through deep wilderness and rugged
peaks.
Shortly thereafter, and o f tremendous importance to the national movement,
Merritt provided both the legal strategy and the wilderness expertise to prevent a timber
sale along East M eadow Creek on the flanks o f the Gore Range-Eagles Nest Primitive
Area. His short time lobbying for the Wilderness Act in 1964 had made him intimately
aware o f clauses Representative Saylor had inserted late in the legislative process to help
take the edge o ff some o f the compromises given to Wayne Aspinall. Merritt wrote the
story as concisely as anyone can tell it.
An untouched forest, cascading streams, deep clear lakes, abundant
trout and wildlife, and one o f the most rugged mountain ranges in
Colorado characterize the 133,915-acre Eagles Nest Wilderness. There
were times, however, when this superb wild ecosystem, then largely
unprotected, was threatened with ill-advised development.
The Gore Range, in which the area is located, is a series of pointed
peaks, crests and ridges that dominate the landscape and provide a base
for perpetual snowbanks that lie on precipitous slopes. Seventeen
peaks are over 13,000 feet, and 33 over 12,000 feet. More than 53
beautiful blue lakes are found throughout the area. Only 13 are named.
The W ilderness Area encompasses the headwaters of the Piney River,
as well as numerous tributaries o f the Eagle River and Blue River. All
three flow into the Colorado River.
The area is a haven for bighorn sheep, mountain goats, elk, deer, black
bear, small mammals and birds, as well as the stately golden eagle that
can occasionally be observed circling above prominent Eagles Nest
Peak.''
1 was sitting at my desk in The W ilderness Society 's Denver held
headquarters ... when 1 received a frantic phone call trom a
Merritt, “S av in g Eagles N est W ilderness" trom unpublished manuscript
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conservation-m inded employee o f the Vail Ski Resort. In a few
seconds he told me the Forest Service was selling 4.3 million board feet
o f tim ber in the East M eadow Creek area to Arizona's Kaibab
Industries. Road building and logging would start soon, he said. He
asked what could be done.
As I had been aware since the adoption o f the 1964 Wilderness Act,
the law contained a provision-S ection 3 (b )- that says, in part,
"Nothing herein contained shall limit the President in proposing, as
part o f his recom m endations to Congress, the alteration of existing
boundaries o f primitive areas or recommending the addition of any
contiguous area o f national forest lands predominantly o f wilderness
value." Representative John Saylor (R) of Pennsylvania told me that
he had added the provision when he became disturbed with Chairman
Wayne Aspinall adding several weakening amendments to the
Wilderness Bill.
Contiguous to the northwestern border of the Eagle Nest Primitive
Area, the undeveloped East M eadow Creek tract was predominantly
o f wilderness value. In other words, it would be illegal for Forest
Service officials to develop the East Meadow Creek tract. By roading
and logging it they would prevent the President from recommending its
addition to the Prim itive Area. There was no doubt in my mind that
the Forest Service would be violating the law. So I told the Vail caller
the only recourse left was to sue the Forest Service. He asked how to
go about that. I suggested that he contact Tony Ruckels, a young
Denver lawyer who had aptly handled a small legal matter or two for
The W ilderness Society.'^'
The ensuing lawsuit, Parker v. U. S.,'°^ set a precedent opening an entirely new
realm for conservation protective efforts—the courts. In a preliminary' injunction,
presiding Federal Judge William E. Doyle ruled that conservation groups have legal
standing to sue based on the W ilderness Act of 1964, and that federal courts indeed have
Jurisdiction to rule on such cases. Judge Doyle also ruled that both Clifton R. Merritt and
William M ounsey constituted expert witnesses in regard to wilderness qu alit). With
technical objections thus disposed. Judge Doyle ruled a month later in ta\ or ot the
"" Merritt, “ The Eagles N e st Is Threatened A gain," trom unpublished manuscript.
'"“ 3 0 9 F. Supp. 593 ( 1 9 7 0 ) , at 5 94, 595.
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plaintiffs (Parker, residents o f Vail, the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund): the Forest
Service m ust allow the President and Congress the opportunity to act on lands contiguous
to designated primitive areas (or wilderness areas, depending on whether they had
received reclassification for the 1939 or 1964 upgrades) before the lands may be
significantly altered, such as by road-building and industrial logging.
The U.S. 10th Circuit Court o f Appeals upheld Judge Doyle’s ruling in October
of 1971, and the Supreme Court declined to take the case."" Judge Doyle’s injunction
had halted logging activities on nearly five million acres of Forest Service timber sales in
“contiguous” lands that had already been violated by the Forest Service’s continued
devotion to maximizing the cut. Thus legally prevented from ignoring the provisions of
the W ilderness Act, the tim ber industry leaned heavily on the RARE process. Industry
eventually lost there, too. The federal courts made it clear that as an act of Congress
signed by the President in a nation with respect for the law, the Wilderness Act legally
binds federal agencies against allowing development in certain wildlands.
Todd D enison’s M A thesis in history at the University of Montana provides a
detailed examination o f the legal process, and places Merritt squarely at the root of this
controversial lawsuit. Yet, only a $2000 check made the official TWS records.""
Brandborg had mailed it to Denver, where M erritt promptly deposited it in its own TWS
savings account, so the court would count it as part o f the lawsuit’s bond. It looks in the
record like a token adm inistrative support for the Sierra Club s investment in the case.
Jay Tum er does not cite Denison in the bibliography o f his administrative history of
TWS; he conducted only one short interview with Merritt. Without support trom the
minor publications and prim ary documents that Hays considers essential to

Ibid., D e n is o n , p. 106.
'■ M y c la im , based on a w ee k o f e x am in in g the T W S collection in Denver.
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understanding the era. T urner’s dissertation failed to discover the Society’s deep
involvement in this important, precedent-setting action.

In 1967
As early as the 1830s, the Snake River canyons had been recognized as “most
wild and romantic” in character.'®^ In 1967, Brock Evans, then Northwest Rep for the
Sierra Club, planned a reconnaissance mission to evaluate the appropriateness of working
to save the undeveloped portions o f the Snake River, along the Idaho-Oregon border. As
he had in Lincoln, M erritt intervened using TWS prestige, impassioned logic, and a bit of
stubbornness, to influence another Sierra Club project. Again, Merritt summarized his
effort succinctly, and specifically identified the land as vital to the wildlife of the region.
* Responsible for the strategy which resulted in the establishment by
Congress o f the 662,000-acre Hells Canyon National Recreation Area,
including 215,000 acres o f designated Wilderness on the Oregon-Idaho
border, 1967-84. This is vital habitat o f bighorn sheep, mountain goats
and other sensitive wildlife. Also protected by this act of Congress
was the M iddle Snake as a National Wild and Scenic River.
W hat does M erritt mean in saying he was “responsible for the strategy”? One
morning after breakfast, he encouraged Evans to linger by the river as the others in their
group went hiking and exploring. Merritt and Evans debated passionately for half an hour
or more; Evans thought a Wild and Scenic River designation provided their best hope, but
M erritt determ inedly “tied TWS support to the canyon sides”"’^ and argued that they
would obtain broader support if the proposal included more diverse uses than just river
recreation. The argum ent worked. Evans went home, wrote the appropriate legislation,
and sent a copy to M erritt to review. M erritt added a couple paragraphs, edited a tew
W ash ington Irving, Volum e X T ! : The A c iv e u tw e s o f C a p ta in Bonneville. Boston: T \\a > n e Publishers,
197 7, p. 161.
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sentences, and sent it back. Evans then had the eventually successful legislation
introduced through the W ashington Congressional delegation. Merritt and the Wilderness
Society field crew provided support throughout the ensuing designation process.
In my telephone interview with Evans in 2005, with barely a prompt he repeated
M erritf s story detail for detail. Another potentially confrontational private meeting with
Merritt ended in a mutually beneficial agreement, and, as with Scapegoat, helped to add a
significant num ber o f acres to the National Wilderness Preservation System. Evans
concluded our interview by calling M erritt “a great mentor” in accessing “the power of
the people.” '”-

Beginning 1968
M erritt characterizes the projects he launched toward success in 1968, and
naturally specifies the species and ecosystem properties that would benefit from his
actions, thus:
* Was a national leader in getting the Wild Missouri in Montana
established as a National Wild and Scenic River, 1968-76. This action
prevented a series o f boondoggle federal dams that threatened the 149mile reach o f the free-flowing Missouri.
* Was a national leader in the campaign that resulted in Congress
designating M ontana's North, Middle Fork and South Fork of the
Flathead as National Wild and Scenic Rivers, 1968-76, thus keeping
them free-flowing for native cutthroat and bull trout vital spawning
runs.
* Conducted field studies and wrote the Absaroka-Beartooth
W ilderness legislation, then organized citizen support for its successful
enactment which resulted in the classification of 943,000 acres of
national forest wildlands as a combined Wilderness in the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem, instead ot a three-area, segmented Wilderness
^"Ibïd.
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totaling 522,000 acres, as proposed by the U. S. Forest Service, 197084. The magnificent area, which is the home of the grizzly bear, elk,
bighorn sheep, moose and other wilderness wildlife, is one of the most
popular W ilderness Areas in the United States.
How did one person manage to maintain so many personal projects while
coordinating a national office and network o f field agents as well as their contacts?
Mardy Murie, Dave Foreman, Brock Evans and host o f others suggest that much of
M erritt’s strength as a leader lay in his ability to motivate others. First he convinced and
generally made them want to get involved, he somehow made them want the things he
wanted. Then he w illingly taught them how to be effective at wilderness enjoyment and
advocacy. Then, he kept in constant contact with them, offering encouragement and
advice as needed.

Beginning 1970
The Forest Service named the mountainous areas of Montana and Idaho its Region
One, with headquarters in M issoula, Montana, because that region lies in the center o f its
most forested lands. W hile M erritt had focused significant effort on protecting several
large roadless areas in M ontana—for example the Bob Marshall complex, the SelwayBitterroot range, and the A bsaroka-Beartooth complex—he recognized that Montana held
many smaller, less-popular wildlands in need of protection. He also realized that most of
them would rem ain unprotected by the Forest Service’s RARE process. Thus, he teamed
up with his old friend Senator Lee M etcalf to obtain legislative protection for them. Since
the chances o f getting W ilderness designation for the areas seemed slim to nonexistent,
they got creative and wrote a plan to protect the lands from roading and logging
specifically until Congress and the President decided to act on them. Thus Merritt can
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proudly claim that he:
* W rote the M ontana W ilderness Study Act (later known as S. 393)
and successfully organized citizen support for its enactment to require
formal wilderness studies, with interim protection until Congress
determined otherwise, o f ten primitive wildlife-rich areas threatened
with unwarranted developm ent in M ontana's national forests.
Senator Lee M e tc alfs Legislative Director through the 1970s, Teddy Roe,
testifies to M erritf s authorship o f S. 393. As he wrote:
C lif personally drafted the language for S. 393, including an innovative
clause guaranteeing open-ended protection to nearly a million acres of
M ontana's finest back country. He then worked closely with Senator
M etcalf for the next five years, helping to overcome mainly industry
objections, until the Act was finally signed into law in 1977. Although
adjustments have been made over the intervening years to certain of the
S. 393 lands, the bulk o f them remain much as Clif Merritt and Senator
M etcalf ordained nearly 30 years ago.
The battle over S. 393 was bitter and hard-fought. By the time victory
was achieved, C lif had been required to display an incredible range of
talent, tenacity, diplomacy, strategy and leadership skill —all
accompanied with consummate proficiency and genuine humility.
Although S. 393 was a milestone in M ontana’s environmental history,
it was in many ways just another day’s work for Clif. One day, he
was walking the halls o f Congress, impressing decision-makers with
the logic o f his arguments, and the next, a forest path in the Bitterroots,
reconnecting with the land."^^

In 1976
Upon returning from a long and stressful foray and stay in Washington, D C.,
M erritt discovered that the conservation community had launched an extensive project
without his discovering it. He learned that he had been honored and named recipient ot
one o f that year’s ten A m erican Motors Conservation Awards lor Professionals. The
staff o f the W estern Office compiled a summary of Merritt s accomplishments through
Email from T eddy R o e , 14 N o v e m b e r 2 0 0 5 , “ Re: Final cop y ot nominating letter.
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1975 in their letter to the Awards Committee. On top o f the projects I have already
described here, they pointed with pride at the wilderness workshops Merritt had
developed and spread to other groups in the West, particular in conjunction with the
Wilderness W orkshop o f the Colorado Open Space Council. As office manager and field
director, he spent significant time at meetings with the Forest Service, conservationists,
business organizations, and giving testimony at public hearings. Eight signatories on the
letter claimed that “he maintains an unprecedented awareness of each potential wilderness
area in the western U.S. and the problems inherent in keeping these wild lands intact.” '*’’
At age 84 when I first met him, he still did.
The staff made specific mention of his actions and intentions in expanding
protected acreage in Pow derhom Primitive Area, Bandelier National Monument and Mesa
Verde National Park, and his impact in getting the Gila Primitive Area appended back to
the Gila W ilderness (an analogy for the Southwest o f the Magruder Corridor in the
North). Then to give an idea o f the multitude of tasks on his TWS plate, they gave a
generalization that I duplicate here.
Almost 100 wilderness proposals under the mandate process have been
reviewed and drafted in the Western Regional office under C lif s
supervision, many by himself. C lif has worked directly with
conservationists and citizens in all the western states on these
proposals. They include such areas as:
Organ Pipe N ational M onument
Wilson Mountains Primitive Area
Death Valley National M onument
Dinosaur National Park
Salm on-Trinity Alps Primitive Area
Saguaro National Monument
Zion National Park
Big Bend National Park
Rocky M ountain National Park
Guadalupe National Park
Blue Range Primitive Area
Sawtooth National Recreation Area
Agua Tibia Primitive Area
North Cascades National Park
Great Sand Dunes National M onument
French Pete Roadless Area
Colorado National M onument
Glacier Primiti\ e Area
Ibid., Letter T W S D en ver staff to A M C A .
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Idaho Primitive Area
Cloud Peak Primitive Area
Bryce Canyon National Park
High Uintas Primitive Area
Cedar Breaks National M onument
Arches National Park
Black Canyon o f the Gunnison National Monument
Hart M ountain National W ildlife Refuge

The staff letter did not mention the crack team of field representatives Merritt had
assembled for the TWS W estern network, with recruiting help from his right-hand man
Jerry M allett and old friend Rupe Cutler. The field representatives ran projects that
Merritt “only” oversaw, such as many in the s ta ffs list. At the time, those reps
consisted o f a bunch o f willingly-underpaid wilderness advocates, many we might now
call hippie-types,’°^ so may not have seemed worthy o f note to the office staff. As many
became leaders o f their own groups, some influential, upon the 1979 dismantling of the
Society’s W estern network, they merit mention here.
Besides Dave Foreman in New M exico and Arizona, M erritt’s TWS Western
teams, bringing together diverse talents under a unified TWS thrust, included: Bill
Cunningham and Phil Tawney in M ontana and North Dakota; Bart Koehler in Wyoming,
Nebraska and South Dakota; Dick Carter in Utah and Nevada; Joe Walicki in Oregon and
Washington; Jim Eaton in California and Hawaii; Dan Lechefsky in Idaho; Perry Moyle in
Colorado and Kansas; and Stan Senner in Alaska.'"" Tim Mahoney rose through the
ranks in Denver to become a leading lobbyist in Washington."" Merritt speaks in
particularly glowing terms about working with Sally Ranney and Debbie Sease. Foreman,
Cunningham, Carter and Ranney all write in glowing terms about their experiences

For e x a m p le , D ick Carter rem inisced about the many trips taken in his VW microbus. Photos ot the
crew from the period also support such a claim . Turner notes their low pay; perusal ot administrati\e
records in the D en v er Library A rchives verifies the claim .
'""TWS Organizational Charts, February 1978 and n d/19 77. Denver Library Archives. C O N S 130; TW S.
Admin: B o x 1:7, folder “A dm in: Org. Charts 1 9 6 9 -1 9 7 7 .
'
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working for and with Merritt. "
Doris M ilner o f Hamilton coordinated the award nomination effort. She compiled
48 letters o f support from people across a broad spectrum of American society, and from
throughout the country. The Awards Committee summarized those letters in its press
release:
Mr. M erritt’s jo b and his life -o n a seven day a week basis using
whatever time and effort become necessary-are devoted to preserving
irreplaceable wild areas for future generations. He is known as a tough
and tenacious adversary, but he fights for the cause o f conservation
with facts accumulated through careful and skillful research, and deals
with issues, not personalities. He has gained the respect and attention
o f those on all sides o f wilderness issues, and his office and the people
in it are renowned for their expert knowledge, as well as their
enthusiasm ."'

Beginning 1978
As M erritt continued to coordinate the Wilderness Society’s field network in
Denver, local advocates o f wilderness protection continued the battle in Montana. In
particular they brought M erritt’s boyhood huckleberry grounds in the Elkhom range just
southeast o f Helena into the spotlight. Merritt claims that in that battle he:
* Was instrumental in getting the 161,000-acre Elkhom National
Wildlife M anagement Area in the Helena and Deer Lodge national
forests established by the Secretary of Agriculture, 1978-81. Wrote
most o f the basic management plan for the unit. This area is unique, in
that it is the only substantial national forest area managed primarily
for its wildlife. Approximately 2,000 elk, as well as mountain goats,
moose, deer, bear and other wildlife inhabit the wild region, making it
one o f M ontana's most popular hunting areas.
For e x a m p le , see D ave Foreman .“ Endless Pressure, Endlessly Applied, opinion in Hiyh C o u iu n
16 M ay 1994, and “The Real W ilderness Idea" found on w w w .w ild e m e ss.n e t; Dick Carter. “The Wilderness
Story,” H igh U in tas P r e s e r v a tio n C o u n c il N c v 'sle tte r, 20 June 2004; Bill Cunningham, letter nominating
Merritt for Honorary D egree at the University o f Montana, 23 September 2005.
A m erican M otors C onservation A w ards Program, Press R elease. Detroit. May _5 11976]. From .AMC.A
binder in M ilner papers in Merritt papers.
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This designation engendered as much opposition from Montana wilderness
advocates as from the resource extraction industry. Merritt recognized that less than half
of the Elkhom Range legally qualified as Wilderness, yet the entire range provided
exquisite wildlife habitat. M any people wanted to salvage at least the Wilderness half.
Rupert Cutler, who had risen to Assistant Secretary o f Agriculture in charge of the Forest
Service since leaving TW S, says he “faced a choice between wilderness and wildlife.” "'
To help him choose well, as typical, M erritt arranged for them to take a horse pack trip
into the Elkhom area. Out in the wilds, Cutler decided, with tremendous influence from
Merritt, to choose wildlife. Cutler also enlisted Merritt to write the management plan."^
Like most o f the founders o f the W ildemess Society, Merritt recognized that the
crux o f protecting wildlands rest in preventing roads from penetrating them. Thus he
considered a legally established management plan that prevented roading and related
incursions to be as desirable as W ildemess protection under the Act of 1964. Meanwhile,
as he em phasized repeatedly, M erritt sought to protect wildlands primarily because only
they enabled w ildem ess wildlife to prosper. He fought the Forest Service when it tried to
restrict wildem ess designation to only the most inaccessible and sublime public forests—
the rocks and glaciers o f their lands—and excluded wildlife habitat. He argued with Cecil
Garland and Brock Evans when they tried to restrict their proposals to only the most
prime centers o f wildlife habitat. Not wedded to any ideal o f wildemess other than its
pragmatic importance to biologic diversity, Merritt repeatedly encouraged designations
and m anagem ent plans that prevented industrial invasion, even if he had to pursue
altem atives to pure W ildemess. He accepted Jewel Basin preservation as a Hiking Aiea,

" ' Interview with Cutler, notes in m y p o sse ss io n .
Ibid., and interview s with Merritt. S ee also vid eo m ade through the ettorts ot _005 Elkhom W ML
manager Jodie C anfield, not published, which includes interviews with several ot the interested parties,
including Merritt, on the history o f the area and its m anagement.
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promoted numerous designations of both Wild and Scenic rivers for their importance to
fisheries and wildlife migrations, pushed for the greater Hells Canyon ecosystem as a
National Recreation Area surrounding its mere 200,000-acre Wildemess, and found
him self fighting many long-time friends like Paul Richards to establish the entire Elkhom
range as the first National W ildlife M anagement Unit. Merritt appreciated the utility of
wildlands as habitat, as the last chance for diversity to survive, far more than the purity
suggested by the various wildem ess ideals that have drifted in and out of vogue over the
decades. He fought for habitat protection, taking advantage of the ideals only as they
served his goals.

Meanwhile, on the other side o f the country ...
Rupert Cutler had joined the W ildemess Society staff about the same time as
Merritt. Cutler worked at the W ashington, D C. office. By 1972, he says he “smelled
the roses” and resigned from the Society."' As Merritt and the Westem Field crew
continued their successes in obtaining W ildemess protections through the mid-1970s,
with reasonably harmonious cooperation among their diverse ranks, on the other side of
the country morale and communications in the Washington office deteriorated rapidly."'’
Tum er summarized the resultant administrative actions:
W ithout citing the financial problems or the pervasive atmosphere of
distrust, the council announced that it was hiring a management
consultant to review the W ildemess Society’s operations. That fall
[1975], with C lif M erritt serving as temporary director, the Wildemess
Society proceeded with its legislative programs on a much reduced
" H b id ., interview Cutler.
Ibid., T u m e r , p. 129. A ls o , c o n c lu sio n s elucidated in the report by James M. Kittleman & Associates,
Inc., M a n a gem e n t C onsultants, from review and appraisal ot T W S operation

at the Washington and

D en ver o f f ic e s , ” 15 D ec e m b e r 1975. In D en ver Public Library Archives, C O N S la O .T W S .
Adm inistration, B o x 2:2 M a n a gem ent and P olicy, lold er “N eed tor Kittleman report 1975.
cou ld m otivate a full thesis on the W ild e m e s s S o c ie t y ’s drastic changes ot the late 1970s.
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b asis.

By December, the consultant’s report came in, and the Wildemess Society’s
Governing Council dismissed Brandborg, acknowledging that he had led a remarkable
period o f growth for the Society, in both membership and influence. The Council
immediately offered M erritt the jo b o f TWS Executive Director. Merritt turned them
down flat; he had no intention o f moving back to Washington, D C., success o f the
Eastern W ildem ess Areas Act in 1975 or not. In fact, with that Congressional rejection of
Forest Service purity policy, M erritt saw increased opportunity and demands out in the
field, in the Rocky M ountains.
Yet, devoted heart and soul to the cause and to the Wildemess Society of
Marshall, Leopold, and Zahniser, he again agreed to work out of Washington temporarily.
As with the death o f Zahniser in 1964, the organization needed extraordinary help to
manage the ensuing storm. M erritt brought his professionalism and fiscal responsibility
with him to W ashington, with the caveat that he would stay at most four months while
they found a suitable, perm anent director. Doug Scott remarked about that troubled time
in TWS history, that “M erritt the survivor held the whole thing together.’’"* M erritt’s
family stayed in Denver.
Following the release o f Brandborg, and after M erritt’s short stint at the helm, the
Wildemess Society went through several quick reorganizations as George Davis and Celia
Hunter, in their short terms as directors, tried to salvage the nearly economically
destroyed Society. In 1978 a strong-willed William Tumage took charge. With great taith
in an autocratic, centralized bureaucracy o f highly educated professionals

Ibid., Turner, p. 131.
D o u g Scott em ail from < d sco tt@ lea v e itw ild .o rg > , “ Re: Clit Merritt and histor),
Ibid., T u m e r , p. 2 0 2 .
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grassroots pow er,’-" Tum age summarily closed the Denver office and disbanded its
network in D ecem ber 1978. As Tum er noted in his dissertation’s history of TWS:
C lif M erritt, who had been coordinating the westem field program
since Brandborg hired him in 1965, was effectively released when
Tum age dem anded that he move to Washington, D C. Instead, Merritt
chose to resign, ending his long career with the Wildemess Society.'-'

After 1979
By the mid 1980s, nearly all o f M erritt’s “field representatives had either left or
been fired.” '” As Dave Foreman quipped about the dismantling of the Wildemess Society
network: “Not only is the landscape fragmented biologically, but conservation has been
fragmented as well.” '"^ Foreman went on, famously, to found with Earth First! With
TWS support suddenly gone, Dick Carter realized that his home state of Utah needed a
statewide organization, so formed the Utah Wildemess Association.'-^ (The UWA has
remained active to this day, though Carter has gone on to focus his energies with the High
Uintas Preservation Council.) Cunningham, Eaton, and Walicki continued working to
protect wild areas in their home states as well.
Merritt has frequently claimed that his move into a career in conservation was the
best decision he ever made. Thus, when dropped by the Wildemess Society, he chose to
stay in the discipline. He, Jerry Mallett, and Sally Ranney banded together in 1979 to
form a group they called American Wildemess Alliance (AWA), headquartered in Denver.
They, as many other workers from the W estem network displaced by the Wildemess
Society’s 1979 reinvention o f itself, struggled financially for many years. While working
Ibid., Turner, p. 2 0 5 .
Ibid., Turner, p. 2 0 6 .
Ibid., T u m e r , p. 2 0 6 .
'-'Foreman interview with E n v iro n m e n ta l R e v ie w ; M o n th ly N e w sle tte r o j Envirounienial St itiu e and
P o lic y . February 2 0 0 1 . 1-6.
D ick Carter em ail to m e 27 O ctober 2 0 0 5 . “Re; Clit and U .W .A .
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with “conservation groups throughout the Rocky Mountain region, acquainting them with
the need to protect public wildlands for wildlife habitat, fisheries, and quality
recreation,’”^' as Executive Director o f AWA, Merritt also took a day-job in Boulder,
Colorado, as manager o f the National Audubon Society’s publication Audubon
Wildcountry.
In 1983, at age 64, M erritt decided it was time to move home to Montana; he gave
a year’s notice to then AW A President Sally Ranney, and to his wife, Edith. That year,
Merritt began to think seriously about complaints A W A ’s Montana representative, Dan
Heinz, had been raising. Many people in Montana saw the name of his group, American
W ildemess Alliance, and immediately rejected him as merely another “lock up the land”
nut. M erritt formally changed his organization’s name to American Wildlands (AWL), a
simpler name without the politically charged, bifurcating word “wildemess.”
True to his word, M erritt moved to Hamilton, Montana in 1984. Home of the
active conservation group Friends o f the Bitterroot, and the “banana belt” of M ontana’s
renownedly cold climate, at the time it was also home to his three sisters and mother. He
continued to work as Am erican W ildlands’ Executive Director, and as editor of its
publications—alerts, m onthly newsletters, special reports, and the quarterly “Joumal ot
American W ildlands” called On the Wild Side—from his office, with computer and fax
machine, in Hamilton. Soon thereafter, AWL moved its headquarters to Bozeman,
M ontana, where it resides and prospers to this day.
In 1990 Memitt stepped back in the organization, to Associate Executive Director,
and began a project that may become his greatest legacy. He originated a broad plan, as he

From "R e su m e o f C lifton R. Merritt,” n .d ./1 9 9 4 . In Merritt papers.
En velope dated 24 January 1984 from “The W ild em e ss C ompany ECHO
this title for Merritt. Merritt also kept a handwritten "Work Record

in Oakland, Calitomia used

ot hours worked tor the Audubon

S ocie ty b etw een April o f 1983 and January ot 1984. In Merritt papers.
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]

describes,
for studying and protecting migration corridors between roadless areas
and established wildem ess areas containing important wildlife
populations. This is known as the Corridors of Life project. [The
pjurpose o f this project is to establish and protect routes through
which wide-ranging wildlife can move freely from one roadless area or
w ildem ess to another, as required with the changes of seasons and
environmental conditions, and in the promotion of genetic interchange
and biodiversity.'"^
The Am erican W ildlands board o f directors supported the idea. Within a year,
cofounder Sally Ranney raised more than a million dollars, “then an unheard of amount in
such a short tim e,” '"^ to establish a world-class computerized laboratory with satellite
telemetry access. Federal agencies and conservation groups alike have since used AW L’s
sophisticated land-mapping and wildlife-tracking capabilities to obtain reliable ecological
data on which to base management suggestions and decisions effecting us to this day.
M eanwhile, the corridor idea has found other advocates, most tied to oncedetested camivores. A grand project has built on the general concept to establish the
“Yellowstone to Yukon,” or Y2Y, project. In part, Y2Y advocates protecting the genetic
integrity o f the grizzly bear through establishment o f a large corridor up the spine of the
continent, located as suggested in its name. Meanwhile, down south, Dave Foreman
established the Sky Islands Network in New Mexico, in another intemational effort to
reestablish habitat suitable to the wild cats that once roamed the Southwest.
C lif M erritt continued actively directing AWL until 1998 when he stepped down
at age 79 to let the younger, more energetic captains take charge. Yet, he never ceased
reading about the continuing battles now waged by others, and writing voluminous!) to
friends and officials and for newsletters, in support ot habitat-protection efforts across
Ibid., Merritt resume.
In terview with Merritt, notes in my p ossess io n .
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the region and country.
His cohorts in conservation, as they had in 1975, once again perpetrated a plot
that M erritt never caught wind of. On November 10, 1998, instead of holding their
normal board meeting in Bozeman, American Wildlands sponsored “A Special Event,
Connecting the W ildlands o f the Northern Rockies.’”'" Merritt looked at the “tentative
program” they had sent him, and looked at the blowing snow outside in Hamilton, which
experience had shown would only get worse on the mountain passes between Hamilton
and Bozeman.'^" W hile Corridors of Life had been his baby, he not only trusted but had
kept in constant contact with the people then running the program, so determined he
could offer nothing special to the meeting. When he called to tell Ranney not to expect
him, she convinced him that they could not proceed without him. He made the four hour
drive, and found the snow was not as bad as he had feared. Only upon arriving did he
discover what everyone else knew; the program title should have read “A Tribute to C lif
M erritt.’”^' Fittingly, M erritt celebrated his official retirement that night at the Gallatin
Gateway Inn, in the same building where 35 years earlier and in a different snowstorm
overlooking the sublime Gallatin Range, the esteemed Dr. Howard Zahniser had suggested
that M erritt change his avocation into his vocation.
Beginning in 1999, M erritt found a new and unusual abundance of free time on his
hands, so embarked on a project he had long dreamed about--writing it all down. Thus, on
top o f the mass o f docum entation he generated in the process of doing his job as a
grassroots leader, he has now also written a memoir ot his early days, and several
chapters o f a biography o f the wildlands he came to know in the course of his career. He
graciously perm itted me to draw freely from all his works
I

in w T itin g

' A W L program for the event. In Merritt papers.

I in

In terview with Merritt, notes in m y p o ssessio n .
Ibid. A ls o , the title o f the main item on the A W L program tor the evening.

this thesis.
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Conclusion
M any people in Am erica devote their lives to accumulating capital. Clif Merritt
would fit in that category. Yet, unlike most, he counted his capital in number of acres of
wildlife habitat protected in America. He never had the money to finish college, and had
to work hard ju st to provide a comfortable yet modest living for his family. Still, by the
time the W ildem ess Society abandoned his network, he could consider himself a
millionaire. By my count M erritt played a central role in the designation o f nearly 7.5
million acres o f wildlands, and his TWS team spearheaded another 20 million acres or so.
At age 85, he claims that he cannot imagine a better living than working in conservation.
Yet, he still feels a little disenchanted at the Wildemess Society’s treatment of him after
he gave them so much o f his life.’^“
In his 2004 dissertation in history at Princeton, Jay Tumer argued that TWS had
lived through three incamations. From the “small, elite, and idealistically-minded interest
group” o f 1935, it reinvented itself to lead the popular movements o f the 1960s and
1970s under Brandborg and Merritt. Tum er claimed that the Society redefined itself a
second time through W illiam T um age’s centrist ideals after 1979, and that “[t]hese new
organizational strategies persist to the present day.” '^^
While w oefully true when he wrote, had Tum er completed his dissertation a year
later, he would not have been able to draw that final conclusion. In Januar\' 2005,
president o f the W ildem ess Society W illiam Meadows stopped in Missoula, Montana to
give a talk to the W ildem ess Institute there. He enthusiastically promoted the tomiation
o f grassroots netw orks across America, to protect wildemess in the tace ot a \ er\
Interview with Merritt, notes in m y p o sse ss io n .
Ibid., T u m er, p. 2 0 0 - 2 0 1 .
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com m odity-oriented contem porary political environment.
After the talk, I went and spoke to him. I asked frankly if he was hoping to
reestablish the kind o f network that M erritt had created for TWS by the late 1970s. A
far-away look came to his eyes; he replied simply, ‘‘yes.” '^^
Back in 1994 Dave Foreman gave advice on how to begin doing so:
Conservationists at all levels need to learn from the history of
adm inistrations past. From Earth First!ers in the trees to the Gang of
Ten, we need to study history and learn how David Brower, Stewart
Brandborg, Harry Crandall, C lif Merritt, Brock Evans, and the other
conservation gladiators o f that era fought and often won against the
Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon and Ford administrations.'^'

W illiam M e a d o w s , after talk at the University o f Montana W ild em e ss Institute. 28 Februao^2005.
D avid F orem an , “ En dless Pressure, E n dlessly A pplied.

Opinion in Hi^h Coitmry Atu.v.

. a\
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION

Samuel Hays pointed us to grassroots publications to enlighten scholarly writings
about the true roots o f the American environmental movement. William Cronon pointed
us to the W ildem ess Society to find a key to the national popularity of the wildemess
preservation movement. Dave Foreman pointed us to the likes C lif Merritt to learn how
to continue past successes in motivating the public to challenge intrusions into our lives
by deleterious and impersonal industrial forces acting through political leaders. My work
with M erritt suggests they all three have pointed us in the right direction.
Yet, I wonder, is examination enough? To lead the academy to a better
understanding o f a dynamic period o f recent American history, yes, I believe study o f the
personalities involved will prove invaluable. To lead the country to a sustainable life with
healthy ecosystems, no, I do not think study or emulation of particular techniques that
worked in the past will suffice. We will need also to adapt those techniques to our times,
just as M erritt and his band o f cohorts adapted the tecliniques of Carhart, Leopold,
Marshall, Yard and the like, as they strove to meet the changing demands and
opportunities o f society during the early decades of the Wildemess Act Era.

Conservation as A rt'
I first encountered my favorite philosophical model of the human being in the
early 1980s, in the works o f Am ienian-bom wanderer and writer Georges I\ ano\ ich
G urdjieff (1872-1949, usually published as G.I. Gurdjieff, usually referred to simply as
' The idea ot “conservation as art” arose from d iscussions with Twilly<5 \vildrockies,org.
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G urdjieff)/ Since then, my own observations and experience have led me to trust the
model in general, it also closely matches the creative processes described by scientists and
m athematicians o f this century, including Albert Einstein and Paul Erdos.
The "three brain" model o f hum anity-G urdjieff used the word ‘brain’
equivalently to ‘hum an energy centers’-pro v id es a pragmatic philosophical handhold to
study our diverse species. For lack o f better words, and perhaps an oversimplification, I
call those three brains the intellectual, spiritual, and physical. Occasionally, if rarely, the
three brains o f a person align and agree, and result in the "aha" in art or science, or else the
outstanding moment "oh w ow!!!” in human living, encountered, for example, walking into
a sublime natural phenom ena that boggles the mind and allows subdued physical and
spiritual energies to arise.
Even more rarely, a human lives with the balance and fortitude needed to regularly
align their three “brains,” Those people who constantly train and exercise the abilities of
all three o f their centers, whether by choice or circumstance, in proper social settings,
have become the true artists o f our civilization, in diverse realms o f human enterprisefrom politics to painting, from administration to music, from science to sympathy.
" G. I . Gurdjieff constructed his “A ll and Everything Series” over the final decades o f his life, after having
spent the first decades visiting diverse monasteries throughout A sia, Africa, and Europe. Those works
include three b ooks under the title B e e l z e b u b 's Tales to His G randson: An O b jec tiv ely Im partial Criticism
o f the Life o f M an, f o llo w e d by the se co n d series M e etin g s with R em arkable M en, which became the first
Gurdjieff work published in the U .S . in 1969 and was later made into a m ovie, and concluding with Lije is
R e a l O n ly Then, When “I A m ."

His students have also com p iled Views f ro m the R eal World: E a rly Talks

o f G u r d jie f f in M o s c o w , Essentiiki, Tiflis, Berlin, L ondon , P aris, N e w York a n d C h ic a g o

R e co llec ted

b y his P u p ils to extend the availability o f his original works. Other books I have read and suggest, that
provide insights to Gurdjieff in a manner m ore-accessible to nomtal humans than his original works,
include: O u r Life with M r . G u r d j ie f f h y T h om as de Hartmann, The G u rdjieff Work by Kathleen Riordan
S peeth, T ea c h in g s o f G u r d jie f f , A P u p i l's Jou rn al: An A ccou nt o f S o m e Years with G.I. Giu djiejf a n d A.R.
O r a g e in N e w York a n d a t F o n ta in e b le a u -A v o n by C.S. Nott, O r a g e with G urdjieff in A m erica by Louise
W e lc h , L uba G urdjieff, A M e m o ir with R e c ip e s by Luba Gurdjiett Everitt with Marina C. Bear. P.D.
O uspensky and M adam e Blavatsky have also popularized, in Europe and the Americas, their d e n \ a t i \ es ot
G u r d jie ff s work. Gurdjieff referred to h im s e lf throughout his later lite as ' a dance instructor, vet his
outlook on life and his c o m m u n e outside o f Paris gained him an extremely loyal follow ing. w ho spread out
across the world in the early and mid twentieth century, and brought his approach—engage lite fuliv in all
w a y s —where ere they traveled.
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Viewed through this philosophical lens, C lif Merritt qualified as a budding artist in
the field o f conservation by 1954. Not attached to nature just for its provisions
(physical), not attached to nature just for its grandeur (spiritual), not attached to nature
just for its existential influences (intellectual), he subsumed himself in all three equally.
Like true artists in every realm, he did it because he had to, by internal compulsion, not
just choice or opportunity.
Upon choosing his democratic option to preserve wildemess habitat, M erritt’s
entire being focused tightly and ferociously on the task. Beginning in 1954, he became an
archetypical artist, serving the world through his abiding obsession for wildland. He
approached conservation as a true artist, as a never ending process of interaction and
growth rather than for a physical result to nail on the wall and admire.
Colin W ilson, author and commentator on many personalities of the early 1900s,
wrote a biography o f G urdjieff and aptly characterized his broader philosophy in the
title: The War Against Sleep. Sleeping people, Gurdjieff asserted, whether literally or
figuratively asleep, do not engage life, do not generate the actual (as opposed to virtual?)
experience needed for human growth, thus cannot reach toward their true human
potential; they do not even know about the self-realization at the top of psychologist
Abraham M azlow ’s now -fam ous hierarchy of human needs. Merritt may not have
known about self-realization, but his being understood and strove for it. While he never
heard o f Gurdjieff, M erritt willingly and independently joined the war against sleep. He
recognized that sleeping people seldom comprehend the value ot diversity, thus do not
have the souls suitable to battle for wildland protections—they have not developed the
''gut feeling” for wildlife essential, according to Merritt, to leading in the wildlife
preservation effort. M eanwhile, sleep cut into his working time.
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The artist M erritt needed to preserve wildlife habitat more than he needed rest; he
joined the war against sleep to enable further his battles against ill-advised incursions into
pristine wildlife habitat. As a result o f his constant activity, like many true artists
M erritt ended up producing prodigiously; his results ranged from essays on
professionalism and the values o f biological diversity, to photographs o f sublime lands
across America, to million-acre W ildemess Area designations, to multitudes of dedicated
wildland advocates.
Like those o f many distinguished artists, M erritt’s accomplishments motivated
others to seek him out and to join his craft willingly. He taught them how to produce
effectively, with the help o f nature and their friends, thus to follow in his footsteps.
M erritt’s protégés in A m erica have picked up the effort where Merritt left off; today we
can find them w orking throughout the West to protect critical wildlife habitat. For
example, in 2004 ex-TWS field representative Bill Cunningham spearheaded the effort
that convinced the current Bush administration not to open M ontana’s Rocky Mountain
Front to gas and oil exploration. Those lands, incidentally, lay contiguous to the Eastern
edges o f the Bob M arshall W ildemess Complex; M erritt’s battle for lands surrounding the
Bob continues to this day.

Other Awards: The A fterwords
While M erritt ably avoided the notice of most popular and academic media for
many decades, he could never hide his success and humble devotion from his triends and
associates. Thus, in 1976 and again in 1998, as noted in chapter three ot this thesis,
preservation workers from around the country banded together to honor Merritt s
wildland achievem ents, as well as his contributions to their personal de\ elopments. ^ el
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he made im pacts on many diverse people, not just devoted preservationists. In 1980, the
U.S. Forest Service presented M erritt with its ‘7 5 th Anniversary Award” for his
“personal interest and involvement in National Forest System management, and in
appreciation o f [his] significant contributions to Forestry and Conservation.” That was
four years before FS historian Dennis Roth, in his histories o f the Forest Service during
the W ildem ess Act era, extolled M erritf s influences on FS policy. An unusual
occurrence in Am erica, both “sides” o f the preservation battle respected his work enough
to honor it.
Not only national figures, but local workers around the West have tipped their
hats to M erritt, thus providing further indication o f his widespread and deeply personal
impacts. In 1989 the Idaho Conservation League honored Merritt, claiming: “25 YEARS
OF IDAHO W ILDERNESS: An idea bom from your vision; A reality won by your
work; A goal inspired by your example. In honor o f your long defense of things natural,
wild and free[,] thank you.” In 1997 the Montana Wildlife Federation gave “grateful
recognition o f [M erritf s] continued support to preserve for future generations the legacy
o f M ontana’s w ildlife.” In 2003, Friends o f the Bitterroot presented Merritt with a
Lifetime A chievem ent Award. In that award, the Friends summarized the opinions of
scores o f people who have written to and about Merritt. Addressing Merritt, they wrote:
Your inspired vision, your tenacious determination and your
unwavering perseverance in the service of protecting precious and
endangered wild lands, both here in Montana and in many other places
across our country, place you among the most exalted o f American
conservationists. Friends o f the Bitterroot is honored and privileged to
have you among us, to have your lifelong experience and wisdom to
help guide us, and to have your indomitable spirit as an inspiration.
The Ravalli County Fish & W ildlife Association, one of the oldest conservation groups in
' C op ies o f this and all awards cited made from the originals, which currently hang on M em tt s walls.
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M ontana, followed in 2005 by presenting Merritt with its "Nick Kramis Conservation
A w ard.” The text in that award summarizes his career and then concludes; “Known for
his tireless dedication to wildlife and wildemess, Clif, at 85, inspires many with his
enduring commitment to the wildemess and the heritage of hunting and fishing.”
Truly, m eeting M erritt belongs in anybody’s tales of “meetings with remarkable
men.” He provides a rare combination of vision, dedication, technical know-how,
humility, and respect. His works provide a rich entryway into the heart and soul of the
American w ildem ess preservation movement o f the past fifty years, through the many
people whose lives he touched, and the masses of correspondence and educational
documents they generated.

As M erritt stressed in his first newsletter in 1956, the world keeps changing, and
threats to our health and quality o f life keep donning new disguises. Only by staying
awake and aware can we hope to recognize and ameliorate the impacts of new dangers to
the diversity that makes life on earth sustainable. Yes, we need to continue to study;
scrutinizing the life and motivations of Merritt has proven an extremely rich educational
and personal experience for me. Yet,Merritt has never ceased to admonish us, as
conscientious preservationists we also need to apply our knowledge with constant
vigilance, continuously observing and adapting to nature s needs, as part and parcel ot our
own desires.
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